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1

Executive Summary

The aim of the FutureID project is to build a comprehensive, exible, privacy-aware and ubiquitously usable identity management infrastructure for Europe. That is, the main goal of the
project is to provide an architecture that allows the dierent eID solutions already deployed to
be used in a unied and interoperable manner.
The aim of work package 24 is to address various shortcomings of existing and emerging eID
solutions. In particular, we aim at extending the toolbox for the formal analysis to cope with the
challenges arising in this context, such as the modelling and verication of complex, composed
protocols and their privacy features. Another focus is on the development of new cryptographic
mechanisms and protocols that complement privacy-enhanced credentials to match requirements
that arise in large-scale environments. To this end, work package 24 conducts research on the
following ve tasks, and this deliverable describes the research conducted on these tasks during
the third year of the FutureID project and provides a summary of the research results.

Task 24.1: Extending languages and tools for compositional reasoning.

The purpose
of this task is to provide languages and tools that allow the analysis of complex systems
that are composed of multiple components. We have achieved a signicant step forward
in the area of compositional reasoning with two kinds of relative soundness results. The
rst kind are typing results showing that any security protocol that fulls a number of
sucient conditions has an attack if it has a well-typed attack. The second kind considers
the parallel composition of protocols, showing that when running two protocols in parallel
allows for an attack, then at least one of the protocols has an attack in isolation. In this
deliverable, we present 2 publications related to this task. In WP24, we have presented 5
publications.

Task 24.2: Establishing methods and languages for privacy goals.

This task's goal is
to establish methods and languages for the analysis of privacy goals with formal methods
tools. It pursues that goal with two sub-tasks, one to establish a privacy analysis method
and its formalization, and the other to establish semantics for claims languages to allow
reasoning over them. For the rst sub-task, we focus on applying the concept of α-β privacy that we have developed previously to the FutureID architecture. For the second
sub-task, we dene and unify the concepts and features of privacy-preserving attributebased credentials (Privacy-ABCs), provide a language framework in XML schema, and
give a formal semantics to describe the eects of the transactions in a privacy-friendly
authentication system using Privacy-ABCs. Additionally, we present a Prolog implementation for credential-policy matching. In this deliverable, we present 1 publication and 2
technical reports related to this task. In WP24, we have presented 2 publications and 2
technical reports.

Task 24.3: Privacy-friendly audit and data-handling mechanisms.

Task 24.3 conducts
research on data-handling mechanisms and on audits. For audits, we report on experiences during implementing blank digital signatures as well as optimizations that helped
to improve their performance. Additionally, we propose a novel graph signature scheme,
which makes it possible that an issuer certies a committed graph, such that a prover
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can subsequently prove properties of the graph in zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge.
Data-handling mechanisms determine how user data is managed by the service provider.
We focus our research on authentication mechanisms based on passwords and signatures
and on privacy-preserving protocols that minimize the data that users have to disclose to
service providers. We also work on existing eID solutions. In addition, we also conduct
research on computations on signed data and on data anonymization and data sharing
between databases. In this deliverable, we present 12 publications and 1 technical report
related to this task. In WP24, we have presented 27 publications and 1 technical report.

Task 24.4: Development of privacy-friendly revocation mechanisms.

We address the
design of several privacy-friendly revocation mechanisms. First, we propose a privacy
preserving revocation mechanism for privacy-enhancing attribute-based credentials that
allows you to eciently handle multiple revocation lists. Second, we study a primitive
that is widely used for revocation purposes, i.e., cryptographic accumulators. Third, we
show how using epochs can help to make revocation practical while still retaining reasonable strong privacy guarantees. Our contribution is a new revocation scheme that has very
low computational cost for users and veriers alike, that is ecient even in the smart card
setting, and therefore can be used in practice. Finally, we explain the concept of revocable
privacy. In this deliverable, we present 3 publications and 1 technical report related to
this task. In WP24, so far we have presented 4 publications and 1 technical report.

Task 24.5: Development of methods for usable privacy.

We have designed a two-factor
user-authentication scheme for usable server-based eID and e-signature solutions. Current
server-based eID and e-signature solutions typically rely on one-time passwords delivered
to the user via short message service (SMS). This raises several issues in practice, as the
use of SMS technology can be cost-eective insecure. To address these issues, we propose an alternative two-factor user-authentication scheme following a challenge-response
approach. The feasibility and applicability of the proposed user-authentication scheme is
evaluated by means of two concrete implementations. This way, we show that the proposed authentication scheme and its implementations improve both the cost eectiveness
and the security of server-based eID and e-signature solutions. Additionally, on a dierent
line of work, we study how users choose passwords under consideration of dierent human
dimensions, and, more specically, when they are cognitively depleted. In this deliverable, we present 1 publication related to this task. In WP24, so far we have presented 5
publications and 1 poster.
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2.6 Glossary of Terms
access control

Prevention and protection of resources against unauthorised access; a process by which use
of resources is regulated according to a security policy and is permitted by only authorised
people according to that policy.

composition

Combining protocols, components or sub-systems to larger systems.

compositionality

Property of components and systems that guarantees that they can be composed securely,
maintaining their properties. Roughly equivalent to composability, usually used in the
formal methods context.

composability

Property of components and systems that guarantees that they can be composed securely,
maintaining their properties. Roughly equivalent to compositionality, usually used in
the cryptography context. Notable variants are Reactive Simulatability and Universal
Composability, stating that a component can be composed with an arbitrary environment
and will still maintain its properties.

parallel composition

Protocol composition in which several protocols are executed over the same communication
medium. The protocols are possibly using the same key-infrastructure.

sequential composition

Protocol composition in which one protocol is executed after another, the output of the
rst one feeding as input into the second one.
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3

Introduction

The objective of work package 24 is to develop protocols and tools that can be used in the next
generation of privacy-enhanced eID solutions. In particular, we aim at extending the toolbox of
formal methods in order to cope with the challenges arising in this context, such as the modeling
and verication of complex, composed protocols and their privacy features. Another focus is
on the development of new cryptographic mechanisms and protocols that complement privacyenhanced credentials and improve their supported functionalities in large-scale environments.
To this end, work package 24 conducts research on the following tasks:

Task 24.1:

Extending languages and tools for compositional reasoning

Task 24.2:

Establishing methods and languages for privacy goals

Task 24.3:

Development of privacy-friendly audit and data-handling mechanisms

Task 24.4:

Development of privacy-friendly revocation mechanisms

Task 24.5:

Development of methods for usable privacy

3.1 Document Structure
In Section 3, we rst recall the Description of Work for WP24 in Section 3.2 and then we
summarize the research conducted for WP24 during the three years of the project in Section 3.3.
In Section 4, Section 5, Section 6, Section 7, and Section 8, we describe the research conducted
during the third year of the project for Task 24.1, Task 24.2, Task 24.3, Task 24.4 and Task
24.5 respectively. We conclude in Section 9. In Section 10, we include the abstracts of all the
publications described in this document, while in Section 11 we include the references of all the
publications described in D24.1, D24.2, and D24.4. (The publications in D24.3 are also described
in D24.4.) Therefore, Section 10 contains the abstracts of the publications presented in WP24
during the third year of the project, while Section 11 contains the references of the publications
presented in WP24 during the whole project.

3.2 Description of Work for WP24
In the following subsections, we recall the research goals described in the Description of Work
of FutureID for each of the tasks.

3.2.1 Extending Languages and Tools for Compositional Reasoning (Task 24.1)
Task 24.1 aims at providing languages and tools that allow the analysis of complex systems
that are composed of multiple components. This is useful for the eID based solutions developed in FutureID that we want to formally analyze with the On-the-Fly Model Checker
(OFMC) [44], AIF/ProVerif/SPASS tool-chain [268], [60], [341], which are complex systems.
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They are composed of several smaller components, such as secure channel protocols and application protocols that are run over such a channel, as well as compositions of eID protocols
with identity federation and anonymous credential systems. The direct verication of composed systems is often too complex and also not desirable, because any change of the composition will invalidate the overall security statement. In order to verify systems compositionally,
we will establish suitable interfaces and abstract properties, extend existing work on protocol
composition [158], [201], [155], [148], [195] with channels suitable for eID protocols (e.g., with
unauthenticated or unilateral authenticated end-points) as well as the development of extended
specication languages and tools.
The goals of this work are two-fold: First, we develop a set of design principles, such as disjointness of the message format when messages have a dierent meaning. These good engineering
practices [8] avoid many problems by construction already. Second, we aim at establishing compositionality theorems that show that systems that adhere to the identied design principles and
that are safe in isolation can be arbitrarily composed without introducing new vulnerabilities.

3.2.2 Establishing Methods and Languages for Privacy Goals (Task 24.2)
Task 24.2 aims at establishing methods and languages for the analysis of privacy goals with
formal methods tools. It pursues that goal with two sub-tasks, one to establish a privacy
analysis method and its formalization, and the other to establish semantics for claims languages
to allow reasoning over them.

Task 24.2.1: Formal Methods for Privacy Goals.

The protection of personal data is very
important but often neglected in formal analysis for its intricacy: it is not sucient
to evaluate single runs of a system (as for classical secrecy properties for instance) but
one must at least consider whether an intruder can distinguish several runs of a system. This provides the basis for formulating many privacy properties; further results can
be achieved by consideration of context and his auxiliary knowledge. Currently there is
practically no tool support for these questions and research results are just beginning to
emerge [145], [162], [29]. Based on these results, we extend and implement the handling of a
range of privacy goals in the tools OFMC and AIF that we use in the evaluation of WP1.2.
While this is focusing on the means necessary for verifying privacy-enhancing identity protocols, we also investigate the relationship to k-anonymity [326] (which, in a database,
suggests the suppression and generalization (obfuscation) of quasi-identiers to make an
individual's data entry indistinguishable from others) and its derivatives [251], [242], and
dierential privacy [169].

Task 24.2.2: Formal Semantics for Claims Languages.

This task develops a formal semantics for the claim-language following the example of the card requirements language
CARL [120]. The idea is to describe the amount of information specied as disclosure to
the verier by a rst-order formula and establish what can be derived from several related
or unrelated identity proofs. This formalizes two fundamental requirements:

I:

The soundness of the implementation, that is, users cannot prove properties about
themselves that do not actually hold true.
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II:

The privacy or completeness, that is, the server does not learn more information than
users agreed to prove about themselves. In particular, a server should be unable to
infer whether two identity proofs were made by the same user or not, unless users
deliberately link their actions.

3.2.3 Research on Privacy-Friendly Audit and Data-Handling Mechanisms (Task
24.3)
Users reveal data to service providers for authentication and authorization purposes. Datahandling mechanisms determine how this data is managed by the service provider. Additionally,
audits are required to ensure that service providers fulll the pertinent data-handling policies.
Task 24.3 conducts research on both topics.

Data-Handling Mechanisms.

Whenever a user reveals personal data to a service provider,
this data can be considered to become a resource on its own for which the user can specify
his preferred data handling policies. The service provider is then restricted in the usage
of this collected personal data, and can e.g. only share such data with third parties if the
user explicitly allowed this in his policy [329]. Current solutions assume that the service
provider can be trusted to respect such received data handling policies. We will survey how
that trust assumption can be minimized by using cryptographic mechanisms to enforce the
compliance with the policies. This will be complemented by investigating on mechanisms
that allow the cryptographic detection of policy violations.

Audits.

In a similar vein, an identity/service provider might have to reveal logs of transactions
or received presentation tokens to an external inspector for the verication or re-validation
of its trustworthiness and compliance. While the authenticity of the data must be guaranteed, it is also desirable to reveal only the amount of user-specic information that is
minimally required by the inspector, in order to protect the personal data of the users.
For some signature schemes, mechanisms to sanitize a message without invalidating the
corresponding signature already exist [32], [83]. We will investigate how current privacyenhanced credentials and eID solutions can be extended to allow for such legitimate postprocessing as well.

3.2.4 Research on Privacy-Friendly Revocation Mechanisms (Task 24.4)
An important aspect in the trust reputation of identity providers is their ability to react on
changes, in particular to revoke credentials in case they get lost or corrupted, or a user lost his
right to possess a certain credential. Such revocation is more challenging when advanced identity
schemes that support pseudonymous authentication are used, since therein dierent transactions
of the same user are supposed to be unlinkable. There exist already a variety of cryptographic
approaches that solves revocation in a privacy-friendly manner [78], [115], [104], [105], [272] but
some important challenges remain, such as the (partial) revocation of pseudonyms, or solutions
that are non-linear in the number of (revoked) users.
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Task 24.4 has the following goals:

I:

Investigating on new cryptographic protocols that address the above-mentioned challenges.

II:

Push forward a unied framework and infrastructure that allows to address the revocation
of public-key credentials in a common, technology-independent way.

3.2.5 Methods for Usable Privacy (Task 24.5)
This task aims at establishing methods and a corresponding framework for Usable Privacy of
identity protocols in FutureID. The most important privacy requirements in this space relate to
the ability of citizens to control whether, when and to whom [312] their personal information
is disclosed, as well as their awareness and express consent on any disclosure. Such control is
likely to dier amongst citizens in accordance with their social attitudes. These attitudes are
determined by dierent cultures, norms and laws which are applicable to each citizen. The
well-established user-centric paradigm, analysed in [58] and realized in [125] and other identity
systems, approaches this need by placing the needs of the users at the centre of the system
design and empowering them with the control decisions regarding their personal information. To
express these control decisions, eID systems must be usable [280] and therefore satisfy qualitative
properties including the following ones:

-

Learnability, eciency, memorability, low error rates and high satisfaction [280].

-

Control [282], while considering limiting factors such as information, time, and psychological
deviations [21].

These limitations dictate that citizens may not be able to fully understand the dierent threats
and risks [22] to their privacy, and be fully aware of the implications of their privacy decisions.
As such, citizens may require support in making their decisions, which addresses their particular
model. This task takes the factors of qualitative usability, mental model and constraints into
account vis a vis of the user's decision space in FutureID protocols. The decision space and
the evaluation of its implications are particularly complex for composed protocols, such as in
the case of eID with identity federation, and for anonymous credential systems with versatile
selective disclosure. This task is therefore to establish methods and a framework to support
their control decisions with respect to these limitations and ensure decisions regarding control
are indeed consistent with their attitudes.

3.3 Summary of the Research Conducted in WP24
We summarize the number of publications and technical reports in work package 24 in Table 1.
The table includes publications and reports published in D24.1, D24.2 and in the present document. In the following, we summarize the research topics addressed by those publications and
reports. The reference list for those papers can be found in Section 11.
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Table 1: Number of publications
Pub.
Task 24.1 5
Task 24.2 2
Task 24.3 27
Task 24.4 4
Task 24.5 5

in work package 24.
Rep.
0
2
1
1
1

3.3.1 Summary of the Research Conducted in Task 24.1
In Task 24.1, the goal is to provide languages and tools that allow the analysis of complex systems
that are composed of multiple components. We have carried out both theoretical and practical
research for this task. For the theoretical part, we have achieved a signicant step forward in the
area of compositional reasoning with two kinds of relative soundness results [266, 267, 26]. For
the practical part, we have created a tool for automatic generation of implementations of security
protocols specied in a simple and abstract model that can be formally veried [270, 269].

3.3.2 Summary of the Research Conducted in Task 24.2
In Task 24.2, the goal is to establish methods and languages for the analysis of privacy goals
with formal methods tools. Task 42.2 pursues that goal with two sub-tasks, one to establish a
privacy analysis method and its formalization, and the other to establish semantics for claims
languages to allow reasoning over them. For the rst sub-task, we have created the concept
of α-β -privacy as privacy analysis method [265] and we have applied α-β -privacy to formally
verify the security and privacy properties of the FutureID architecture [263]. For the second
sub-task, we dene and unify the concepts and features of privacy-preserving attribute-based
credentials (Privacy-ABCs), provide a language framework in XML schema, and give a formal
semantics to describe the eects of the transactions in a privacy-friendly authentication system
using Privacy-ABCs [90]. Additionally, although not directly related with the goals of this task,
we also describe a Prolog implementation for credential-policy matching [119].

3.3.3 Summary of the Research Conducted in Task 24.3
Task 24.3 conducts research on audits and on data-handling mechanisms. For audits, we have
the following results. (Each of the items in the lists represents a separate publication.)

Attribute-Based Credentials.

We have presented a scheme for privacy-preserving auditing
of attribute-based credentials [113].

Proxy signatures.

We have the following results.

• We propose warrant-hiding proxy signatures (WHPS) [207]. WHPS basically allow
to delegate the signing rights for a set of messages to a proxy as in conventional proxy
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signature schemes. The proxy then chooses one message out of this set and issues
a signature on it. Upon verication anyone is able to verify the validity of such a
signature whilst not learning anything about the remaining message space.

• We propose blank digital signatures (BDS) [206]. BDS allow for the delegation of
the signing rights for a so called template, constituting of xed and exchangeable
elements, i.e., a set of choices, to a proxy. The proxy is then able to sign any instantiation of such a template which corresponds to the template, i.e., contains all
xed elements and a single choice for each exchangeable element, on behalf of the
originator. Upon verication, anyone is able to verify the validity of the signature
whilst not learning anything about the unused choices in the exchangeable elements.
• We provide black-box constructions of WHPS and BDS from non-interactive anonymous credentials [164].
• We report on experiences during implementing blank digital signatures as well as
optimizations that helped to improve their performance [163].

Certication of committed graphs.

We present the following results.

• We investigate ecient cryptographic primitives to certify the structure of a topology
and to subsequently prove properties of the topology in zero-knowledge proofs of
knowledge [196]. The primitive is highly applicable to identity federation topologies
and uses FutureID-related components to facilitate the topology audit.
• We propose a novel graph signature scheme, which makes it possible that an issuer
certies a committed graph, such that a prover can subsequently prove properties of
the graph in zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge [197].
For data-handling mechanisms, we have carried out research on dierent topics.

Password-Based Authentication.

We present the following results.

• We describe a threshold password authenticated secret sharing protocol [97].
• We present two simple and extremely ecient proactively secure distributed
verication protocols [112].

Signature-Based Authentication.

password

We present the following results.

• We give formal security denitions for a full-edged privacy attribute-based credentials system. We provide a generic construction from lower-level building blocks
that satises our denitions and we present secure instantiations of the building
blocks [107].
• We propose a new kind of signature schemes, unlinkable redactable block-signature
(URS) schemes, with which one can redact a signature and reveal only its relevant
parts each time it is used. We construct an ecient URS scheme and we employ it
to design the rst universally composable anonymous credential system. It is also
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arguably one of the rst such schemes to support ecient attribute disclosure with
cost independent of the number of attributes in the issued credential without having
to rely on random oracles [92].

• We present an attribute-based credentials system that is optimally private, i.e., veriers only learn whether users should be granted access or not, but no information on
the user's attributes, the credential issuer or the policy the user fullls [233].
• We present an ecient construction of round-optimal blind signature schemes in the
standard model [183].
• We propose a hybrid group signature scheme, where unforgeability holds under
classical assumptions, while privacy is proved under lattice-based ones. This allows
us to combine the exible tools that are available in the classical framework with the
strong privacy guarantees of lattice problems. Our group signature scheme has keys
and signatures of size logarithmic in the number of group members [56].
• We provide a novel type of structure-preserving signatures dened on equivalence
classes on group element vectors, a novel randomizable polynomial commitment
scheme, which allows to open factors of the polynomial committed to, and a new
construction (type) of multi-show attribute-based anonymous credentials (ABCs),
which is instantiated from the rst two contributions [208].

Privacy-Preserving Protocols.

We present the following results.

• We contribute a practical, secure and privacy-preserving mechanism enabling a service
provider to verify whether the mobile phone of a given user currently resides within
a certain geographical reference area at a given time. Our mechanism consists of
having the location of the mobile phone determined by the Mobile Network Operator
and certied using anonymous credentials [123].
• We propose a non-restricted and a restricted oblivious transfer with access control
scheme [304].
• We provide the rst oblivious transfer with access control protocol that is provably
secure in the universal composability framework [12].
• We revisit existing work on privacy-preserving billing. First, we generalize the security
model to consider multiple meters and multiple users. Second, we propose a privacypreserving billing protocol for our model that improves eciency for policies described
by splines [306].
• We present the rst fair mutual private set intersection protocol [168].
• We present the rst solutions that enable social network users to share their externally hosted resources with social network friends while retaining a maximum level
of privacy with respect to the service provider and the social network [102].

Computations on signed data.

We show how the service provider can perform computations
on unencrypted signed data [23].

Data anonymization and sharing.

We propose an (un)linkable pseudonym system to allow
exchange of user data between databases [110].
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eID Solutions.

We present the following results.

• Within the FutureID project, as use-case, we investigated (parts of) the Austrian eID
ecosystem. In particular, we investigated how data minimization techniques could be
integrated into such infrastructures without signicant changes in the infrastructure
and at the same time moving components which suer from scalability issues into the
public cloud (which is assumed to operate honest but curious) [350].
• We have applied the same kind of research done for the Austrian eID ecosystem to
the Secure Identity Across Borders Linked (STORK) project [351].
• We present design strategies for a privacy-friendly Austrian eID system in the public
cloud [352].
• We propose a novel and practical identication and authentication model to be applied for eIDs, which keeps the advantages of user-centricity but allows for selective
disclosure possibilities to better protect citizens' privacy compared to existing national eID solutions [321].

Secure two-party computation.

We provide practically useful UC-secure building block protocols that provide interfaces so that parties in higher-level protocols can prove to each
other that their inputs to one building block protocol correspond to the outputs of another building block protocol. More precisely, we provide a set of two-party protocols for
evaluating an arithmetic circuit with reactive inputs and outputs [98].

3.3.4 Summary of the Research Conducted in Task 24.4
In Task 24.4, we address the design of several privacy-friendly revocation mechanisms. We
propose a pairing-based group signature scheme with controllable linkability [320]. We also
explain the concept of revocable privacy [247]. The rest of our research is centered on revocation
for attribute-based credentials. First, we propose a privacy preserving revocation mechanism
for privacy-enhancing attribute-based credentials that allows you to eciently handle multiple
revocation lists [96]. Second, we study a primitive that is widely used for revocation purposes,
i.e., cryptographic accumulators [165]. Finally, we show how using epochs can help to make
revocation practical while still retaining reasonable strong privacy guarantees. Our contribution
is a new revocation scheme that has very low computational cost for users and veriers alike,
that is ecient even in the smart card setting, and therefore can be used in practice [246].

3.3.5 Summary of the Research Conducted in Task 24.5
The goal of Task 24.5 is to establish methods and a corresponding framework for usable privacy
of identity protocols in FutureID. The most important privacy requirements in this space relate
to the ability of citizens to control whether, when and to whom their personal information is
disclosed, as well as their awareness and express consent on any disclosure.
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In Task 24.5, we conduct foundational research in usable privacy. This is mainly centred around
empirical and scientic investigations of user privacy cognition via two main approaches: cognitive eort [153] and mental models [151]. Our research so far shows that comparing cognitive
eort spent in privacy decision-making with other standardised eortless and eortful tasks will
provide deeper understanding of the un-usability of privacy problems and potentially also help
to explain the dichotomy between privacy attitudes and behaviour [152]. In addition, our mental
models research provides initial of possible user segmentation and cognitive ability [149]. However we believe the methodology for the elicitation of user mental models of privacy needs to
be rmly grounded in empirical methods due to the mental models uncertainty principle (that
is that mental models are not directly accessible and observable and would vary with elicitation approach) [150]. Finally, in this deliverable, we study how users choose passwords under
consideration of dierent human dimensions, and, more specically, when they are cognitively
depleted.
On a dierent line of work, we have designed a two-factor user-authentication scheme for usable server-based eID and e-signature solutions [302]. Additionally, we review the ndings and
recommendations on the usability of privacy enhancing identity management systems from the
PRIME and PrimeLife projects. We also provide a case-study of Secure Identity Accross Borders
Linked (STORK) with its privacy assessments and considerations for FutureID.
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4

Extending Languages and Tools for Compositional Reasoning

In a collaboration between DTU (for the theoretical part) and UNEW (for the practical part)
we have achieved a signicant step forward in the area of compositional reasoning, which is fully
described in [26] (an extended version is available in [27]).
This paper mainly focusses on two kinds of relative soundness results. This means we can give
a general principle to reduce complex protocol verication problems to simpler ones, where the
reduction ensures that if the complex protocol has an attack, then also the simple one has.1
Thus, verifying that the simple protocol has no attack implies also the complex one is secure; it
is thus sucient to verify the simple protocol which is often considerably easier for automated
methods, and also corresponds to the reasoning of the developer. Note that these soundness
results will generally have requirements on the protocols for the reduction to be sound; these
requirements are often called sucient conditions (since protocols that do not satisfy them
are not necessarily awed) and they are of a syntactical nature, i.e., that can be checked by
analyzing the structure of the protocol without having to explore the full state space.
The rst kind of relative soundness results that we consider are typing results [210, 61, 264, 30]:
here we go from a complex untyped modelwhere the intruder may introduce ill-typed messages
to provoke type-aw attacksto a simpler typed model that is obtained by forbidding all illtyped messages. While in general this is not a sound restriction (as demonstrated by the common
type-aw attacks), one can prove this sound under some restrictions on the message format.
Note that the typed model may seem unreasonable at rst sight, since in the real-world agents
have no way to tell the type of a random bitstring, let alone distinguish it from the result of
a cryptographic operation; yet in the model, they magically accept only well-typed messages.
The relative soundness of such a typed model means that if the protocol has an attack, then it
also has a well-typed attack. This does not mean that in the untyped model (where the intruder
is able to send ill-typed messages) he cannot perform any attack that would not work similarly
in the typed model. Thus, if we are able to verify that a protocol is secure in the typed model,
then it is secure also in an untyped model. Typically, the conditions sucient to achieve such a
result are that all composed message patterns of the protocol have a dierent (intended) type
that can somehow be distinguished, e.g., by a tag. The restriction to a typed model in some
cases yields a decidable verication problem, allows for the application of more tools and often
signicantly reduces verication time in practice [61, 31].
The second kind of relative soundness results we consider is for parallel composition of protocols,
i.e., running two protocols over the same communication medium, and these protocols may use,
e.g., the same long-term public keys. (In the case of disjoint cryptographic material, compositional reasoning is relatively straightforward.) The compositionality result means to show that
if two protocols satisfy their security goals in isolation, then their parallel composition is secure,
provided the protocols meet certain sucient conditions. Thus, it suces to verify the protocols in isolation. The sucient conditions in this case are similar to the typing result: every
composed message can be uniquely attributed to one of the two protocols, which again may be
1

The other direction is not necessarily true: the simple protocol may have an attack even though the complex

one is ne.
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achieved, e.g., by tags.
Our work unies and thereby simplies existing results on typing and parallel composition: we
recast them as an instance of the same basic principle and of the same proof technique. In a
nutshell, this technique is to reduce the search for attacks to solving constraint reduction in a
symbolic model. For protocols that satisfy the respective sucient conditions, the constraint
reduction will never make an ill-typed substitution, where for compositionality ill-typed means
to unify protocol messages from two dierent protocols.
This also allows us to signicantly generalize existing results to a larger set of protocols and
security properties. For what concerns protocols, our soundness results do not require a particular xed tagging scheme like most previous works, but use more liberal requirements that
are satised by many existing real-world protocols like TLS. While many existing results are
limited to simple secrecy goals, we prove our results for the entire geometric fragment suggested
by Guttman [202]. We even augment this fragment with the ability to directly refer to the
intruder knowledge in the antecedent of goals; while this does not increase expressiveness, it is
very convenient in specications. In fact, handling the geometric fragment also constitutes a
slight generalization of existing constraint-reduction approaches.
Another advantage over existing compositionality results is that to some extend we can even
have compositionality with insecure protocols, while most other compositionality results require
all composed protocols to be secure in isolation, for the composition to be secure. What we
require instead is only that the protocols satisfy the sucient conditions like disjointness of
message formats and that they do not leak long-term secrets. These are properties that are
usually very easy to verify for the protocols. For instance we can easily see that a protocol never
leaks private keys, when these keys are only used for decryption and signing, but never sent
as part of a decipherable message. The sucient conditions, as said, are of the form that the
message formats are disjoint, so that messages of one protocol cannot be parsed accidentally as
those of another. Given that, we have the result that a secure protocol P1 can be composed
with any other (possibly insecure) protocol P2 that at least has disjoint messages and never
leaks common long-term secrets, then our compositionality result ensures that the goals of P1
are never endangered by P2 .
To make these results available in practice to protocol designers and engineers, we have slightly
extended our Authentication Protocol Specication Language SPS (dened in deliverable D42.3
and [25]) with a means to specify the necessary details for composition, namely which of the
long-term keys have to be secret, and which have to be public, respectively. This is because
one of the sucient conditions for parallel composition is that the protocols agree on this, i.e.,
what is considered public in one protocol cannot be considered secret in another. With this, we
have integrated into the APS translator (that can generate both protocol implementations and
formal models) the full checking procedure for the sucient conditions of typing and parallel
composition2 . A developer can thus feed a set of APS specications into the APS translator
and see if they are safe for parallel composition. If not, the developer gets a hint from the
checker where a sucient condition is violated and how the protocol could be changed in order
to become composable.
2

The tool is available at
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Finally, we want to mention that the paper received the best student paper award at ESORICS
2015, attributed to main author Omar Almousa whose PhD study has been mostly nanced by
FutureID.

AnBx

At UNEW we extended our previous work [270] on the AnBx compiler [269], a tool
for automatic generation of Java implementations of security protocols specied in a simple
and abstract model that can be formally veried. In our model-driven development approach,
protocols are described in AnBx, an extension of the Alice & Bob notation; along with the
synthesis of consistency checks, the tool analyses the security goals and produces annotations
that allow the verication of the generated implementation with ProVerif.

AIF-ω

At DTU we have just nished an extension of the AIF verication tool that plays a
crucial role in the formal verication of FutureID. This system is built on top of the popular
ProVerif verication tool that is based on an abstraction approach: one over-approximates what
can happen in a protocol by a set of Horn clauses and can then check whether an attack predicate
is derivable from the Horn clauses by resolution. The benet of this technique is to completely
avoid the state-explosion problem of comon approaches, and verify protocols for an unbounded
number of sessions. The drawback is that it only works for monotonic protocols. An example
would be key revocation: what has been possible with that key before the revocation is not
possible after. This is completely at odds with the Horn clause approach, since something that
is true cannot become false when learning new information. To overcome this problem without
destroying the original idea of abstraction, AIF was devised by DTU. The idea is that the
modeler can declare a xed number N of sets and then formulate a protocol that can use these
sets, namely adding values to sets, removing values, or checking whether a value is contained in
a set. The abstraction approach simply identies all values that have the same memberships in
these sets, yielding 2N equivalence classes.
The limitation of AIF that our AIF-ω extension overcomes is that we can then only model a xed
number of honest agents: since if for instance each agent maintains its own set of public/private
key-pairs, and the number of sets N needs to be xed, so has to be the number of agents.
Instead, AIF-ω allows for innite families of sets, so one declares an innite number of agents,
and each has its own key ring. In practice this turns out to be very benecial, even for a xed
number of agents: by avoiding the enumeration of agents and their sets in the set memberships,
the verication for innitely many agents is just as ecient as the verication for a single agent.
This also greatly facilitates the verication of protocols of FutureID, as we can now verify security
for an unbounded number of agents and servers, both of which an unbounded number can be
honest and dishonest, respectively.
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5

Establishing Methods and Languages for Privacy Goals

Task 24.2 aims at establishing methods and languages for the analysis of privacy goals with
formal methods tools. It pursues that goal with two sub-tasks, one to establish a privacy
analysis method and its formalization in Section 5.1, and the other to establish semantics for
claims languages to allow reasoning over them. For the second sub-task, in Section 5.2, we dene
and unify the concepts and features of privacy-preserving attribute-based credentials (PrivacyABCs), provide a language framework in XML schema, and give a formal semantics to describe
the eects of the transactions in a privacy-friendly authentication system using Privacy-ABCs.
Although not directly related with the goals of this task, we also describe in Section 5.3 a Prolog
implementation for credential-policy matching.

5.1 Formal Methods for Privacy Goals
Previously on FutureID, we had developed the concept of α-β -privacy [265] (see also Deliverable
D24.2) that gives a declarative interface to specifying privacy properties connected to standard
low-level technical denitions of privacy. The idea is that one species merely the high-level
information α that a system deliberately releases (e.g., in a zero-knowledge proof the statement
being proved to the verier) and from the specication of the system we obtain the low-level
information β that the intruder (or any dishonest party) obtains from observing the network and
its knowledge about the structure of the messages. Then α-β -privacy requires that the intruder
cannot derive any high-level information from β that does not follow from α already.
We have applied α-β -privacy in a major case study to formally verifying the security and privacy properties of the FutureID architecture [263]. It turns out that α-β -privacy here gives us
a canonical privacy goal: When showing a classical (non-zero knowledge-based) credential to a
FutureID broker or to a service provider, then this provider can necessarily see all the attributevalue pairs in this credential. An honest server may for privacy delete this information, but
we cannot prevent a dishonestor honest but curiousservice provider to somehow store this
information permanently. Also we cannot prevent such a server from drawing conclusions from
this information or to collaborate with other dishonest servers and pool their knowledge. However we can prevent that any further information is leaked. In this sense, α-β -privacy is the
canonical privacy goal, when we set α to be exactly the information contained in the credential
and β all the cryptographic messages available to the recipient.
Indeed our analysis shows that this holds as long as we can rely on the employed public-key
infrastructure. Obviously, when the intruder can insert his own public keys into the system and
get a user to accept them as the public key of a service provider or broker, then the intruder will
see (but not be able to use) the credentials that the user intends to show to the actual server.
In all other cases, privacy is preserved.
A relevant practical question is of course whether a server is indeed logging the credentials it
has been shown. As argued before we cannot prevent a server from somehow secretly doing this,
but there may be even a benign reason why a server wants to store this information: in case
of a legal dispute a server could prove that it acted correctly by showing its logs. Such a log
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can of course be a privacy risk, but in fact we can set up a system that lifts the server from
this logging need without destroying accountability. We propose the idea of onion-logging which
says that each server should encrypt the log information with a special public key (where the
corresponding private key is stored in a particularly secured way); then the issued credential
contains a hash of this encrypted log entry, which is passed along with the credential. The key
is that the credential is not considered valid without a message that has the same hash as the
message in the credential. When accusing a server for issuing a wrong credential, one would have
to produce this message, and thus, the server, if honest, can decrypt this message and produce
the corresponding log.

5.2 Concepts and Languages for Privacy-Preserving Attribute-Based Authentication
Privacy-preserving authentication mechanisms based on anonymous credentials, minimal disclosure tokens, self-blindable credentials, or group signatures [139, 77, 114, 117, 46, 335] oer a
large variety of features. Similar features are often referred to by dierent names or are realized
with dierent cryptographic mechanisms. Many of the features such as credential revocation,
ecient attribute encoding, or anonymity lifting even require a combination of several cryptographic protocols. This makes these technologies very dicult to understand, compare, and
use.
We overcome these diculties by providing unied denitions of the concepts and features of
the dierent privacy-preserving authentication mechanisms. We will refer to this unication as
privacy-preserving attribute-based credentials or Privacy-ABCs. Our denitions abstract away
from the concrete cryptographic realizations but are carefully crafted so that they can be instantiated with dierent cryptographic protocolsor a combination of them. To enable the use and
integration of Privacy-ABCs in authentication and authorization systems, we further present a
cryptography-agnostic language framework and application programming interface (API) with
well-documented data formats for credentials, policies, and claims. All languages are specied in
XML schema and separate the abstract functionality expected from the underlying cryptographic
mechanisms from the opaque containers for the cryptographic data itself. Our languages and
API allow application developers to employ Privacy-ABCs without having to think about their
cryptographic realization, similarly to how common cryptographic primitives such as encryption
and signatures are used today: the application layer calls out to the cryptography through standardized interfaces; the concrete chosen algorithm is at most an initialization parameter. Our
language has been implemented and will be made available as part of a reference implementation
of a Privacy-ABC system which will include a number of cryptographic solutions.
Finally, we present a formal semantics that precisely denes the meaning of our comprehensive
language and their expressed features. Such a rigorous mathematical description allows to determine, for instance, whether a user can fulll a given authentication policy with her credential
portfolio or whether a derived access token satises a policy. As our language covers the entire
Privacy-ABC system, we also provide semantics that describe the intended system behaviour,
i.e., the eects of state transitions which are steered by our languageon the dierent entities
and their knowledge states.
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The life of a Privacy-ABC starts with an issuance process between a User and an Issuer. Our
framework supports advanced issuance protocols where, for instance, attribute values or underlying credential secrets can be carried over from existing credentials or can be assigned jointly
generated random values, without the Issuer being able to see the values. Credentials can subsequently be presented by Users to Veriers to prove that certain requirements specied in a
presentation policy are fullled. With Privacy-ABCs, Users can selectively reveal attributes from
multiple credentials, or merely prove that the attributes satisfy a given predicate. Depending
on the level of linkability that is desired, the User can thereby remain unlinkable and establish a
fresh pseudonym the privacy-friendly equivalent to a standard public key, or re-authenticate
under a previsouly used pseudonym. Credentials with key binding have an underlying secret key
so that they can only be used in combination with that key. If the key is stored on a hardware
device such as a smart card, the credential is essentially bound to the device. Multiple credentials and pseudonyms can be bound to the same secret key to securely tie several credentials
together and to discourage credential sharing, i.e., Users lending their credentials to other Users.
Pseudonyms are the privacy-friendly analog to standard public keys, i.e., they are derived from
a secret key and are given to a Verier so that the User can later re-authenticate using the
secret key. Unlike classical public keys, however, the User can generate an unlimited number of
unlinkable pseudonyms from a single secret key.
To add accountability and prevent abuses, our framework further denes revocation and inspection of Privacy-ABCs. Regarding revocation we distinguish between two types: issuer-driven
revocation where the Issuer renders a credential useless globally, and verier-driven revocation
where the Verier can blacklist certain attribute values. Inspection is an optional mechanism
that can be used to reveal user attributes in an encrypted form, so that they can only be recovered by a designated third party under well-specied circumstances, e.g., to allow anonymity
lifting.
To enable applications to take full-advantage of the described features and mechanisms we
subsequently propose data formats for the full life-cycle of Privacy-ABCs that express these
features in a technology-agnostic way. Note that this is the rst time that issuance, revocation,
inspection and advanced concepts such as pseudonyms and key binding for Privacy-ABCs are
modeled by an abstract language and are also fully supported by privacy-preserving policy and
token formats. Our specication uses XML notation in the spirit of XML Schema and determines
exact formats for the mechanism-independent information as well as anchor points for the opaque
mechanism-specic cryptographic data. We also briey describe the concept and functionality
of an ABC-Engine which operates on top of the core cryptographic engine and contains all the
mechanism-agnostic components of a Privacy-ABC system and processes and produces the data
formats that we present.
Our work builds on the credential-based authentication requirements language (CARL) recently
proposed by Camenisch et al. [120]. CARL allows a service provider (verier) to specify which
attributes a user needs to present, and by which issuer these attributes need to be certied,
in order to get access. Compared to our work, CARL denes only a small part of a PrivacyABC system, namely the presentation policy, but does not consider how these attributes are
transmitted nor how credentials are issued or revoked. Bichsel et al. [59] have extended CARL
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to cover the transmission of certied attributes. The current version of the U-Prove protocol
natively provides a subset of features of our framework; the other features need to be added
through extension points.

5.3 A Prolog Program for Matching Attribute-Based Credentials to Access
Control Policies
In an attribute-based credential system [114, 117, 115, 46, 47, 104, 99, 235], users receive credentials from credentials issuers. A credential is a container of user attributes that are certied
by the credential issuer. Users employ their credentials to be granted access to services that
are protected by access control policies. An access control policy describes the credentials that
a user must possess in order to be granted access to a service. An access control policy may
describe the type of non-revoked credentials that a user must possess, the identity of the issuers
of those credentials, the type of attributes that the credentials must contain and restrictions on
the values of those attributes.
A user computes a presentation token in order to prove to the service provider that she possesses
credentials that fulll an access control policy. A presentation token consists of a description
of the credentials information that the user reveals to the service provider in order to prove
that her credentials fulll the policy, and a cryptographic proof that guarantees that the user
indeed possesses credentials with such information. This cryptographic proof certies that the
user credentials fulll the policy, but does not disclose any other information on the user's
credentials.
In order to compute a presentation token, a user must rst check whether her credentials fulll
the access control policy. Some access control policies could be fullled by dierent subsets of
the users credentials. For example, consider a policy that restricts access to the books oered by
a library. The policy requires users to be members of the library, which they can prove if they
possess a credential issued by the library, or if they are students and nationals of the country
where the library is located, which they can prove if they possess an identity card and a student
card that store the corresponding credentials. If a user possesses those three types of credentials,
the user can choose which ones to use in order to compute the presentation token. This choice
may have both eciency and privacy implications: one the one hand, proving possession of the
credential issued by library could be more ecient than proving possession of two credentials
on an identity card and on a student card; on the other hand, if the library has few members,
proving possession of the credential issued by the library hides the user identity only in a small
set of users.
In the example above, it is easy to compute the dierent subsets of credentials that a user can
employ to satisfy the policy. However, in general, the number of credentials a user possesses
and the number of ways a policy can be satised can both be large. Additionally, presentation
tokens can be associated to a pseudonym. Presentation tokens are in general unlinkable, i.e.,
the verier does not know whether two tokens were computed by the same or by dierent users
unless the policy that the tokens fulll allows the verier to link them. However, a policy may
require tokens to be linked through a pseudonym, or may allow users to choose whether to link
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her presentation tokens. Therefore, when computing a presentation token, a user is confronted
with multiple combinations of credential subsets and pseudonyms.
We provide a Prolog program that, given a policy, allows the user to compute all the combinations
of credentials and pseudonyms that can be employed to compute a presentation token that fullls
the policy. Prolog is a logic programming language and it is declarative, i.e., the program logic is
expressed in terms of relations represented as facts and rules. Our Prolog program employs facts
to represent the user pseudonyms and the user credentials information, such as the credential
issuer, type and attributes, and employs rules to represent policies. By querying whether a rule
is fullled by the existing facts, the Prolog engine computes and lists all the subsets of facts that
fulll the rule. Therefore, simply by representing users credentials as facts and policies as rules
in Prolog, we obtain a program that outputs the desired credentials subsets. We remark thus the
simplicity of our approach in comparison to using other programming paradigms, which would
require the implementation of both a credential-policy matching algorithm to know whether a
subset of credentials fulll the policy, and an exhaustive search algorithm to list all the subsets
of credentials that fulll the policy.
Our Prolog approach is also useful for the verier. The verier's program represents the user
pseudonyms and the user credential information disclosed by the user's presentation tokens as
facts, while the policies are represented as rules. When the user wishes to access a new service,
the verier can check whether the user pseudonyms and credential information disclosed before
already fulll the access control policy associated to the new service. To do this, like in the user
program, the verier runs a query to check whether the rule that represents the policy is fullled
by the existing facts. Thanks to this program, the verier can spare the user from computing a
new presentation token when the facts known by the verier already fulll the policy.
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6

Research on Privacy-Friendly Audit and Data-Handling Mechanisms

Task 24.3 conducts research on audits and data-handling mechanisms. For audits, in Section 6.1,
we report on experiences during implementing blank digital signatures as well as optimizations
that helped to improve their performance. Additionally, in Section 6.2, we propose a novel graph
signature scheme, which makes it possible that an issuer certies a committed graph, such that
a prover can subsequently prove properties of the graph in zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge.
Whereas this primitive is at the heart of the condentiality-preserving topology certication
mechanisms discussed in deliverable D24.2, we extend this work with a proof of the signature
scheme's expressiveness. The signature scheme is capable of signing and proving knowledge of
statements of NP languages, shown with a reduction to graph 3-colorability. Therefore, the
signature scheme is a promising candidate for a wide range of applications.
For data-handling mechanisms, we focus our research on authentication mechanisms based on
passwords and signatures and on privacy-preserving protocols that minimize the data that users
have to disclose to service providers. We also work on existing eID solutions. In addition, we
conduct research on computations on signed data and on data anonymization and data sharing
between databases.

Password-Based Authentication.

In Section 6.3, we describe a threshold password authenticated secret sharing protocol. In Section 6.4, we present two simple and extremely ecient
proactively secure distributed password verication protocols.

Signature-Based Authentication.

In Section 6.5, we give formal security denitions for a
full-edged privacy attribute-based credentials system. We provide a generic construction
from lower-level building blocks that satises our denitions and we present secure instantiations of the building blocks. In Section 6.6, we propose a new kind of signature schemes,
unlinkable redactable block-signature (URS) schemes, with which one can redact a signature and reveal only its relevant parts each time it is used. We construct an ecient URS
scheme and we employ it to design the rst universally composable anonymous credential
system. It is also arguably one of the rst such schemes to support ecient attribute disclosure with cost independent of the number of attributes in the issued credential without
having to rely on random oracles. In Section 6.7 we present an ecient construction of
round-optimal blind signature schemes in the standard model.

eID Solutions.

In Section 6.8, we present design strategies for a privacy-friendly Austrian eID
system in the public cloud.

Privacy-Preserving Protocols.

In Section 6.9, we contribute a practical, secure and privacypreserving mechanism enabling a Service Provider to verify whether the mobile phone of
a given User currently resides within a certain geographical reference area at a given time.
Our mechanism consists in having the location of the mobile phone determined by the
Mobile Network Operator and certied using anonymous credentials. In Section 6.10, we
propose a non-restricted and a restricted oblivious transfer with access control scheme.
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Oblivious transfer with access control (OTAC) allows the sender to control access to the
messages. The sender receives as input a list of messages and access control policies. Each
receiver possesses a set of attributes, which is certied by a credential issuer, and is able to
obtain a message only if the receiver's attributes satisfy the access control policy for that
message. Receiver privacy requires that the sender does not get any information on the
message obtained or on the receiver's attributes. In a non-restricted scheme, a receiver can
obtain in one transfer phase all the messages whose access control policy is fullled by the
receiver's attributes. In a restricted scheme, the receiver can only obtain one message per
transfer phase. In Section 6.11, we revisit existing work on privacy-preserving billing. In
privacy-preserving billing a meter measures a user's consumption of some utility or service
and service providers apply ne-grained tari policies, i.e., policies that require detailed and
frequent consumption measurements, in order to determine the bill. Meters do not send
consumption measurements to the service provider. Instead, the computation of the bill is
done locally and only the amount to be paid is revealed to the service provider. We improve
existing work in two ways. First, we generalize the security model to consider multiple
meters and multiple users. Second, we propose a privacy-preserving billing protocol for
our model that improves eciency for policies described by splines.

Computations on signed data.

In Section 6.12, we show how the service provider can perform computations on unencrypted signed data.

Data anonymization and sharing.

In Section 6.13, we propose an (un)linkable pseudonym
system to allow exchange of user data between databases. A converter serves as central
hub to ensure controllability. The converter establishes individual pseudonyms for each
server derived from a unique main identier that every user has, but without learning the
derived pseudonyms. The only information the converter still learns is that a server SA
wants to access data from a server SB , which is the right amount of information to balance
control and privacy.

6.1 Blank Digital Signatures: Optimization and Practical Experiences
In contrast to conventional digital signatures, involving a signer and a verier, proxy-type digital
signature schemes are signature schemes involving three parties, namely an originator, a proxy
and a verier. Here, the originator delegates the signing power (for some particular well dened
set of messages) to a proxy. The proxy can then sign messages on behalf of the originator.
Any verier, given a message and a corresponding signature, can check whether the proxy has
produced the signature on behalf of the originator (authenticity), the integrity of the message
and whether the given message is one of the allowed messages.
Blank Digital Signatures (BDS) [206] are a special instance of proxy-type digital signatures,
allowing an originator to dene and issue a signature on a template, containing xed and exchangeable elements. A designated proxy can then produce signatures for instantiations of this
template (messages). More precisely, given a template signature, the proxy creates an instantiation by choosing one of the predened values for each of the exchangeable elements and issues
a signature with respect to the template signature. When verifying this signature, only the
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message and the corresponding signature is needed, and it is required that the verier does not
learn anything about the unused choices in the exchangeable elements in the template (privacy
property).
Blank Digital Signatures give rise to a lot of interesting applications, and, accordingly, the question arises how a BDS scheme would perform in a practical implementation, and to which extent
it can be integrated into o-the-shelf cryptographic frameworks such as the Java Cryptography
Architecture [289] and key infrastructures such as PKIX [154].
We propose optimizations for the BDS scheme in [206] and present a full-edged implementation
of this optimized version. Firstly, we briey revisit the scheme and discuss possible practical applications. Then, we show how the scheme can be modied to use Type-3 pairings instead of the
originally proposed Type-1 pairings and introduce optimizations for the encoding of templates.
Subsequently, we show how the scheme can be integrated into the Java Cryptography Architecture and how the keying material can be encapsulated within X.509 certicates. Moreover,
two possible signature formats, namely an XML and a PDF signature format, are proposed.
Finally, timings of our implementation, showing the practical applicability of the BDS scheme,
are provided and discussed.

6.2 Certication of Committed Graphs
Identity federation systems on a European scale will eventually interconnect a large number of
independent subsystems, forming sprawling topologies. How these systems are interconnected
yields security properties, such as which sub-systems depend on which other sub-systems or how
information can ow in the overall system. We anticipate requirements to attest to the security
of the system, largely integrity and availability properties, while keeping the blueprint of the
identity federation system condential. We have outlined in D24.2 how to certify topologies in
such a way that the topology providers can prove in zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge security
properties of the underlying infrastructure [196].
As solution to the problem of topology certication, we propose a graph signature and proof
system [197] that is capable of issuing digital signatures on graph representations, such that a
prover can access the elements of the graph in zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge. The key idea
for this method is to encode the graph in a structured Gödel Numbering, such vertices and labels
are represented as prime numbers and their combinations as prime products. This idea draws
inspiration from ecient attributes for anonymous credential systems and the Camenisch-Groÿ
encoding [100]. Given such a Gödel Numbering the graph is embedded into the CamenischLysyanskaya signature scheme [116], such that the graph elements can still be accessed with
divisibility and co-primality proofs.
The foundational construction [197] investigates the core idea for the signature scheme and evaluates its expressivity. To that end, it is proven that one can represent the Graph 3-Colorability
problem in the graph signature scheme. As Graph 3-Colorability is NP-complete, one can reduce statements from any NP languages into a form that can be signed by the graph signature
scheme. Therefore, the graph signature scheme is similarly expressive as zero-knowledge proofs
of knowledge. This shows that it is feasible in principle to have signature schemes on statements
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from NP languages that are enabled to have zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge on them.
The proposal for topology certication dened proof predicates and constructions for connectivity and isolation proofs [196]. The isolation proofs are of particular interest, as they set this
scheme apart from other proposals in transitive or homomorphic signatures. The problem here
is that a prover might choose to forget edges or vertices to prove isolation. Hence, a graph
signature scheme needs to bind all elements of the graph together such that the prover cannot
evade mentioning a vertex or an edge. It still makes it possible to prove isolation eciently by
determining a bipartition of the edge set which yields the isolation statement, computing the
cumulative product of the two partitions in a commitment and subsequently proving that both
products are co-prime.

Related Work

The proposed primitive of graph signatures relates to the concept of transitive
signatures [260]. In a transitive signature scheme, the signatures of edges can be combined in
such a way that the resulting signature is a valid signature on the path of the edges in question.
This has the advantage that edges can be signed separately and combined to signatures on paths
thereafter. The existing schemes in this eld, however, do not allow for zero-knowledge proofs
of knowledge on complex graph properties, such as isolation.

Our Contribution

The key contribution made in FutureID is a novel signature scheme
and corresponding zero-knowledge proof system that allows certication of graph representations [197]. The scheme is the rst proposal to certify arbitrary undirected vertex- and edgelabeled graphs and allow full access to all components of the graph in subsequent proofs. The
scheme allows for a joint issuing of signatures on compositions of issuer-known sub-graphs and
user-generated committed/hidden sub-graphs. Thereby, it allows to bootstrap new graph signatures from existing graph signatures.
The initial construction of the signature scheme comes with a reduction proof showing that
statements from an NP-complete language can be embedded in the signature scheme.

Furthermore, more practical constructions for topology certication [196] contribute proofs for
connectivity (i.e., that there exists a connected path of length `) and isolation (i.e., that there
is no path between two specied vertices).
Overall, this work shows feasibility of graph signatures and zero-knowledge proofs thereon as a
new area in cryptography. The graph signatures can be used in a variety of situations, either to
certify topologies, such as virtualized infrastructures or identity federation systems, or to certify
and prove properties of graph representations, such as provenance graphs.

6.3 Threshold password-authenticated secret sharing
Properly protecting our digital assets still is a major challenge today. Because of their convenience, we protect access to our data almost exclusively by passwords, despite their inherent
weaknesses. Indeed, not a month goes by without the announcement of another major password
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breach in the press. In 2013, hundreds of millions of passwords were stolen through server compromises, including massive breaches at Adobe, Evernote, LivingSocial, and Cupid Media. In
August 2014, more than one billion passwords from more than 400,000 websites were reported
stolen by a single crime ring. Barring some technical blunders on the part of Adobe, most of
these passwords were properly salted and hashed. But even the theft of password hashes is
detrimental to the security of a system. Indeed, the combination of weak human-memorizable
passwords (NIST estimates sixteen-character passwords to contain only 30 bits of entropy [87])
and the blazing eciency of brute-force dictionary attacks (currently testing up to 350 billion
guesses per second on a rig of 25 GPUs [194]) mean that any password of which a hash was
leaked should be considered cracked.
Stronger password hash functions [300] only give a linear security improvement, in the sense that
the required eort from the attacker increases at most with the same factor as the honest server
is willing to spend on password verication. Since computing password hashes is the attacker's
core business, but only a marginal activity to a respectable web server, the former probably has
the better hardware and software for the job.
A much better approach to password-based authentication, rst suggested in [179], is to distribute the capability to test passwords over multiple servers. The idea is that no single server
by itself stores enough information to allow it to test whether a password is correct and therefore
to allow an attacker to mount an oine dictionary attack after having stolen the information.
Rather, each server stores an information-theoretic share of the password and engages in a cryptographic protocol with the user and the other servers to test password correctness. As long
as less than a certain threshold of servers are compromised, the password and the stored data
remain secure.
Building on this approach, several threshold password-authenticated key exchange (TPAKE)
have since appeared in the literature [179, 220, 253, 74, 166, 327, 229], where, if the password
is correct, the user shares a dierent secret key with each of the servers after the protocol.
Finally addressing the problem of protecting user data, threshold password-authenticated secret
sharing (TPASS) protocols [37, 118] combine data protection and user authentication into a
single protocol. They enable the password-authenticated user to reconstruct a strong secret,
which can then be used for further cryptographic purposes, e.g., decrypting encrypted data
stored in the cloud. An implementation of the protocol by Brainard et al. [74] is commercially
available as EMC's RSA Distributed Credential Protection (DCP) [171].
Unfortunately, all protocols proposed to date do not provide satisfying security. Indeed, for
protocols that are meant to resist server compromise, their authors are surprisingly silent about
what needs to be done when a server actually gets corrupted and how to recover from that.
The work by Di Raimondo and Gennaro [166] is the only one to mention the possibility to
extend their protocol to provide proactive security by refreshing the shares between time periods;
unfortunately, no details are provided. The RSA DCP product description [171] mentions a rerandomization feature that can happen proactively on an automatic schedule or reactively,
making information taken from one server useless in the event of a detected breach. This
feature is not described in any of the underlying research papers [74, 327], however, and neither
is a security proof known. Taking only protocols with provable security guarantees into account,
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the existing ones can protect against servers that are malicious from the beginning, but do not
oer any guarantees against adaptive corruptions. The latter is a much more realistic setting,
modelling for instance servers getting compromised by malicious hackers. This state of aairs
is rather troubling, given that the main threats to password security today, and arguably, the
whole raison d'être of TPAKE/TPASS schemes, come from the latter type of attacks.
One would hope to be able to strengthen existing protocols with ideas from proactive secret
sharing [212] to obtain security against adaptive corruptions, but this task is not straightforward
and so far neither the resulting protocol details nor the envisaged security properties have ever
been spelled out. Indeed, designing cryptographic protocols secure against adaptive corruptions
is much more dicult than against static corruptions. One diculty thereby is that in the
security proof the simulator must generate network trac for honest parties without knowing
their inputs, but, once the party is corrupted, must be able to produce realistic state information
that is consistent with the now revealed actual inputs as well as the previously simulated network
trac. Generic multiparty computation protocols secure against adaptive corruption can be
applied, but these are too inecient. In fact, evaluating a single multiplication gate in the most
ecient two-party computation protocol secure against adaptive corruptions [98] is more than
three times slower than a full execution of the dedicated protocol we present here.
We provide the rst threshold password-authenticated secret sharing protocol that is provably
secure against adaptive corruptions, assuming data can be securely erased, which in this setting
is a standard and also realistic assumption. Our protocol is a two-server protocol in the publickey setting, meaning that servers have trusted public keys, but users do not. We do not require
random oracles. We also describe a recovery procedure that servers can go execute to recover
from corruption and to renew their keys assuming a trusted backup is available. The security
of the password and the stored secret is preserved as long as both servers are never corrupted
simultaneously.
We prove our protocol secure in the universal composability (UC) framework [128]. The very
relevant advantages of composable security notions for the particular case of password-based
protocols have been argued before [131, 118]; we briey summarize them here. In composable
notions, the passwords for honest users, as well as their password attempts, are provided by
the environment. Passwords and password attempts can therefore be distributed arbitrarily
and even dependently, reecting real users who may choose the same or similar passwords for
dierent accounts. It also correctly models typos made by honest users when entering their
passwords: all property-based notions in the literature limit the adversary to seeing transcripts
of honest users authenticating with their correct password, so in principle security breaks down
as soon as a user mistypes the password. Finally, composable denitions absorb the inherent
polynomial success probability of the adversary into the functionality. Thus security is retained
when the protocol is composed. In contrast, composition of property-based notions with nonnegligible success probabilities is problematic because the adversary's advantage may be inated.
Also, strictly speaking, the security provided by property-based notions is guaranteed only if a
protocol is used in isolation.
Our construction uses the same basic approach as the TPASS protocols of Brainard et al. [74]
and Camenisch et al. [118]. During Setup, the user generates shares of his key and password
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and sends them to the servers (together with some commitments that will later be used in
Retrieve). During Retrieve, the servers run a subprotocol with the user to verify the latter's
password attempt using the commitments and shares obtained in Setup. If the verication
succeeds, the servers send the shares of the key back to the user, who can then reconstruct
the key. Furthermore, the correctness of all values exchanged is enforced by zero-knowledge
proofs. Like the recent work of Camenisch et al. [111], we do not require the user to share the
password during Retrieve but run a dedicated protocol to verify whether the provided password
equals the priorly shared one. This oers additional protection for the user's password in case he
mistakenly tries to recover his secret from servers dierent from the ones he initially shared his
secret with. During setup, the user can be expected to carefully choose his servers, but retrieval
happens more frequently and possibly from dierent devices, leaving more room for error.
The novelty of our protocol lies in how we transform the basic approach into an ecient protocol
secure against an adaptive adversary. The crux here is that parties should never be committed
to their inputs but at the same time must prove that they perform their computation correctly.
We believe that the techniques we use in our protocol to achieve this are of independent interest
when building other protocols that are UC-secure against adaptive corruptions. First, instead
of using (binding) encryptions to transmit integers between parties, we use a variant of Beaver
and Haber's non-committing encryption based on one-time pads (OTP) [45]: the sender rst
commits to a value with a mixed trapdoor commitment scheme [98] and then encrypts both the
value and the opening with the OTP. This enables the recipient to later prove statements about
the encrypted value. Second, our three-party password-checking protocol achieves eciency by
transforming commitments with shared opening information into an Elgamal-like encryption of
the same value under a shared secret key. To be able to simulate the servers' state if they get
corrupted during the protocol execution, each pair of parties needs to temporarily re-encrypt
the ciphertext with a key shared between them.
Finally, we note that our protocol is practical: users and servers have to perform a few hundred
exponentiations each, which translates to an overall computation time of less than 0.1 seconds
per party.

6.4 Optimal Distributed Password Verication
We present two simple and extremely ecient proactively secure distributed password verication
protocols, allowing a login server LS and a number of back-end servers S1 , . . . , Sn to jointly
determine the correctness of a user's password, while ruling out oine dictionary attacks unless
all servers are corrupted during the same time period. A corrupt LS only sees the passwords
of user accounts that are created or logged into during the corruption. No passwords, password
hashes, or any other oine-attackable information is leaked for accounts that are inactive during
the corruption. We think this is a reasonable compromise for not requiring user-side software, as
it provides adequate protection against smash-and-grab attacks and short-term corruptions.
Login, i.e., password verication, is a single-round protocol requiring just one exponentiation in
a prime-order group on each server (two for LS ), which is essentially optimal unless schemes
without public-key operations can be found. The recovery and key refresh procedure is non-
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interactive and only involves a couple of additions and pseudo-random function evaluations per
server, making it more than ecient enough to perform it preventively on a regular basis instead
of just after a detected breach. Our rst construction works in any prime-order group, including
elliptic curves, and involves a three-round account creation (password setup) protocol with three
exponentiations per server (six for LS ). Our second construction is based on elliptic curves with
bilinear maps and also oers single-round account creation with one exponentiation per back-end
server and one exponentiation and one pairing computation for LS . Both our protocols assume
that the key refresh procedure has access to a special backup tape that is not connected during
normal operation. In practice, this can be achieved by using smart cards or by making use of
properties of modern cloud platforms, as we will explain.
Given their extreme eciency, it is all the more surprising that we managed to prove our
constructions secure under a very strong universally composable (UC) [128] notion with transient
corruptions. Parties can be dynamically corrupted at any point in the protocol, even between
communication rounds. Transiently corrupted parties leak their full state, but not the content of
their backup tape, to the adversary and remain corrupted until the next key refresh. Permanently
corrupted parties additionally leak the backup tape and cannot be recovered.
As was argued before [229, 118, 111, 97], universal composability oers important advantages over traditional game-based denitions in the particular case of password-based protocols. Namely, UC notions leave the choice of passwords to the environment, so that arbitrary
distributions and dependencies between passwords are correctly modeled. This is crucial to
guarantee security in real-life settings where users make typos when entering their passwords,
share passwords, or use the same password for dierent accountsnone of which are covered by
currently known game-based notions. Also, it is very unclear whether protocols can be securely
composed with the non-negligible attack probabilities that game-based denitions tend to employ. We prove our constructions secure in the random-oracle model under the (gap) one-more
Die-Hellman assumption that was previously used to prove security for blind signature [64],
oblivious transfer [147], TPASS protocols [221], and set intersection protocols [222].
We achieved this rare combination of strong security and high eciency by careful proof techniques in the random-oracle model, as well as through some of compromises in security that are
very reasonable for practical use, but save on cryptographic machinery in the protocol design.
First, we assume that the initialization of all servers takes place in a trusted environment where
all servers are honest. During initialization, we assume that LS can transmit one secure message
to each back-end server Si . This secure initialization is not hard to achieve in practice. Server
refresh, i.e., whereby a server can recover from a transient corruption, does not require any
interaction with other servers.
Second, the back-end servers S1 , . . . , Sn do not learn which user is logging in or whether the
password was correct. This denitely limits their ability to throttle failed login attempts, but
since LS can apply clever throttle algorithms based on user id and login results, the natural
throttling of back-end servers just by requiring network communication should suce to fend o
attacks. Finally, we do not cover robustness: an adversary can make LS err on the safe side
and conclude that the password was false while in fact it was correctbut not the other way
around. This could be xed by adding the same zero-knowledge or pairing verication as during
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account registration. This would have a major impact on eciency, however, so we prefer to
accept this rather benign attack in the model.
As a technical contribution, our scheme employs a novel technique to obtain proactive security
that may be of independent interest. In a nutshell, we start o from a basic scheme that is
secure under dynamic but non-transient corruptions. The basic scheme is secure under the gap
one-more Die-Hellman assumption, but the security proof requires guessing one server at the
beginning of the game that will not get corrupted during the game. This guessing induces a
tightness loss in the reduction equal to the number of servers. While that loss could still be
tolerated, things get worse when moving this scheme into a proactive setting. Here one would
have to guess an uncorrupted server at the beginning of each epoch, so that the tightness loss
blows up exponentially in the number of epochs. An easy but unsatisfying solution could be to
restrict the scheme to a logarithmic number of epochs, or to only model semi-static corruptions
where the adversary has to announce all servers that it wants to corrupt at the beginning of
each epoch. Instead, we modify the scheme to apply random-oracle-generated blinding factors
to all protocol messages, so that protocol messages do not commit servers to their keys, without
ruining the overall functioning of the protocol. In the simulation, we can therefore choose a
server's keys only at the moment that it is corrupted and carefully program the random oracle
to ensure consistency of previous protocol messages, without having to guess anything upfront.
Of the threshold password-authenticated protocols in the literature, only Camenisch et al. [97]
describe a recovery procedure and prove their protocol secure against transient corruptions.
Proactive security in the protocol of Camenisch et al. [97] unfortunately comes at a considerable
cost: a few hundred exponentiations per server may be within practical reach for occasional
data retrieval, but not for high-volume password verication.

6.5 Formal Treatment of Privacy-Enhancing Credential Systems
Privacy-enhancing attribute-based credentials systems (aka PABCs, anonymous credentials, or
pseudonym systems ) allow for cryptographically strong user authentication while preserving the
users' privacy by giving users full control over the information they reveal. There are three
types of parties in a PABC system. Issuers assign sets of attribute values to users by issuing
credentials for these sets. Users can present (i.e., prove possession of) their credentials to veriers
by revealing a subset of the attributes from one or more credentials. The veriers can then
check the validity of such presentations using the issuers' public keys, but they do not learn any
information about the hidden attributes and cannot link dierent presentations by the same
user. This basic functionality of a PABC system can be extended in a large number of ways,
including pseudonyms, revocation of credentials, inspection, proving relations among attributes
hidden in presented credentials, and key binding [108, 93].
The importance of privacy and data minimization in authentication systems has been emphasized, e.g., by the European Commission in the European privacy standards [6, 3] and by the
US government in the National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC) [217].
With IBM's Identity Mixer based on CL-signatures [124, 114, 116, 117] and Microsoft's UProve based on Brands' signatures [77, 293], practical solutions for PABCs exist and are cur-
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rently deployed in several pilot projects [108, 4, 218, 5]. In fact, numerous anonymous credential schemes as well as special cases thereof such as group signatures, direct anonymous
attestation, or identity escrow have been proposed, oering a large variety of dierent features [139, 77, 117, 335, 114, 46, 187, 138, 293, 279, 346, 40].
Despite this large body of work, a unied denitional framework for the security properties
of a full-edged PABC system is still missing. Existing schemes either have targeted security
denitions for specic use cases [114, 46, 187, 138] or do not provide provable security guarantees
at all [293, 346, 279]. One possible reason for the lack of a generic framework is that dedicated
schemes for specic scenarios are often more ecient than generic solutions. However, dening,
instantiating, and re-proving tailored variants of PABCs is hard and error-prone. Clearly, it is
desirable to have a unied denitional approach providing security denitions for a full-edged
PABC system. It turns out that achieving such denitions is far from trivial as they quickly
become very complex, in particular, if one allows for relations between hidden attributes when
issuing and presenting credentials, as we shall discuss. Nevertheless, we take a major step
towards such a unied framework for PABCs by formally dening the most relevant features,
detached from specic instantiations or use cases. We further provide a generic construction
of a PABC system based on a number of simpler building blocks such as blind signatures or
revocation schemes, and a formal proof that this construction meets our security denitions.
Finally, we give concrete instantiations of these components.
Our denition of PABC systems comprises the richest set of features
integrated into a holistic PABC scheme so far. It supports credentials with any xed number of
attributes, of which any subset can be revealed during presentation. A single presentation can
reveal attributes from multiple credentials. Users can prove equality of attributes, potentially
across dierent credentials, without revealing their exact values. Users have secret keys from
which arbitrarily many scope-exclusive pseudonyms can be derived. That is, for a given secret
key and scope, only one unique pseudonym can be derived. Thus, by reusing the same scope
in multiple presentations, users can intentionally create linkability between presentations; using
dierent scopes yields mutually unlinkable pseudonyms.

Considered Features.

Credentials can optionally be bound to the users' secret keys to prevent users from sharing
their credentials. When performing a presentation that involves multiple credentials and/or a
pseudonym, all credentials and the pseudonym must be bound to or derived from the same user
secret key, respectively. Issuers can revoke credentials, so that they can no longer be used in
presentations. During issuance, some attribute values may be hidden from the issuer or carried
over from existing credentials. This latter advanced issuance means that the issuer does not
learn their values but is guaranteed that they are equal to an attribute in an existing credential.
We give formal security denitions for a full PABC system that incorporates all of the features mentioned above. We provide a generic construction from lower-level
building blocks that satises our denitions and we present secure instantiations of the building
blocks.

Our Contributions.

In terms of security, informally, we expect presentations to be
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present attributes from legitimately obtained and unrevoked credentials, and to be private,
i.e., they do not reveal anything more than intended. For privacy, we distinguish weak privacy,
where presentations of a credential cannot be linked to a specic issuance session, and the strictly
stronger notion of simulatable privacy, where in addition presentations of the same credential
cannot be linked to each other. This allows us to cover (slight variants of) the most prevalent
schemes used in practice, U-Prove and Identity Mixer.
Formally dening these properties is far from trivial because of the complexity of our envisaged
system. For example, user can obtain credentials on (i) revealed, (ii) blindly carried-over, and
(iii) fully blind attributes. Each type comes with dierent security expectations that must be
covered by a single denition. Carried-over attributes, for example, present a challenge when
dening unforgeability: While the issuer never learns the attributes, the adversary must not be
able to present a value that was not previously issued as part of a pre-existing credential. For
privacy, one challenge is to formalize the exact information that users intend to reveal, as they
might reveal the same and possibly identifying attributes in dierent presentations. Revocation
gives the issuer the power to exclude certain credentials from being used, which must be modeled
without cementing trivial linking attacks into the model that would turn the denition moot.
The resulting denitions are rather complex, and thus proving that a concrete scheme satises
them from scratch can be a challenging and tedious task. Also, proofs for such monolithic
denitions tend to be hard to verify. We therefore dene a set of building blocks, strongly
inspired by existing work, and show how they can be generically composed to build a secure PABC
system. Our construction is ecient in the sense that its complexity is roughly the sum of the
complexities of the building blocks. Additionally, this construction allows for simple changes of
individual components (e.g., the underlying revocation or pseudonym schemes) without aecting
any other building blocks and without having to reprove the security of the system. Finally, we
give concrete instantiations for all our building blocks based on existing protocols.

Related Work.

Our denitions are inspired by the work of Chase et al. [135, 46], who provide formal, property-based denitions of delegatable anonymous credential systems and give a
generic construction from so-called P-signatures [47]. However, their work focuses on pseudonymous access control with delegation, but lacks additional features such as attributes, revocation,
and advanced issuance.

PABCs were rst envisioned by Chaum [139, 142], and they have been a vivid area of research

over the last decade. The currently most mature solutions are IBM's Identity Mixer based on
CL-signatures [124, 114, 116, 117] and Microsoft's U-Prove based on Brands' signatures [77, 293].
A rst formal denition by Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [114] in the ideal-real world paradigm
covered the basic functionalities without attributes and revocation. Their denition is standalone and does not allow composability as honest parties never output any cryptographic values
such as a credentials or pseudonyms. This restriction makes it infeasible to use their schemes as
building block in a larger system. These drawbacks are shared by the denition of Garman et
al. [187].
A recent MAC-based credential scheme [138] allows for multiple attributes per credential, but
requires issuer and verier to be the same entity. Furthermore, it does not cover pseudonyms,
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carry-over attributes, or revocation and provides rather informal security denitions. Similarly,
the recent work of Hanser and Slamanig [208] neither considers any of these features nor blind
issuance, i.e., the issuer always learns all the user's attributes.
Baldimtsi and Lysyanskaya [39] dene a blind signature scheme with attributes and claim that
it yields an ecient linkable anonymous credential scheme, again without giving formal denitions. The scheme can be seen as a weakened version of our signature building block without
unlinkability or extractability of hidden attributes  properties that are crucial for our PABC
system.
Finally, existing denitions of attribute-based signatures, e.g., [241, 254, 317] dier substantially
from those of our building block for privacy-enhancing attribute-based signature, as again they
do not consider, e.g., blind issuance.

6.6 Unlinkable Redactable Signatures and Their Applications to Anonymous
Credentials
Digital signature schemes are a fundamental cryptographic primitive. Besides their use for signing digital documents and building classical cryptographic protocols such as key exchange, they
are also important components of more advanced cryptographic protocols, such as blind signatures [177, 18], group signatures [50, 54, 230], direct anonymous attestation [80], e-cash [143],
voting schemes [214], adaptive oblivious transfer [122, 95] and anonymous credentials [47].
The ecient construction of such protocols, however, demands special properties of a signature
scheme, in particular, when the protocol needs to achieve strong privacy properties. The most
important such properties seem to be the issuance of a signature and its use later in a protocol
in an unlinkable way as well as the scheme being able to sign blocks of messages. The rst
signature scheme that fullled these requirements is a blind signature scheme by Brands [75].
The drawback of blind signature schemes, however, is that if the user uses a signature later on
in the designed protocol, typically to convince a third party that she has obtained a signature
from the signer on some message, she needs to reveal the actual signature so that the third
party can verify the authenticity of the signature. Thus, such a signature can typically be used
only once, which turns out to be quite limiting for applications like group signatures, multi-show
anonymous credentials, and compact e-cash [101].
Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [116, 117] were the rst to propose signature schemes (CL-signatures)
overcoming these drawbacks. Their schemes are secure under the Strong RSA or the q-SDH
assumption, respectively, and allow for an alternative approach when using a signature in a
protocol: instead of revealing the signature to a third party, the user can employ zero-knowledge
proofs to convince the third party that she possesses a valid signature from the signer. While in
theory this is possible for any signature scheme, CL-signatures were the rst that allowed one to
do this eciently with so-called generalized Schnorr proofs of knowledge of and about discrete
logarithms. This is achieved because of the algebraic properties of CL-signatures, in particular,
because no hash function is applied to the message and the signature and message values are
either exponents or group elements.
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With the advent of CL-signatures, the area of privacy preserving protocols ourished considerably and numerous new protocols based on them have been proposed. This has also made it
apparent, that CL-signatures still have a number of drawbacks:
(1) In order to make generalized Schnorr proofs of knowledge non-interactive (which is often
required in applications), one needs to resort to the Fiat-Shamir heuristic, i.e., the random
oracle model and thus looses all provable security guarantees for the concrete scheme where
the random oracle is instantiated by a hash function [129].
(2) When designing a protocol to be secure in a Universal Composability model [128], where
no rewinding can be used to prove security, witnesses in the generalized Schnorr proofs of
knowledge need to be encrypted under a public key that is a part of a common reference
string (CRS). As the witnesses (messages signed with CL-signatures) are discrete logarithms, such encryption is rather expensive [41, 103] and most often renders the overall
protocol unpractical.
(3) When proving ownership of a CL-signature on many messages, all the messages are needed
for the verication of the signature and therefore the proof of possession of a signature will
be linear in the number of messages.
Following the work of Groth and Sahai [198] which allowed for the rst time to construct ecient
non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs (NIZK) without using random oracles, albeit for a limited
set of languages, many works focused on so-called structure-preserving signatures [14, 15, 13].
These signature schemes allow seamless integration with Groth-Sahai proofs and can also be
used as signatures of knowledge [137], hence applicable in the scenarios in which one could
previously use CL-signatures.
While overcoming the rst two shortcomings listed above, structure-preserving signatures also
suer in terms of performance when signing multi-block messages, which is typically the case
for applications such as anonymous credentials. Indeed, like in the case of CL-signatures, the
size of proofs of structure-preserving signatures grows linearly with the number of messages. As
the constant factor is larger than the one for generalized Schnorr, they lose their attractiveness as building block for applications requiring multi-block messages. Moreover, it seems this
shortcoming cannot be overcome for fundamental reasons as a Groth-Sahai proof-of-knowledge
of a signature on hidden group elements can be seen as a degenerate commitment, but group to
group commitments do not shrink [17].

Our contribution.

We take a dierent approach that has the goal of both being employable
by real-world applications and addressing the above drawbacks: we propose a new kind of
signature schemes, unlinkable redactable block-signature (URS) scheme with which one can redact
a signature and reveal only its relevant parts each time it is used. Moreover, URS are unlinkable
and the same signature can be redacted and revealed multiple times without linking two redacted
signatures which were derived from the same signature. We view our contribution as threefold:
First, we formally dened URS schemes. We present property-based security denitions for URS
schemes, i.e., unlinkability and unforgeability. To validate that these denitions are sucient,
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we provide a UC functionality for unlinkable redactable signatures and then show that a secure
URS scheme implements the UC functionality.
Second, we construct an ecient URS scheme from vector commitments [228, 243, 132], structurepreserving signatures [14, 15], and (a minimal dose of) non-interactive proofs of knowledge
(NIPoK), which in practice can be instantiated by Groth-Sahai proofs [198]. As we are interested in practical eciency, we deliberately instantiate our scheme with concrete building
blocks, and rely on stronger assumptions. Our modular approach does, however, facilitate the
construction of `paranoid' instantiations, e.g., by falling back on the CDH based vector commitment scheme of [132], expectedly at a large penalty in performance. We show how to make use
of algebraic properties in our building blocks to minimize the witness size of the NIPoK. Our
main target is Groth-Sahai proofs, but we also discuss extensions for optimizing the eciency
of generalized Schnorr proofs of knowledge in case one is willing to accept random oracles.
Third, to demonstrate the versatility of our URS scheme as a CL-signature `replacement', we
employ it to design the rst universally composable anonymous credential system. It is also
arguably one of the rst such schemes to support ecient attribute disclosure with cost independent of the number of attribute in the issued credential without having to rely on random
oracles. Even in the random oracle model this has so far been an elusive goal. The state of
the art, [99], supported only a constant number of attributes, or would otherwise require an
articially large RSA modulus for the credential scheme.
More precisely, to construct anonymous credentials we require a blind issuing protocol (that
allows users to obtain credentials using pseudonyms) and a protocol to prove possession of
credentials for the revealed attributes. While the latter follows for free from unlinkable redactable
signatures, the former needs a specic protocol. Because of ecient selective disclose, our scheme
is very attractive and quickly surpasses schemes based on CL-sigantures or blind signatures [76,
117] when the number of attributes grows.
Other immediate applications of our URS scheme include ecient e-cash, credential-based key
exchange, e-voting, and others.

Related work.

A variety of signature schemes with exible signing capabilities and strong
privacy properties have been proposed [136, 73, 36, 49]. Such schemes generalize existing privacy
preserving schemes such as group signatures, and anonymous credentials. Our work is most
closely related to the work of Chase et al. [136] on controlled malleable signatures. They dene
simulatable malleable signatures and show how to instantiate (a base scheme without attributes
for) delegatable credentials.
In principle, malleable signatures allow the owner of a signature to hide a part of the message,
while still being able to produce a signature that veries for the remaining message. Anonymity is
implied by the context hiding property of malleable signatures, which requires derived signatures
to be indistinguishable from freshly generated signatures on the derived messages. Existing
malleable signature constructions, however, do not meet our requirements in terms of eciency.
Ahn et al. [24] and Attrapadung et al. [34] consider redactable signatures but for a dierent
redact operation that allows to quote substrings. While these works do not aim at being directly
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applicable in real world protocols, especially when redacting a block message with a large number
of attributes, they provide a fresh denitional approach. Indeed, our denitions of unlinkability
and unforgeability are inspired by [136], which in turn build on [24].
Vector commitments [133, 243, 132], a cryptographic building block introduced by Catalano,
Fiore and Messina [133], are our starting point for achieving practical eciency. Kate et al. [228]
suggest how to build one-time-show credentials by using their polynomial commitments scheme
to commit to the attributes, which the issuer then certies by signing the resulting commitment.
While not supporting multi-show, the work by Kate et al. is a useful generic recipe and our
work can be seen as lifting their intuition to multi-show credentials and putting it on a formal
basis. Also, recently, Kohlweiss and Rial [233] built a private access control protocol with ecient selective attribute disclosure from vector commitments. Their solution, however, requires
interaction.
The rst ecient multi-show anonymous credential scheme is [114]. Its success led to implementations [124] and related protocols are even contained in standards [80]. Many cryptographic
papers on anonymous credentials often focus on a base protocol, with pseudonyms, but without
attributes. A notable exception is [99], which studies an extension to the identity mixer system
for ecient attribute disclosure. Their result is in the random oracle model, however.
The rst non-interactive anonymous credential scheme that does not rely on random oracles
is [47]. P -signatures, the primitive underlying their construction is a signature scheme falling
short of being structure-preserving and is engineered towards the anonymous credentials application. Anonymous delegatable credentials [46, 182] allow the owner of a credential to not only
prove access rights, but also to delegate them. Both P -signatures, and the work on delegatable
credentials consider a base protocol without attributes. Belenkiy et al. [48] dene multi-block
P -signatures with a proof size linear to the number of blocks.
Extending the work of [47] in combination with vector commitments, Izabachène et al. [219]
constructed block-wise P -signatures and built ecient anonymous credentials out of it. Although
their techniques are similar to ours, we list some crucial dierences here. First, we aim for
modularity of constructions and proofs, formalizing security properties for all building blocks,
including vector commitments, from which we build our URS and then anonymous credentials.
Thus, all building blocks we dene can be used for modular design of other protocols (e-cash,
group signatures, e-voting, etc.). Furthermore, we provide UC denitions that allow one to
build UC-secure protocols based on our URS scheme. Second, their credential scheme targets
a restricted class of predicates, individual attribute release and dot-products, and for revealing
multiple attributes is less (at least twice) ecient than ours and requires more communication
rounds. Instead we advocate the use of general-purpose NIZK to prove arbitrary predicates
as natural extensions to our core scheme. Third, there is no prevention of a replay attack for
presentation (showing the credentials) algorithm in [219] - the adversary can reuse the proof
from another user and this is not considered a forgery. Indeed their denitions do not guarantee
that credentials are non-malleable, implying that multiple credential proofs of true predicates
may be combinable into a proof of an as of yet unproven, but true, predicate. This is crucial for
a non-interactive credential scheme and is taken care of in this work.
Canard and Lescuyer [127] proposed an anonymous credential system built from sanitizable
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signaturesa special case of malleable signatures. Apart from being less ecient than ours,
their scheme is only proven secure in the random oracle model.

6.7 Practical Round-Optimal Blind Signatures in the Standard Model
The concept of blind signatures [140] dates back to the beginning of the 1980s. A blind signature scheme is an interactive protocol, where a user (or obtainer) requests a signature on a
message which the signer (or issuer) must not learn. In particular, the signer must not be able
to link a signature to the execution of the issuing protocol in which it was produced (blindness ). Furthermore, it should even for adaptive adversaries be infeasible to produce a valid
blind signature without the signing key (unforgeability ). Blind signatures have proven to be an
important building block for cryptographic protocols, most prominently for e-cash, e-voting and
one-show anonymous credentials. In more than 30 years of research, many dierent (> 50) blind
signature schemes have been proposed. The spectrum ranges from RSA-based (e.g., [140, 106])
over DL-based (e.g., [287, 10]) and pairing-based (e.g., [64, 62]) to lattice-based (e.g., [310])
and code-based (e.g., [292]) constructions as well as constructions from general assumptions
(e.g., [9, 209, 177]).

Blind signatures and their round complexity.

Two distinguishing features of blind signatures are whether they assume a common reference string (CRS) set up by a trusted party to
which everyone has access; and the number of rounds in the signing protocol. Those which require
only one round of interaction (two moves) are called round-optimal [177]. Besides improving eciency, round optimality also directly yields concurrent security (which otherwise has to be dealt
with explicitly; e.g., [231, 209]). There are very ecient round-optimal schemes [141, 64, 51]
under interactive assumptions (chosen-target-one-more-RSA-inversion and chosen-target-CDH
assumption, respectively) in the random oracle model (ROM), as well as under the interactive
LRSW [250] assumption in the CRS model [190]. All these schemes are in the honest-key model,
where blindness only holds against signers whose keys are generated by the experiment.
Fischlin [177] proposed a generic framework for constructing round-optimal blind signatures in
the CRS model with blindness under malicious keys: the signer signs a commitment to the
message and the blind signature is a NIZK proof of a signed commitment which opens to the
message.
Using structure-preserving signatures [14] and the Groth-Sahai (GS) proof system [198] instead
of general NIZKs, this framework was eciently instantiated in [14]. In [62, 63], Blazy et al.
gave alternative approaches to compact round-optimal blind signatures in the CRS model which
avoid including a GS proof into the nal blind signature.
Another round-optimal solution, with comparable computational costs, was proposed by Seo
and Cheon [316] building on work by Meiklejohn et al. [258].

Removing the CRS.

Known impossibility results indicate that the design of round-optimal
blind signatures in the standard model has some limitations. Lindell [244] showed that con-
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currently secure (and consequently also round-optimal) blind signatures are impossible in the
standard model when using simulation-based security notions. This can however be bypassed
with game-based security notions, as shown by Hazay et al. [209] for non-round-optimal constructions. Fischlin and Schröder [178] showed that black-box reductions to non-interactive
assumptions in the standard model are impossible for blind signature schemes under certain
conditions. Roughly speaking, their result applies to schemes with three or less moves, where
blindness holds statistically (or computationally if unforgeability and blindness are unrelated)
and where protocol transcripts allow to verify if the user is able to derive a valid signature.
Existing constructions [186, 185] bypass these results by making non-black-box use of the underlying primitives (and preventing signature-derivation checks in [186]). Unfortunately, they
are impractical, as they require complexity leveraging.

Crypto

At
'11 Garg et al. [186] proposed the rst round-optimal generic construction in the
standard model. They use fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) to encrypt the message sent to
the signer, who evaluates the signing circuit on the ciphertext. In addition, they use two-round
witness-indistinguishable proofs (ZAPs) to remove the CRS and have the user prove that the
keys have been generated honestly whereas the signer certies honest computation. To preserve
round-optimality of the scheme, the rst xed round of the ZAP is included in the signer's public
key. This result can, however, only be considered as a theoretical feasibility result.

Eurocrypt

At
'14 Garg and Gupta [185] proposed the rst ecient round-optimal blind signature constructions in the standard model. They build on Fischlin's framework using structurepreserving signatures. To remove a trusted setup, they use a two-CRS NIZK proof system
(based on GS proofs), include the CRSs in the public key while forcing the signer to honestly
generate the CRS. Their construction, however, requires complexity leveraging (the reduction
for unforgeability needs to solve a subexponential DL instance for every signing query) and is
proven secure with respect to non-uniform adversaries. Consequently, communication complexity is in the order of hundreds of KB (even at the 80-bit security level) and the computational
costs (which are not even considered by the authors) seem to limit their practical application
even more signicantly.

Partially blind signatures. Partially blind signatures are an extension of blind signatures,
which additionally allow to include a common information in a signature. Many non-roundoptimal partially blind signature schemes in the ROM are based on a technique by Abe and
Okamoto [19].
The latter [288] proposed an ecient construction for non-round-optimal blind as well as partially
blind signatures in the standard model. Round-optimal partially blind signatures in the CRS
model can again be obtained from Fischlin's framework [177]. Besides blind signatures, [63, 258,
316] also construct round-optimal partially blind signatures relying on a CRS. To date, there
isto the best of our knowledgeno round-optimal partially blind signature scheme that is
secure in the standard model.

One-show anonymous credentials systems. Such systems allow a user to obtain a credential on several attributes from an issuer. The user can later selectively show attributes (or prove
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relations about attributes) to a verier without revealing any information about undisclosed attributes. No party (including the issuer) can link the issuing of a credential to any of its showings,
yet dierent showings of the same credential are linkable. An ecient implementation of oneshow anonymous credentials is Microsoft's U-Prove [79]. Baldimtsi and Lysyanskaya [40] showed
that the underlying signature scheme [77] cannot be proven secure using known techniques.
To mitigate this problem, in [40] they presented a generic construction of one-show anonymous
credentials in the vein of Brands' [77] approach from so-called blind signatures with attributes.
They also present a scheme based on a non-round-optimal blind signature scheme by Abe [10]
and prove their construction secure in the ROM.

Contributions.

Besides Fischlin's generic commit-prove paradigm [177], there are other classes
of schemes. For instance, RSA and BLS blind signatures [64, 51] follow a randomize-derandomize
approach, which exploits the commutative or homomorphic property of the respective signature
scheme. Other approaches follow the commit-rerandomize-transform paradigm, where a signature on a commitment to a message can be transformed into a rerandomized (unlinkable)
signature on the original message [62, 190]. In contrast to these paradigms, our construction is
based on a new concept, which one may call commit-randomize-derandomize-open approach. It
does not use non-interactive proofs at all and is solely based on the recent concept of structurepreserving signature schemes on equivalence classes (SPS-EQ) [208] and commitments. We also
show how to avoid a trusted setup of the commitment parameters and thus do not require a
CRS.
In SPS-EQ the message space is partitioned into equivalence classes and given a signature on
a message anyone can adapt the signature to a dierent representative of the same class. SPSEQ requires that after signing a representative a signer cannot distinguish between an adapted
signature for a new representative of the same class and a fresh signature on a completely random
message.
In our blind-signature scheme the obtainer combines a commitment to the message with a normalization element yielding a representative of an equivalence class (commit ). She chooses a
random representative of the same class (randomize ), on which the signer produces a signature.
The obtainer then adapts it to the original representative containing the commitment (derandomize ). This can be done without requiring the signing key and the normalization element
guarantees that the obtainer can only switch back to the original representative. The blind signature is the rerandomized (unlinkable) signature for the original representative plus an opening
for the commitment (open ).
The contributions be summarized as follows:

• We propose a new approach to constructing blind signatures based on SPS-EQ in the
standard model. It yields conceptually simple and compact constructions and does not
rely on techniques such as complexity leveraging. Our blind signatures are practical in
terms of key sizes, signature sizes, communication and computational eort (when implemented with known instantiations of SPS-EQ, a blind signature consists of 5 bilinear-group
elements).
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• We provide the rst construction of round-optimal partially blind signatures in the standard model, which follow straightforwardly from our blind signatures and are almost as
ecient.
• We generalize our blind signature scheme to message vectors, which yields one-show anonymous credentials à la anonymous credentials light [40]. We thus obtain one-show anonymous credentials secure in the standard model (whereas all previous ones have either no
security proof or ones in the ROM).
• We also present new results in the context of SPS-EQ. We give the rst construction whose
security relies on a non-interactive assumption. (Unfortunately, the scheme does not have
all the properties required for building blind signatures from it.) Moreover, we show how
any SPS-EQ scheme can be turned into a standard SPS scheme. This transformation
allows us to apply the optimality criteria by Abe et al. [15] to SPS-EQ.
• Finally, applying the impossibility result of [178], we rule out a large class of non-interactive
assumptions for the unforgeability of standard-model SPS-EQ constructions.

6.8 Design Strategies for a Privacy-Friendly Austrian eID System in the
Public Cloud
The Austrian eID system constitutes one major building block within the Austrian e-Government
strategy, which is laid down in the Austrian e-Government Act [175] as national law. Secure
authentication and unique identication of Austrian citizens  by still preserving citizens' privacy
 are the main functions of the Austrian eID system. The basic building block for secure
authentication and unique identication in the Austrian eID system is the Austrian citizen card
[237], the ocial eID in Austria.
To facilitate the adoption of this eID concept at online applications, the open source module
MOA-ID has been developed. Basically, MOA-ID manages the identication and authentication
process based on the Austrian citizen card for service providers. Currently, the Austrian eID
concept treats MOA-ID as a trusted entity, which is deployed locally in every service provider's
domain. While this model has indeed some benets, in some situations a centralized deployment approach of MOA-ID may be preferable. For instance, a centralized MOA-ID can save
service providers a lot of operational and maintenance costs. However, in terms of scalability 
theoretically the whole Austrian population could use this central service for identication and
authentication at service providers  the existing approach is advantageous.
To bypass the issue of scalability, we propose a centralized deployment approach of MOA-ID in
the public cloud. The public cloud is able to provide nearly unlimited computing resources and
hence the scalability problem can easily be compensated. However, the move of a trusted service
into the public cloud brings up new obstacles. In particular, MOA-ID, since now running in the
public cloud, can no longer be considered a fully trusted entity. We encounter these obstacles
by introducing three dierent approaches relying on dierent cryptographic mechanisms, each
describing how the current Austrian eID system can be securely migrated into the public cloud.
All approaches retain the workow of the current Austrian eID system and preserve citizens'
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privacy when assuming that MOA-ID acts honest but curious, i.e., operates correctly but is
not trusted with respect to (data) privacy. Our rst approach relies on the use of proxy reencryption and redactable signatures, the second is based upon anonymous credentials, and
the third one sets up on fully homomorphic encryption. Based on an evaluation of these three
dierent approaches, we propose a model which can be generically used for eID identication
and authentication in privacy-invasive environments such as the public cloud.

Porting the Austrian eID System to the Public Cloud.

The current Austrian eID
system relies on a local deployment model, where MOA-ID is deployed and operated in basically
every service provider's domain. Due to that fact, MOA-ID is assumed to be trusted, i.e., it
will not leak sensitive information such as the citizen's sourcePIN. The current local deployment
model of MOA-ID has some benets in terms of end-to-end security or scalability, but still some
issues can be identied compared to a centralized deployment model of MOA-ID. The adoption
of a centralized model may have the following advantages and disadvantages:
On the one hand, the use of one single and central instance of MOA-ID has a clear advantage
for citizens as they only need to trust one specic identity provider. In addition, users could
benet from a comfortable single sign-on (SSO). On the other hand, especially service providers
can save a lot of costs because they do not need to operate and maintain a separate MOA-ID
installation. In addition, several dierent identity protocols can be supported and hence the
service provider could select its favorite protocol.
Nevertheless, still some disadvantages can be identied. For instance, a single instance of MOAID constitutes a single point of failure or attack. Additionally, a centralized MOA-ID relies
on a brokered trust model and the service provider has no direct trust relationship with the
citizen anymore as it is in the local deployment model. Finally, scalability may be an issue as
all citizen authentications will run through this centralized system. This is probably the main
issue, as theoretically the whole Austrian population could use this service for identication
and authentication at service providers. However, the issue on scalability can be tackled by
moving MOA-ID into a public cloud, which is able to theoretically provide unlimited computing
resources. Needless to say, a move of a trusted service into the public cloud brings up some new
obstacles. For instance, assuming that MOA-ID in the cloud works correctly, it still has to be
ensured that the cloud provider has no access to private citizen data during the authentication
process. In general, MOA-ID in the cloud must still work equivalent to the current Austrian
eID system and must still be compliant to the Austrian national law.
In order to make a migration of the Austrian eID system and MOA-ID into the public cloud
possible, we have identied three approaches to adapt the existing Austrian eID system for
running it in the public cloud. The adapted Austrian eID system of the respective solution will
provide all functions of MOA-ID (identication, ssPIN generation, and authentication) as in the
current settings, but protects citizen's privacy with respect to the cloud provider. For providing
compact descriptions, we denote the SourcePIN Register Authority by SRA and the Identity
Link by I = ((A1 , a1 ), . . . , (Ak , ak )) as a sequence of attribute labels and attribute values. Let
the set of citizens be C = {C1 , . . . , Cn } and the set of service providers be S = {S1 , . . . , S` }
as well as the citizen's client-side middleware be denoted as M . Moreover, let us assume that
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Citizen Ci wants to authenticate at service provider Sj who requires the set of attributes Aj
from I and exactly one "pseudonym", i.e., the ssPIN for the sector s the service provider Sj is
associated to. Additionally, recall that every citizen Ci has a signing key skCi stored on the card
and the public key pkCi is publicly available. For simplicity, we use a single security parameter κ
for all schemes, although depending on the instantiation of the respective scheme dierent ones
may be required.

Using Proxy Re-Encryption and Redactable Signatures.

Here, the Identity Link I is
modied in a way that it does no longer include the sourcePIN, but additionally all ssPINs according to all possible governmental sectors. In this augmented Identity Link I 0 , every attribute
ai is encrypted using a uni-directional single-use proxy re-encryption scheme under a public key
(the identity of MOA-ID) such that the corresponding private key is not available to MOA-ID
and is only known to the SRA. Furthermore, instead of using a conventional digital signature
scheme, I 0 is signed by the SRA using a redactable signature scheme such that every ai from
I 0 can be redacted. The public verication key is available to MOA-ID. Every service provider
Sj obtains a key pair for the proxy re-encryption scheme when registering at the SRA. The
latter entity produces a re-encryption key, which allows to re-encrypt ciphertexts intended for
MOA-ID to Sj , and gives it to MOA-ID.

Using Anonymous Credentials.

As above, the Identity Link I is augmented to I 0 in a way
that it does no longer include the sourcePIN, but additionally all ssPIN's. Now, the SRA issues
an anonymous credential Cred to every citizen for attr being all attributes in I 0 . Essentially, a
citizen then authenticates to a service provider by proving to MOA-ID the possession of a valid
credential, i.e., MOA-ID checks whether the credential has been revoked or not. Note that for
one-show credentials, if the entire credential Cred is shown to MOA-ID, this amounts to a simple
lookup in a blacklist. If the credential is not revoked, MOA-ID signs the credential to conrm
that it is not revoked and the citizen performs via M a non-interactive proof by revealing the
necessary attributes Aj including the required ssPIN to Sj , who can then in turn verify the
proof(s) as well as MOA-ID's signature.

Using Fully Homomorphic Encryption. This approach is a rather theoretic one and requires an FHE scheme as discussed before. The idea behind this approach is the following: The
Identity Link I of a citizen holds the same attributes as it is in the currently deployed system
(and in particular the sourcePIN), but every attribute ai is encrypted using an FHE scheme with
the above described property under MOA-ID's public key, for which MOA-ID does not hold
the private key. Furthermore, this resulting I 0 is conventionally signed by the SRA. Then, for
authentication at Sj , the resulting I 0 and the signature σ are sent to MOA-ID who checks the
signature and homomorphically computes the respective ssPIN from the encrypted sourcePIN
(without learning neither sourcePIN nor ssPIN). Then, for all encrypted attributes required by
Sj (including the afore computed encrypted ssPIN), MOA-ID performs the "FHE re-encryption"
to Sj 's public key. On receiving the respective information from MOA-ID, the service provider
can decrypt all attribute values.
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6.9 Strengthening Authentication with Privacy-Preserving Location Verication of Mobile Phones
Smartphones are probably the most pervasive electronic devices of our time. The services they
provide go far beyond communication and have become so rich and useful in daily life that
most individuals can no longer think of living without them. Services increasingly make use
of the geographic location of the phone to enhance the user's experience, improve usability, or
strengthen the security of authentication. We propose a mechanism for using the mobile phone
location as an additional authentication factor, but without all the known privacy concerns
of location-based services, such as service providers creating movement and behavior patterns
from the data they collect, selling this data, or losing it in a data breach. More specically,
for many security-critical scenarios, it is possible to identify a certain geographical area from
which legitimate transactions are likely to occur. If the mobile phone of the user performing
the transaction can be localized within this area at the time of the transaction, then this is a
strong indicator that the transaction is not fraudulent. Consider, e.g., payment transactions with
conventional credit cards, where the majority of credit-card fraud occurs from foreign countries
geographically distant from the user's home country. To prevent this type of fraud, transactions
from abroad are in many cases denied unless the user noties the bank that she will travel, or
she is contacted by the bank to validate the legitimacy of the transaction. We note that the
fact that the user's phone is currently within the country where the transaction takes place can
be leveraged as an authentication factor. In this scenario, it is sucient for the credit card
company to know that the phone is somewhere within the expected country, without learning
its exact location. This idea is the basis for our proposal, as it allows for verifying the location of
a user's phone without the call-center costs and without eroding the user's privacy. The bigger
the geographical reference area, the better the privacy of the user can be preserved.
In addition to payment transactions, there are many other security-critical scenarios in which
location can be used as an authentication factor in a privacy-preserving manner. In general,
these scenarios have four entities in common: the Service Provider S (the payment terminal
and the bank infrastructure that it connects to), the User U (the subscriber or cardholder), her
mobile phone P , and the Mobile Network Operator M managing the mobile network to which
the phone connects to.
Determining and using the location of the mobile phone does not replace authenticating the
User, i.e., one aspect is ensuring that the mobile phone is at a certain location and another that
the User is also there. There are existing approaches to user authentication whereby she either
authenticates directly to the mobile phone or to the Service Provider, e.g., using a password
or some sort of two factor authentication [291]. User authentication can alternatively take
place without involving the mobile phone by requiring the user to authenticate to the physical
infrastructure, e.g., with a card, a PIN, and/or a ngerprint.

Contribution

We contribute a

practical, secure and privacy-preserving mechanism enabling

a Service Provider to verify whether the mobile phone of a given User currently resides within a
certain geographical reference area at a given time. Our mechanism consists of having the location
of the mobile phone determined by the Mobile Network Operator and certied using anonymous
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credentials.

More specically, we contribute the design of a novel, secure and privacy-by-design
mechanism fullling the following set of properties:

Location Unforgeability.

It is infeasible for the area in which the Mobile Network Operator
reports the user to be locatedwhich we refer to as Reported Area to be spoofed, tampered
with, or reused later in time. In particular, the location verication mechanism should withstand
strong attackers capable of fully compromising the mobile phone OS and/or its apps. In our
mechanism, the potentially compromised mobile phone is not actively involved in the location
determination process, since this is entirely done by the MNO, which we assume to be a trustworthy location source. Furthermore, the underlying anonymous credentials are unforgeable and
resistant against tampering and replay.

User Binding.

The Service Provider can rest assured that the mobile phone whose location is
reported by the MNO is indeed the mobile phone of the User whom the Service Provider seeks
to authenticate. In our mechanism, this property is achieved by having two credentials issued
to the User and stored in her mobile phone: a Phone Credential and a User Credential. The
former includes the phone identier and is issued by the MNO after it has authenticated the
mobile phone. The latter is issued by the Service Provider once it has authenticated the User
and includes both the user and the phone identiers. Binding is established when the phone
generates veriable evidence for the Service Provider attesting that the Reported Area is bound
to a valid phone identier, which is in turn bound to a certain user identier.

Phone Identier Privacy.

Phone identiers such as the mobile phone number, the International Mobile Equipment Identier, or the International Mobile Subscriber Identier are not
disclosed to the Service Provider. In our mechanism, this property is achieved since information
pertaining the mobile phone is only shared with the Service Provider in unintelligible form. In
particular, the phone identier included in the User Credential is carried over from the Phone
Credential without revealing its value to the issuing Service Provider.

Reported Area Privacy.

The Service Provider merely learns whether the mobile phone is
within the area where it expects it to bewhich we refer to as Reference Area in a yes/no
fashion, but not exactly where. If the mobile phone resides outside of the Reference Area, the
Service Provider does not learn its location. In our mechanism, for achieving this property,
we rely on a feature of anonymous credentials that allows proving that a given mathematical
statement over certied attributes holds without disclosing their values. The mobile phone can
thus prove to the Service Provider that the Reported Area is contained within the Reference
Area without revealing the actual location.

Reference Area Privacy.

The MNO does not learn the Reference Area. In our mechanism,
this property is achieved since the Reference Area is never communicated to the MNO.

Service Unlinkability.

The MNO cannot link location certication requests made by users
via their mobile phones to a particular Service Provider. In our mechanism, this property is
achieved because there is no direct communication between the MNO and the Service Provider,
and the mobile phone never shares information concerning the Service Provider with the MNO.

Sensor Independence.

The location verication process does not depend on dedicated hardware of the mobile phone. In particular, location verication does not depend on a Global
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Positioning System (GPS) module or a WiFi radio being available, enabled, or active. In our
mechanism, the mobile phone's lack of involvement in determining its location leads to sensor
independence, which at the same time allows it to be used with any phone that is connected
to a mobile network and is capable of running software to perform computations on anonymous
credentials.

Usability.

The User is not actively involved in the location verication process. In our mechanism this property is achieved since all steps concerning location determination and verication
are designed not to require any user interaction.

6.10 Blind Attribute-Based Encryption and Oblivious Transfer with FineGrained Access Control
Oblivious transfer [301] (OT) is a cryptographic primitive that allows the construction of privacypreserving databases, i.e., databases that allow users to query and retrieve information anonymously and without the data holder learning which information is accessed. Thanks to these
properties, oblivious transfer has been proposed to solve privacy-related problems in a wide variety of applications that involve sensitive information, such as medical databases, patent searches
or location-based services [273, 232].
However, current regulations (e.g., HIPAA) require data holders to enact strict accounting procedures in order to ensure that data is only accessed by authorized parties. Therefore, it is
desirable to provide databases based on OT with privacy-preserving access control mechanisms
that allow the data holder to enforce access control policies. The current trend towards distributing and outsourcing sensitive information (e.g. Microsoft HealthVault) makes this requirement
even more compelling.
Privacy-preserving access control mechanisms for OT must dene, for each record of data, an
access control policy that determines the attributes, rights or roles that a user must possess in
order to be granted access. However, this should be done without harming the privacy properties
of OT, i.e., users must remain anonymous towards the data holder and must still be able to hide
from him both their attributes and the records they access. Additionally, the access control
mechanism should be exible enough to allow the data holder to apply a wide variety of access
control policies.

Previous work

K -out-of-N [122] OT is a two-party protocol between a sender and a receiver.
The sender receives as input N messages (m1 , . . . , mN ), while the receiver gets K selection values
(σ1 , . . . , σK ). As output, the receiver gets the messages (mσ1 , . . . , mσK ). Sender privacy requires
that the receiver gets no information on the other messages, while receiver privacy requires that
the sender does not learn any information on (σ1 , . . . , σK ). In adaptive OT, the receiver chooses
σi (i ∈ [1, K ]) after outputting message mσi−1 , while, in non-adaptive OT, the selection values
(σ1 , . . . , σK ) are chosen before outputting any message.
Oblivious transfer with access control (OTAC) [156, 94] allows the sender to control access to
the messages. The sender receives as input (m1 , P1 , . . . , mN , PN ), where (P1 , . . . , PN ) are access
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control policies for each of the messages. Each receiver possesses a set of attributes A, which
is certied by a credential issuer, and is able to obtain the message mi only if A satises Pi .
Receiver privacy requires that the sender does not get any information on A.
Coull et al. [156] propose a scheme in which access control policies are described by a state
graph, such that each state allows access to a subset of the records. In the initialization phase,
the database records are encrypted on input an index from 1 to N . Additionally, each user
obtains a credential that binds her to a state in the graph. To access a record, the user proves
possession of her credential and proves that the index of the record is included in the subset of
indices dened by her state. Each access to the database determines a transition from one state
to another, which depends on the record accessed. The user obtains a new credential that binds
her to her new state. Access control is enforced by limiting the possible transitions between
states.
This scheme has the nice properties that it can be applied to dierent OT schemes and that
it permits changing the policies without needing to rerun the initialization phase of the OT
scheme. However, as noted by Camenisch et al. [94], the scheme is inecient for two reasons.
First, users must obtain a new credential each time they access the database. Second, a large
class of access control policies cannot be eciently expressed via state graphs.
Camenisch et al. [94] modify the OT scheme in [122] to provide access control. First, each user
obtains a credential that certies that she possesses some attributes. In the initialization phase,
the sender encrypts each record of data on input a set of attributes. To access a record, the user
must prove that she possesses a credential that contains all the record's attributes. The access
control policy class that can be expressed is therefore limited to conjunction of attributes. To
allow expressing disjunction, the database holder can replicate the record, increasing thus the
database size. For example, let (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ) be attributes and (a1 ∧ a2 ) ∨ (a3 ∧ a4 ) be the policy
for record m. The sender can input to the database two records m1 = m2 = m, where the policy
for m1 is (a1 ∧ a2 ) and, for m2 , (a3 ∧ a4 ). A more recent work [12], also limited to conjunctive
policies, achieves universal composability.
After the work by Camenisch et al. [94], other schemes aim at achieving better eciency or
at supporting more expressive access control policies. To achieve better eciency, the access
control policies in the protocol in [344] are limited to proving possession of one attribute. In the
protocol in [205], the user authenticates herself using an anonymous credential, but the messages
are not associated to access control policies.
To support more expressive access control policies, the protocol in [342] employs the fuzzy
identity based encryption scheme by Sahai and Waters [311] in order to support threshold
policies. In threshold policies, each record is associated with a set of attributes and a user is
granted access if the number of attributes in the policy that she possesses is over a threshold.
Other protocols go further and employ ciphertext policy attribute based encryption (CPABE) [307,
348, 204, 343, 199, 200]. Generally speaking, these protocols work as follows. In the initialization
phase, each record of data is associated with an access control policy. The sender encrypts the
records of data under their respective policies via the CPABE scheme. To access a record, the
user must hold a secret key whose attributes fulll the record's access control policy.
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In some schemes [204, 200, 348], users must reveal their attributes in order to obtain a secret
key of the CPABE scheme. We note that in [94] the credential issuer does not necessarily learn
the users' attributes. Namely, the credential issuer can certify the attributes by letting the user
prove in zero-knowledge statements about them.
To solve this problem, an earlier version of this work [307] and other schemes [343, 199] propose
the use of a blind key extraction protocol for the CPABE scheme. The protocol in [199] employs
blind CPABE but the protocol involves only a sender and a receiver, who obtains the secret key
for the CPABE scheme engaging with a sender in a blind key extraction protocol. However, the
attributes of the user are not certied, so it is unclear how access control is actually enforced.
The protocol in [343] employs blind CPABE along with a credential scheme. The concrete blind
CPABE proposed supports policies that are described by conjunctions and disjunctions of attributes, but threshold policies are not eciently supported. Additionally, the parameters of the
CPABE scheme grow with the number of possible attributes and the CPABE is not proven to be
committing, a property that ensures that a corrupt sender cannot compute malformed ciphertexts that decrypt to dierent messages. Finally, although a concrete blind ABE is proposed, no
generic way of constructing blind CPABE with access control protocols for any CPABE scheme
is proposed.
Prior to [343, 199], an earlier version of this work [307] proposed a construction of OT with
access control from any CPABE scheme, oblivious transfer and anonymous credentials scheme.
The concrete CPABE scheme used supports eciently any policy that can be expressed by a
monotonic access structure, which includes conjunctive, disjunctive and threshold policies, and,
although the ciphertext size grows with the size of the access structure, the size of the public
parameters is independent of the number of attributes. In [307], a generic way of building
blind CPABE with access control from CPABE is proposed, which employs oblivious transfer
and anonymous credentials. However, although security for OT and anonymous credentials is
dened via an ideal functionality, the proposed protocol does not employ these functionalities
as building blocks in a hybrid protocol, which hinders proving security of the construction.
In a related line of work, Camenisch et al. [95] propose a scheme where access control policies
are hidden from the user. However, the access control policy class is limited to conjunction of
attributes. In [91], Camenisch et al. improve the work in [95]. They propose an oblivious transfer
with hidden access control policies scheme based on the hidden ciphertext-policy attribute basedencryption by Nishide et al. [281]. The access control policy class supported is described as
follows. Let n be the number of attribute types. The set Si (i ∈ [1, n]) contains the possible
values that an attribute si of type i can have. A receiver possesses a set of attributes (s1 , . . . , sn )
such that si ∈ Si (i ∈ [1, n]). An access control policy is given by (W1 , . . . , Wn ), where Wi ⊆ Si
is a subset of Si . The policy is satised if, for i = 1 to N , si ∈ Wi . As can be seen, to
express disjunction of attributes of dierent categories, the sender must also replicate messages.
Moreover, the credential issuer necessarily learns the attributes to be able to compute a secret
key of the CPABE scheme.

Our Contribution

We propose a non-restricted and a restricted OTAC scheme. In a nonrestricted OTAC scheme, the receiver can obtain in one transfer phase all the messages whose
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access control policy is fullled by the receiver's attributes. In a restricted OTAC scheme, the
receiver can only obtain one message per transfer phase.
Our schemes employ CPABE, a non-adaptive OT functionality, and a simple anonymous credentials functionality referred to as anonymous attribute authentication. The restricted OTAC
construction also employs an adaptive OT functionality.
The sender employs committing CPABE to encrypt the messages under their respective access
control policies. We dene the committing property, which ensures that malformed ciphertexts
cannot yield dierent messages.
To access the messages, a receiver gets a CPABE secret key for her attributes from the sender
by using a blind key extraction with access control protocol. We provide a generic construction
of a blind key extraction with access control protocol that works for any committing CPABE
scheme that fullls an additional property we call key separation. Basically, key separation
guarantees that a secret key for attributes (a1 , . . . , aL ) consists of (ska1 , . . . , skaL , skA0 ), where
each skal is computed on input the attribute al only, and skA0 is computed without knowledge
of any attribute.
Our generic construction of blind key extraction with access control works in a hybrid model that
employs two novel ideal functionalities for non-adaptive OT and for anonymous attribute authentication. We consider a universe of attributes [1, Luni ], where Luni is the size of the universe.
The sender inputs a secret key (ska1 , . . . , skaLuni ) to the non-adaptive OT functionality, where
each skal acts as a message to be transferred. The issuer issues some attributes (a1 , . . . , aL ) to
a receiver through the anonymous attribute authentication functionality. In order to obtain a
secret key for the attributes issued, the receiver must prove to the sender that these attributes
were issued by the issuer through the anonymous attribute authentication functionality. Additionally, the receiver must prove that the selection values (σ1 , . . . , σK ) sent as input to the
non-adaptive OT functionality equal the attributes sent as input to the anonymous attribute
authentication functionality.
However, existing ideal functionalities for non-adaptive OT do not allow for that, i.e., in a hybrid protocol where the non-adaptive OT functionality is used along with other functionalities,
existing non-adaptive OT functionalities do not provide a means that allows the sender to check
whether the selection values input to the non-adaptive OT functionality equal those input to
other functionalities. To solve this problem, we propose a novel non-adaptive OT functionality
and a novel anonymous attribute authentication functionality where the receiver sends committed inputs. The sender receives those commitments from the functionalities and checks their
equality. Under the binding property of the commitment scheme, it holds that the input to both
functionalities is equal. The idea of using a commitment scheme for this purpose is taken from
our revocation construction in Section 7.1.
We propose a concrete committing CPABE with key separation scheme based on the CPABE
scheme in [57]. We also show constructions that realize our novel non-adaptive OT and anonymous attribute authentication functionalities. We dene security of non-restricted and restricted
OTAC protocols in the universal composability framework and we prove that our protocols for
non-restricted and restricted OTAC realize their respective functionalities. The constructions
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we propose do not achieve universal composability because, for the sake of eciency, we employ
the Fiat-Shamir transform [176] to instantiate non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs.

6.11 Privacy-Preserving Smart Metering Revisited
In privacy-preserving billing a meter measures a user's consumption of some utility or service
and service providers apply ne-grained tari policies, i.e., policies that require detailed and
frequent consumption measurements, in order to determine the bill.
A classical example is smart metering of electricity, water and gas [256]. In this setting, utility
providers install smart meters in households in order to measure user consumption. Smart
meters provide meter readings to the service provider. These readings are used by the service
provider to calculate the bill under the tari policy. The tari policy may be complex, e.g., by
applying a dierent rate depending on the time of consumption or on whether the consumption
measurement reaches a threshold.
Other examples are electronic toll collection [211] and pay-as-you-drive car insurance [72]. In
these cases, drivers install a meter in their cars that reports to the service provider which roads
are used and when. Typical tari policies apply dierent rates depending on the type of road
(e.g. motorway, street), the time of the day (e.g. day or night), or even the speed of the vehicle.
In all the settings above, billing poses a threat to user privacy. Meters report ne-grained
readings to the service provider, which potentially discloses sensitive information. For example,
electricity smart-meter readings reveal when users are at home and the electrical appliances
they use [28], and electronic toll collection and pay as you drive insurance reveal the driver's
whereabouts [286, 38, 330].
In privacy-preserving billing protocols, meters do not send consumption measurements to the
service provider. Instead, the computation of the bill is done locally and only the amount to be
paid is revealed to the service provider.
Privacy-preserving billing protocols, in particular those which employ meters that are not
tamper-resistant, involve mechanisms to ensure that users report meter readings correctly, such
as random spot-checks in the electronic toll collection protocol in [38, 257, 299].
The protocols that use tamper-resistant meters either perform the bill calculation in the meter
or outsource it to an untrusted platform to keep the meters simple. In [330], the bill calculation
is performed inside the tamper-resistant meter. In contrast, in [305] the tamper-resistant meter
outputs signed meter readings to a user application. At the end of a billing period, the user
application employs the tari policy sent by the service provider and the signed readings obtained
from the meter to calculate the bill. The user application reveals to the service provider only
the total bill, along with a proof that the computation of the bill is correct. This proof does
not reveal any additional information on the meter readings. The approach in [305] has the
advantage that it allows to minimize the trusted computing base and that it avoids the need
to update tamper-resistant meters when the tari policy changes. Practical implementations of
these protocols have been shown in [180].
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Our contribution.

We revisit the work of [305] and improve it in two ways. First, we generalize
the security model in [305] to consider multiple meters and multiple users. Second, we propose
a privacy-preserving billing protocol for our model that, in comparison to the protocol in [305],
improves eciency for policies described by splines.
The security model in [305] considered a setting where a meter communicates only with one user,
and a user communicates only with one meter, i.e., there is a one-to-one relation between users
and meters. This is insucient for some smart metering applications. For example, consider an
apartment building with central heating. Each apartment is provided with a smart meter that
measures the electricity consumption of its tenants. Additionally, another meter measures the
electricity consumption of each of the tenants with respect to the central heating system. To
model this setting adequately, it is necessary to both allow a meter to send meter readings to
multiple users, and to allow a tenant to receive meter readings from more than one meter.
Therefore, we propose an ideal functionality FBIL for privacy preserving billing protocols that
considers multiple meters and multiple users. In addition to that, FBIL has the following main
dierences in comparison to the functionality for smart metering described in [305].

• FBIL includes an interface through which the service provider sends a list of meters to a
user at each billing period. The meter readings received from the meters in the list must
be employed by the user to perform the bill calculation for that billing period.
• FBIL includes an interface that allows meters to signal the end of a billing period and to
report to the users the number of meter readings that were sent during the billing period.
This necessary interface was omitted in the functionality in [305].
• FBIL models explicitly the communication with the simulator S . S needs this communication in order to provide a simulation for the adversary in the security proof.
• FBIL allows any verifying party (and not just the service provider) to verify the bill to be
paid. This may be useful in case of dispute between the meter and the service provider.
• FBIL models the cases in which corrupt users collude with corrupt meters and/or with the
service provider.
We propose a privacy-preserving billing protocol that realizes our functionality FBIL and thus
allows a meter to send meter readings to multiple users, and users to employ meter readings
from multiple meters in the computation of a bill. In a nutshell, our protocol work as follows.
At each billing period, the provider registers a signed tari policy. Tari policies are of the form
Y : (c, t) → p , where c is the consumption measurement, t is the time of consumption, and p
is the price. The provider also sends to each user a signed list of meters. Meters send signed
meter readings to users and a signed end of billing period message that contains the number
of meter readings sent from the meter to the user at that billing period. The user application
calculates the bill and computes a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of its correctness. This
zero-knowledge proof involves proofs of signature possession that demonstrate that the correct
tari policy is used to compute the price for each of the signed meter readings.
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In [305], it is shown how to sign dierent types of tari policies: a linear policy that multiplies
each reading by a price per unit of consumption and a cumulative policy that divides the consumption range in intervals and applies a dierent price per unit to each interval. Additionally,
it is mentioned that, in general, a tari policy may be described by a polynomial for each interval. (Other functions can be approximated by polynomial splines.) Although the protocol
in [305] provides ecient zero-knowledge proofs for the linear and cumulative policies, the cost
of a zero-knowledge proof of a tari policy described by a polynomial grows with the polynomial
degree.
Our privacy-preserving billing protocol employs the same technique in [305] to sign linear and
cumulative policies, and employs a new method for tari policies described by splines. Consider
the following tari policy as example. A day is divided into L time intervals. For each time
interval, the price to be paid for the consumption c is given by a spline:
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t
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Each spline Φl (c) (l ∈ [1, L]) is dened as follows.
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Therefore, for a meter reading (c, t), the price to be paid is dened by the polynomial φm (c)
such that c ∈ [cm , cm+1 ) that belongs to the spline Φl (c) associated to the time interval [tl , tl+1 )
such that t ∈ [tl , tl+1 ).
Alternatively, one can consider consumption bands, i.e. if a user's consumption is below a certain
threshold he may get a better price at peak hours. For each consumption band, the price to be
paid at a certain time of day t is given by a spline where the polynomials take the time as input.
Our method to sign a tari policy given by splines employs the polynomial commitment scheme
of [228]. In a nutshell, the service provider computes polynomial commitments C to each of
the polynomials in the tari policy for the billing period bp . Additionally, the service provider
computes, for each polynomial commitment, a signature on [bp, C , tl−1 , tl , cm−1 , cm ]. The service
provider sends the polynomial commitments and the signatures to the users, together with the
polynomials. To prove in zero knowledge that the price calculated for a meter reading is correct,
the user evaluates the polynomial on input the consumption to compute the price, and then
proves possession of a witness for the polynomial commitment that shows that the price is the
correct evaluation of the committed polynomial. The size of this proof of witness possession is
independent of the polynomial degree. Additionally, the user proves possession of a signature on
the polynomial commitment, and proves that the values of consumption and time in the meter
reading lie within the respective intervals in the signature.
Our use of polynomial commitments is somewhat dierent from their common use. In our
scheme, the service provider computes polynomial commitments and sends them to the user
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together with the polynomials. Therefore, we do not need the hiding property of commitments.
However, we need the binding property because the polynomial commitments are employed by
the user to prove in zero-knowledge that prices are computed following the polynomials that
dene the tari policy.
We show that our protocol realizes FBIL . Unlike [305], we analyze all the possible collusion
scenarios. Additionally, we consider the case in which the provider and the meters are corrupt
but do not have a side communication channel between them. We show that, in this case, our
protocol is collusion-free in the sense of [238] and prevents corrupt meters from disclosing the
meter readings to the provider or another corrupt verifying party.
We discuss how our protocol compares to other possible approaches for the design of privacypreserving billing protocols. Concretely, we discuss the use of regulations and codes of conduct,
trusted parties, techniques to reduce variability, data anonymization methods, dierential privacy, veriable computing, and secure two-party and multi-party computation.
We note that our protocol is not only useful for billing, but, in general, allows to prove correctness
of any computation on meter readings. This is important in settings such as smart metering,
where meter readings are not only used for the sake of billing but also for consumption forecasting
or proling. For these other purposes, protocols that support complex computations on meter
readings are necessary.

6.12 Computing on Authenticated Data
In tandem with recent progress on computing any function on encrypted data, e.g., [189, 334,
322], this work explores computing on unencrypted signed data. In the past few years, several
independent lines of research touched on this area:

• Quoting/redacting: [324, 224, 32, 262, 203, 84, 82, 83] Given Alice's signature on some
message m anyone should be able to derive Alice's signature on a subset of m. Quoting
typically applies to signed text messages where one wants to derive Alice's signature on
a substring of m. Quoting can also apply to signed images where one wants to derive a
signature on a subregion of the image (say, a face or an object) and to data structures
where one wants to derive a signature of a subset of the data structure such as a sub-tree
of a tree.
• Arithmetic: [234, 349, 134, 70, 188, 69, 68, 340] Given Alice's signature on vectors v1 ,
. . . , vk ∈ Fnp anyone should be able to derive Alice's signature on a vector v in the linear span of v1 , . . . , vk . Arithmetic on signed data is motivated by applications to secure
network coding [181]. We show that these schemes can be used to compute authenticated
linear operations such as computing an authenticated weighted sum of signed data and
an authenticated Fourier transform. As a practical consequence of this, we show that
an untrusted database storing signed data (e.g., employee salaries) can publish an authenticated average of the data without leaking any other information about the stored
data. Recent constructions go beyond linear operations and support low degree polynomial
computations [68].
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• Transitivity: [308, 260, 52, 213, 53, 318, 345, 277] Given Alice's signature on edges in a
graph G anyone should be able to derive Alice's signature on a pair of vertices (u, v) if
and only if there is a path in G from u to v . The derived signature on the pair (u, v) must
be indistinguishable from a fresh signature on (u, v) had Alice generated one herself [260].
This requirement ensures that the derived signature on (u, v) reveals no information about
the path from u to v used to derive the signature.
We put forth a general framework for computing on authenticated data that encompasses these
lines of research and much more. While prior denitions mostly contained artifacts specic
to the type of malleability they supported and, thus, were hard to compare to one another,
we generalize and strengthen these disparate notions into a single denition. This denition
can be instantiated with any predicate, and we allow repeated computation on the signatures
(e.g., it is possible to quote from a quoted signature.) During our study, we realized that the
privacy notions oered by many existing denitions are, in our view, insucient for some
practical applications. We therefore require a stronger (and seemingly a signicantly more challenging to achieve) property called context hiding. Under this denition, we provide two generic
solutions for computing signatures on any univariate, closed predicate; however, these generic
constructions are not ecient. We also present ecient constructions for three problems: quoting substrings, a subset predicate, and a weighted average over data (which captures weighted
sums and Fourier transforms). Our quoting substring construction is novel and signicantly
more ecient than the generic solutions. For the problems of subsets and weighted averages,
we show somewhat surprising connections to respective existing solutions in attribute-based
encryption and network coding signatures.

A general framework.

Let M be some message space and let 2M be its powerset. Consider
a predicate P :
× M → {0, 1} mapping a set of messages and a message to a bit. Loosely
speaking we say that a signature scheme supports computations with respect to P if the following
holds:

2M

Let M ⊂ M be a set of messages and let m0 be a derived message, namely m0
satises P (M, m0 ) = 1. Then there exists an ecient procedure that can derive
Alice's signature on m0 from Alice's independent signatures on all of the messages in
M.
For the quoting application, the predicate P is dened as P (M, m0 ) = 1 i m0 is a quote
from the set of messages M . Here we focus on quoting from a single message m so that P is
false whenever M contains more than one component, and thus use the notation P (m, m0 ) as
shorthand for P ({m}, m0 ). The predicate P for arithmetic computations essentially says that
P (v1 , . . . , vk ), v) is true whenever v is in the span of v1 , . . . , vk .
We emphasize that signature derivation can be iterative. For example, given a message-signature
pair (m, σ) from Alice, Bob can publish a derived message-signature pair (m0 , σ 0 ) for an m0 where
P (m, m0 ) holds. Charlie, using (m0 , σ 0 ), may further derive a signature σ 00 on m00 . In the quoting
application, Charlie is quoting from a quote, which is perfectly ne.
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Security.

We give a clean security denition that captures two properties: unforgeability and
context hiding. We briey discuss each of them.

• Unforgeability captures the idea that an attacker may be given various derived signatures
(perhaps iteratively derived) on messages of his choice. The attacker should be unable to
produce a signature on a message that is not derivable from the set of signed messages in
his possession. E.g., suppose Alice generates (m, σ) and gives it to Bob who then publishes
a derived signature (m0 , σ 0 ). Then an attacker given (m0 , σ 0 ) should be unable to produce
a signature on m or on any other message m00 such that P (m0 , m00 ) = 0.
• Context hiding captures an important privacy property: a signature should reveal nothing
more than the message being signed. In particular, if a signature on m0 was derived from
a signature on m, an attacker should not learn anything about m other than what can be
inferred from m0 . This should be true even if the original signature on m is revealed. For
example, a signed quote should not reveal anything about the message from which it was
quoted, including its length, the position of the quote, whether its parent document is the
same as another quote, whether it was derived from a given signed message or generated
freshly, etc.
We note that notions such as group or ring signatures [144, 50, 117, 65, 309] have considered
the problem of hiding the identity of a signer among a set of users. Context hiding ensures
privacy for the data rather than the signer. Our goal is to hide the legacy of how a signature
was created.

Eciency.

We require that the size of a signature, whether fresh or derived, depend only on
the size of the object being signed. This rules out solutions where the signature grows with each
derivation.

Generic Approaches.

We begin with two generic constructions that can be inecient. They
apply to closed, univariate predicates, namely predicates P (M, m0 ) where M contains a single
message (P is false when |M | > 1) and where if P (a, b) = P (b, c) = 1 then P (a, c) = 1. The rst
construction uses any standard signature scheme S where the signing algorithm is deterministic.
(One can enforce determinism using PRFs [192].) To sign a message m ∈ M, one uses S to
sign each message m0 such that P (m, m0 ) = 1. The signature consists of all these signature
components. To verify a signature for m, one checks the signature component corresponding to
the message m. To derive a signature m0 from m, one copies the signature components for all
m00 such that P (m0 , m00 ) = 1. Soundness of the construction follows from the security of the
underlying standard scheme S and context hiding from the fact that signing in S is deterministic.
Unfortunately, these signatures may become large consisting up to |M| signature components 
impacting both the signing time and signature size. Our second generic construction alleviates
the space burden by using an RSA accumulator. The construction works in a similar brute force
fashion where a signature on m is an accumulator value on all m0 such that P (m, m0 ) = 1. While
this produces short signatures, the time component of both verication and derivation are even
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worse than the rst generic approach. Thus, these generic approaches are too expensive for most
interesting predicates.

Our Quoting Construction.

We turn to more ecient constructions. First, we set out to
construct a signature for quoting substrings3 , which although conceptually simple is non-trivial
to realize securely. As an eciency baseline, we note that the brute force generic construction
of the quoting predicate would result in n2 components for a signature on n characters. So
any interesting construction must perform more eciently than this. We prove our construction
selectively secure.4 In addition, we give some potential future directions for achieving adaptive
security and removing the use of random oracles.
Our construction uses bilinear groups to link dierent signature components together securely,
but in such a way that the context can be hidden by a re-randomizing step in the derivation
algorithm. A signature in our system on a message of length n consists of n lg n group elements;
intuitively organized as lg n group elements assigned to each character. To derive a new signature
on a substring of ` characters, one roughly removes the group elements not associated with the
new substring and then re-randomizes the remaining part of the signature. This results in a new
signature of ` lg ` group elements. The technical challenge consists in simultaneously allowing
re-randomization and preserving the linking between successive characters. In addition, there
is a second option in our derive algorithm that allows for the derivation of a short signature of lg `
group elements; however the derive procedure cannot be applied again to this short signature.
Thus, we support quoting from quotes, and also provide a compression option which produces a
very short quote, but the price for this is that it cannot be quoted from further.

Computing Signatures on Subsets and Weighted Averages.

Our nal two contributions
are schemes for deriving signatures on subsets and weighted averages on signatures. Rather
than create entirely new systems, we show connections to existing Attribute-Based Encryption
schemes and Network Coding Signatures. Briey, our subset construction extends the concept
of Naor [67] who observed that every IBE scheme can be transformed into a standard signature
scheme by applying the IBE KeyGen algorithm as a signing algorithm. Here we show an analog
for known Ciphertext-Policy (CP) ABE schemes. The KeyGen algorithm which generates a key
for a set S of attributes can be used as a signing algorithm for the set S . For known CP-ABE
systems [57, 239, 338] it is straightforward to derive a key for a subset S 0 of S and to re-randomize
the signature/key. To verify a signature on S we can apply Naor's signature-from-IBE idea and
encrypt a random message X to a policy that is an AND of all the attributes in S and see if the
signature can be used as an ABE key to decrypt to X .
3

A substring of

considering

x1 . . . xn

subsequences.

is some

Thus, it is

xi . . . xj
not

where

i, j ∈ [1, n]

and

i ≤ j.

We emphasize that we are not

possible, in this setting, to extract a signature on I like sh from one

on I do not like sh.

4

Following an analog of [130], selective security for signatures requires the attacker to give the forgery message

before seeing the verication key.
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6.13 (Un)linkable Pseudonyms for Governmental Databases
When data is collected and maintained on a large scale, that data often does not reside in a single
database but is distributed over several databases and organisations, each being responsible for
a particular aspect in the overall system. To still allow for collaborative operations and data
exchange among the dierent entities, related data is then indexed with an identier that is
unique in the entire system.
An important example of such a distributed setting is a state-controlled social security system
maintaining various sets of personal data. Therein users can interact with dierent entities,
such as dierent health care providers, public and private pension funds, or tax authorities. All
these entities can act autonomously in their respective domains and keep individual records for
the users they interact with. In certain scenarios, the dierent entities also have to exchange
data about particular users. For instance, assume a health care provider oers special discounts
for people with low income and tax authorities store information about users' salaries. Then,
to verify whether a user is eligible for a discount, the health care system together with the tax
authority should be able to check if the user satises the criteria.

Global Identiers

Currently, the probably most prominent approach to enable such decentralized data management is to use unique global identiers among all entities. In the context
of social security systems, this is for instance implemented in the US, Sweden, and Belgium.
Here, each citizen gets assigned a unique and nation-wide social security number. The advantage of this approach is that it naturally allows all entities within the system to correlate their
individually maintained records. However, having such a unique identier for each user is also
a signicant privacy threat: When data is lost or stolen, also any adversary obtaining the data
can use the unique identier to link all the dierent data sets together. Also, interactions of
users with dierent entities become easily traceable.
Thus, the impact of security breaches is rather severe, which in turn, makes the data maintained
by the individual entities a lucrative target for data thieves. In addition, as all entities can
trivially link their records, the data exchange can hardly be controlled and authorized. However,
in particular in the case of a social security system, a certain control to supervise and, if necessary,
limit the data ow is usually desired. For instance in the Belgium system currently a central
authority called crossroads bank for social security (CBSS) [2], serves as hub for all data
exchange. Whenever social and private entities want to exchange data based on the global
identication number, they have to request explicit authorization from the CBSS, as enforced
by national law. From a privacy point of view, though, this added controllability makes the
system even worse, as now a central authority learns which requests are made for which user. In
a social security system, those requests can reveal quite sensitive information itself. For instance,
in the example outlined above, the central authority would learn from the requests which persons
suer from health issues and probably have low or no income, even if it has no access to the
health and tax records itself. Also in terms of security it still assumes that all entities behave
honestly and do not correlate their records without approval of the central authority.
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Pseudonyms & Controlled Conversion

Having such a central authority actually allows
for a more privacy-friendly solution. Namely, a central authority (that we call converter ) could
derive and distribute entity-specic identiers (aka pseudonyms ), in a way that pseudonyms
known by dierent entities can only be linked with the help of the converter. Thus, it would
then even be technically enforced that dierent entities have to request permission from the
converter, as without its help they would not be able to connect their records anymore. Of
course, the latter argument only holds if the data sets maintained by the entities do not contain
other unique identifying information which allows linkage without using the pseudonyms.
Such a pseudonymous identication system clearly improves the controllability of the data exchanges and also avoids imposing a unique identier that makes the user traceable by default.
Both are signicant advantages compared with the solution where only a single global identier
is used throughout the entire system. However, as now the converter is indeed required in every
request it yields a powerful entity that still must be trusted to not exploit the information it
gathers.

Existing Solutions

In existing solutions, the need to fully trust the converter seems in fact
inherent. A similar pseudonymous framework using a central converter is for instance described
by Galindo and Verheul [184]. Therein, the converter computes a pseudonym nym i,A based on
main identier uid i and for server SA , as nym i,A = Enc(kA , uid i ), where Enc is a blockcipher and
kA a symmetric key that the converter has chosen for SA , but is only known to the converter.
When an entity SA then wishes to request some data for nym i,A from another entity SB , it
sends the pseudonym to the converter. The converter then decrypts nym i,A to obtain uid i and
derives the local pseudonym nym i,B by computing nym i,B = Enc(kB , uid i ) for the key kB it had
chosen for SB . Thus, here the converter is necessarily modeled as a trusted third party, as it
always learns the generated pseudonyms, the underlying uid i and also has full control over the
translations it provides (i.e., a corrupt converter could transform pseudonyms arbitrarily).
Another example is the Austrian eID system [1], which is one of the few eID solutions that allows
one to derive entity-specic pseudonyms from the unique social security number. However, it
currently only supports that unlinkable pseudonyms are created by the users themselves, but it
does not consider a central authority that can provide a conversion service on a large scale. It is
easy to imagine though, how such a converter could be realized. Roughly, a pseudonym nym i,A
is computed as H(Enc(k, uid i )||SA ), i.e., the encrypted main user identier uid i and the identier
of the respective entity SA are concatenated and the hash value of both yields the pseudonym.
Here, the key k is a global key that is used for all pseudonyms, but is again only known to the
converter. In order to enable conversions between pseudonyms, the converter could simply keep
a table with the related hash values and then perform the conversion based on looking up the
corresponding value.
Hereby, the trust requirements for the converter can actually be reduced if one considers generation and conversion of pseudonyms as two dierent tasks. Then, only the entity responsible
for pseudonym generation would have to know the key k under which the user identiers are
encrypted, whereas the converter merely keeps the hash table with the related pseudonyms. The
converter would then only know which pseudonyms belong together, but can not determine for
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which particular user they are standing for. Thus, also during conversion, a malicious converter
does not learn the particular user for which a conversion is requested anymore, but only his
pseudonym.
However, the converter can still link all requests that are made for the same (unknown) user. As
each query usually leaks some context information itself, being able to link all that information
together might still allow the converter to fully identify the concrete user behind a pseudonym.
For instance, regular queries for the same pseudonym to the pension fund might indicate that the
person behind the pseudonym is older than 60 years, and queries to entities that are associated
with a certain region such as local municipalities further reveal the place that person might live
in.
Via the comparable CBSS authority in Belgium, several hundreds of million messages are exchanged every year, with a peak of 806 million messages in 2009. Using those values as a
reference for the social security use case, one has to assume that a converter learning only the
requests and their relation would still obtain a signicant amount of context data. How context
information and meta data can be leveraged to fully de-anonymize pseudonymized data sets,
was recently impressively demonstrated for anonymized credit card transactions [161] and in
the Netix and AOL incidents [274, 42].
Thus, from a privacy and a security perspective it is clearly desirable to minimize the information
a converter can collect as much as possible. This means, the converter should not even learn
which requests relate to which pseudonyms.

Other Related Work

There exists a line of work on reversible pseudonymization of data
records, in particular in the eHealth context, aiming at de-sensitizing patient records [7, 276,
160, 170, 298]. The main focus in these works is to derive pseudonyms from unique patient
identiers, such that the pseudonyms do not reveal any information about the patient anymore,
yet allow de-anonymization by a trusted party (or a combination of several semi-trusted parties).
However, in all solutions, pseudonym generation must be repetitively unambiguous to preserve
the correlation between all pseudonymized records. Consequently, data exchange is trivial and
does not require a converter. Thus, pseudonyms are linkable by default, whereas our approach
is the opposite: pseudonyms should be unlinkable by default, yet preserve the correlation which
allows to re-establish the linkage only if necessary via a (potentially untrusted) converter.

Our Contribution We tackle the challenge of enabling privacy-friendly yet controlled data
exchange in a decentralized system. That is, we propose an (un)linkable pseudonym system
where a converter serves as central hub to ensure controllability. The converter establishes
individual pseudonyms for each server derived from a unique main identier that every user has,
but without learning the derived pseudonyms. The converter is still the only authority that can
link dierent pseudonyms together, but it does not learn the particular user or pseudonym for
which such a translation is requested. The converter cannot even tell if two data exchanges were
done for the same pseudonym or for two dierent ones. Thus, the only information the converter
still learns is that a server SA wants to access data from a server SB . We consider this to be the
right amount of information to balance control and privacy. For instance for the use case of a
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social security system, it might be allowed that the health care provider can request data from
the tax authority but should not be able to access the criminal records of its registered users.
Thus, there is no need to learn for which particular user a request is made, or whether several
requests belong together. In our system, the converter is able to provide such access control but
does not learn any additional information from the queries.
We formally dene the functional and security properties such an (un)linkable pseudonym system should ideally provide. Our security denition is formulated in the universal composability
framework, and thus comes with strong guarantees when composed with other UC secure protocols. We then describe our system using generic building blocks.
The idea of our solution to build pseudonyms by adding several layers of randomness to the
user identier, such that they allow for consistent (and blind) conversions yet hide the contained
identier towards the servers. Roughly, to generate a pseudonym nym i,A for a user uid i on
server SA , the converter rst applies a veriable PRF on uid i and then raises the derived value
to a secret exponent that it assigns for each server. The trick thereby is that those secret keys
are known only to the converter, but are never revealed to the servers.
Now, consider the blind conversion procedure. It can of course be realized with a generic
multiparty protocol, where the rst server SA inputs the pseudonym to be converted and the
converter inputs all its secret keys, and the output of the second server SB would be the converted
pseudonym, provided that the input by SA was a indeed a valid pseudonym. However, such a
computation would be rather inecient. We therefore aim to construct a specic protocol that
achieves this eciently.
We propose a blind conversion protocol that performs the conversion on encrypted pseudonyms,
using a homomorphic encryption scheme. To transform a pseudonym from one server to another,
the converter then exponentiates the encrypted pseudonym with the quotient of the secret keys
of the two servers. The challenge is to make that entire process veriable, ensuring that the
conversion is done in a consistent way but without harming the privacy properties.
To ensure controllability in the sense that a server can only request conversions for pseudonyms
it legitimately obtained via the converter, we also make use of a novel building block which
we call dual-mode signatures. Those allow to obtain signatures on encrypted messages, which
can then be decrypted to a signature on the underlying plaintext message. We also provide
a concrete construction for those signatures based on the recent signature scheme by Abe et
al. [16], which might be of independent interest. Our dual-mode signatures can be seen as a
specialised variant of commuting signatures [182], and therefore allow for more ecient schemes.
Finally, we prove that our protocol realizes our ideal functionality based on the security of the
building blocks. We also provide concrete instantiations for all generic building blocks used
in our construction which already come with optimizations and enhance the eciency of our
solution. When instantiated with the suggested primitives, our protocol is secure based on
discrete-logarithm related assumptions.
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7

Research on Privacy-Friendly Revocation Mechanisms

In Section 7.1, we propose a privacy preserving revocation mechanism for privacy-enhancing
attribute-based credentials that allows you to eciently handle multiple revocation lists. In
Section 7.2, we study a primitive that is widely used for revocation purposes, i.e., cryptographic
accumulators. In Section 7.3 we show how using epochs can help to make revocation practical
while still retaining reasonable strong privacy guarantees. Our contribution is a new revocation
scheme that has very low computational cost for users and veriers alike, that is ecient even
in the smart card setting, and therefore can be used in practice. In Section 7.4 we explain the
concept of revocable privacy.

7.1 UC Commitments, Revocation, and Attribute Tokens for Privacy Preserving Protocol Design
Privacy-enhancing attribute-based credentials (PABC) [109, 113], also known as anonymous
credentials [142, 116, 114, 117, 46, 47, 99, 40] or minimal-disclosure tokens [77], are cryptographic mechanisms to perform data-minimizing authentication. Contrary to other attribute
certication schemes (e.g., SAML, OpenID, X.509 certicates), PABCs oer important privacy
advantages, such as unlinkability, selective disclosure and proving in zero-knowledge predicates
over the attributes [109]. Traditional certicate revocation mechanisms do not apply to PABCs
because they do not preserve unlinkability. Therefore, dierent privacy-preserving revocation
mechanisms have been proposed in the literature such as signature lists [272], accumulators
[115, 278, 104], and validity refreshing [105].
All the existing revocation mechanisms assign a binary value to each credential, specifying
whether the credential is valid or revoked. However, that approach does not eectively address
all the many dierent reasons for which credentials should be revoked. In some cases, credentials
need to be revoked globally, e.g., when the related secret keys are exposed, the attribute values
have changed, or the user loses her right to use a credential. Often, credentials may be revoked
only for specic contexts, i.e., when a user is not allowed to use her credential with a particular
verier, but can still use it elsewhere. For example, a stadium may require spectators to prove
possession of a valid identity card and prevent blacklisted spectators from accessing the stadium.
However, they can still use their identity card for other purposes. Another scenario is a dynamic
attribute-based access control system, where the users are issued several credentials of dierent
types, each certifying a certain attribute or role, but bound to the same user secret. If a certain
attribute or a role needs to be revoked, the corresponding credential gets revoked.
In such scenarios, the revocation authority needs to maintain multiple revocation lists. Because
of their binary value limitation, the existing revocation systems require applying a revocation
mechanism for each list separately. This imposes an extra storage and computational overhead
not only to the users, but also to the revocation authority. Furthermore, in signature lists
and accumulators, the revocation lists are disclosed to the other users and veriers. Therefore,
creating a privacy-preserving revocation scheme that supports hidden revocation statuses and
multiple revocation lists eciently still remains an important open problem.
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Privacy and eciency are not the only concerns when building complex cryptographic protocols,
but the protocols need also be proven secure and retain their security when composed with
other protocols. Unfortunately, many schemes are still proven secure in standalone models that
guarantee security only if no other protocols are run concurrently, which is not the case for a real
environment. Moreover, the security proofs are monolithic and therefore very complex, prone
to mistakes and hard to verify. Composability frameworks such as the UC framework [128]
guarantee that security is preserved even if the protocols are used as components of a complex
system, enabling a modular design and security analysis of cryptographic protocols. Thus, when
constructing a complex credential system, each building block by itself should provide certain
security and privacy guarantees and be easily composable with the rest of the system.
The advanced features and security requirements of PABC result in complex systems and make
it a prime target for modular design and security proofs. The diculty in achieving this is
that composing dierent ideal functionalities to build the overall systems requires that cryptographic values be exchanged between these functionalities. Such cryptographic values include
commitments or signatures. For example, in order to verify a proof that the credential was not
revoked and evaluate a predicate over the attributes from this credential using dierent building
blocks, one needs to be sure that dierent parts of the proof are done with respect to the same
credential, bound to the same user secret. Another example is when using commuting signatures
[182] that, given a verication key, a message and a signature on it valid under the key, allow
one to encrypt (commit to) any subset of the key, message, or signature, and prove that the
plaintexts constitute a triple of a key, a message, and a valid signature. Unfortunately, very
few ideal functionalities found in the literature output cryptographic values, and, if they do,
it is not possible to use these values in another functionality in an essential way (apart from
treating them as an opaque blob). For instance, while commitment schemes are a perfect tool for
bridging dierent building blocks in a privacy-preserving manner and have been used as such in
the design of many cryptographic protocols, the existing ideal functionalities for commitments
do not output cryptographic values. Thus is it not possible to use them as a building block
for protocols whose security can be proven in a modular way  defeating the whole purpose
of composability frameworks. Therefore, dening such functionalities and instantiating them is
another crucial task that needs to be completed in order to build composable privacy-preserving
systems from dierent cryptographic building blocks, such as signatures, veriable encryption,
accumulators, etc.
We address all the issues described above and present a number of new UC functionalities,
provide ecient realizations and prove them secure, and nally give an example of how to
construct and prove secure a high-level protocol in a hybrid model using our new functionalities.
The building blocks comprise exible revocation mechanisms, trapdoor vector commitments,
and a bare-bones credential scheme to certify attributes. As an example high-level scheme in
a hybrid model, we construct a credential scheme with revocation. We discuss each of the
contributions in more detail below.

Multiple revocation lists.

We propose a mechanism that allows one to accumulate several
revocation lists into a single commitment value, each of the lists containing the valid revocation
handles (e.g., serial numbers of the related credentials). Each user needs only one witness for
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all the multiple revocation lists. Using this witness a user can prove in a privacy-preserving
manner whether or not her revocation handle is on a particular revocation list. We provide the
ideal functionality for such mechanisms and propose two dierent constructions. The rst one
hides the revocation status of a user from other users and from the veriers while in the second
one, as for accumulators, revocation lists are public. Additionally, our schemes are exible in
the sense that revocation lists can be added (up to a maximum) and removed without any cost,
i.e., the cost is the same as for a revocation status update that does not change the number of
lists, while accumulators would require setting up a new accumulator and issuing witnesses to
users, or deleting those.
We note that aside from extending the standard revocation scenario with a central revocation
authority and multiple revocation lists, our revocation schemes can be used to build an ecient
dynamic attribute-based access control system in a very elegant way. Instead of issuing to each
user a list of credentials, each certifying a certain attribute or role, using our revocation schemes
a user can be issued just one base credential, which can be made valid or revoked for all the
dierent contexts. The resulting solution saves the users, veriers and the revocation authority
a lot of storage and computational eort. That is, instead of having multiple credentials and
corresponding revocation witnesses, just a single credential and a single witness suce to achieve
the same goal.

Trapdoor vector commitments.

We build both of our revocation schemes from vector commitments [132]. Vector commitments allow one to commit to a vector of messages and to open
the commitment to one of the messages in such a way that the size of the opening is independent
of the length of the vector. We employ trapdoor and non-hiding vector commitments for our
rst and second construction, respectively. To prove our non-hiding construction secure we rely
on the binding property for non-hiding vector commitments [132]. For the hiding construction,
we dene a trapdoor property that allows the simulator to open a vector component to any
value, while still ensuring indistinguishability between real and fake openings.

Ideal functionalities.

To address the composability issue we dene the ideal revocation functionalities for both hiding and non-hiding options in the universal composability framework [128].
To make our revocation building blocks employable by other protocols, such as attribute-based
credentials systems, we implement the following features. First, we let the parameters of the revocation scheme depend on parameters generated externally. These parameters also include the
commitment parameters and a commitment verication algorithm. This allows the revocation
functionality to compute and verify revocation proofs about commitments to revocation handles,
such that the commitments are generated externally, e.g., by the commitment functionality. In
this case, the commitment functionality bridges revocation proofs with other proofs, for example, that the credential indeed contains this revocation handle. This requires the commitment
functionality to output a cryptographic value after receiving a commit message.
To achieve that, we provide a new ideal functionality of commitment schemes that can be
easily employed as a building block to create complex systems. We show that any trapdoor
commitment scheme realizes our functionality. We believe that our work on the trapdoor com-
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mitment and vector trapdoor commitment schemes is of independent interest and can be used
outside of the credentials context. We show that, surprisingly, the trapdoor property suces
to prove the system composably secure. Intuitively, one might consider simulation-sound trapdoor commitments [252]. However, this property turns out to be too strong and not needed. A
simulation-sound property for vector commitments is also unnecessary.
As another building block, we give the rst UC functionality and realization of an (anonymous)
attribute token scheme [121].

Composable revocable tokens.

Finally, we demonstrate the feasibility of our approach and
build a variant of the credential system from the proposed building blocks. Namely, we construct
universally composable anonymous attribute tokens that support revocation. However, using
our building blocks one can create complex composable systems, such as composable commuting
signatures, anonymous credential systems, etc.

7.2 Revisiting Cryptographic Accumulators, Additional Properties and Relations to other Primitives
A (static) cryptographic accumulator scheme allows to accumulate a nite set X = {x1 , . . . , xn }
into a succinct value accX , the so called accumulator. For every element xi ∈ X , one can eciently compute a so called witness witxi to certify the membership of xi in accX . However, it
should be computationally infeasible to nd a witness for any non-accumulated value y 6∈ X (collision freeness ). Dynamic accumulators are an extension that allows to dynamically add/delete
values to/from a given accumulator and to update existing witnesses accordingly (without the
need to fully recompute these values on each change of the accumulated set). Besides providing membership witnesses, universal accumulators also support non-membership witnesses for
values y 6∈ X . Here, collision freeness also covers that it is computationally infeasible to create
non-membership witnesses for values xi ∈ X . Over time, further security properties, that is,
undeniability and indistinguishability have been proposed. Undeniability is specic to universal
accumulators and says that it should be computationally infeasible to compute two contradicting witnesses for z ∈ X and z 6∈ X . Indistinguishability says that neither the accumulator nor
the witnesses leak information about the accumulated set X and, thus, requires randomized
accumulator schemes.

Applications:

Accumulators were originally proposed for timestamping purposes [55], i.e., to
record the existence of a value at a particular point in time. Over time, other applications
such as membership testing, distributed signatures, accountable certicate management [85]
and authenticated dictionaries [193] have been proposed. Accumulators are also used as building block in redactable [296, 297], sanitizable [126], P -homomorphic signatures [23], anonymous
credentials [325], group signatures [333], privacy-preserving data outsourcing [319] as well as
for authenticated data structures [191]. Moreover, accumulator schemes that allow to prove
the knowledge of a (non-membership) witness for an unrevealed value in zero-knowledge (introduced for o-line e-cash in [314]) are now widely used for revocation of group signatures and
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anonymous credentials [115]. Quite recently, accumulators were also used in Zerocoin [261], an
anonymity extension to the Bitcoin cryptocurrency. Since their introduction, numerous accumulator schemes with somewhat dierent features have been proposed. Basically, the major lines
of work are schemes in hidden order groups (RSA), known order groups (DL) and hash-based
constructions (which may use, but typically do not require number theoretic assumptions).

Hidden order groups:

The original RSA-based scheme of Benaloh and de Mare [55] has been
rened by Baric and Ptzmann [43], who strengthen the original security notion to collision
freeness. In [313], Sander proposed to use RSA moduli with unknown factorization to construct
trapdoor-free accumulators. Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [115] extended the scheme in [43]
with capabilities to dynamically add/delete values to/from the accumulator, which constituted
the rst dynamic accumulator scheme. Their scheme also supports public updates of existing
witnesses, that is, updates without the knowledge of any trapdoor. Later, Li et al. [240]
added support for non-membership witnesses to [115] and, therefore, obtained universal dynamic
accumulators. They also proposed an optimization for more ecient updates of non-membership
witnesses, for which, however, weaknesses have been identied later [294, 255]. Lipmaa [245]
generalized RSA accumulators to modules over Euclidean rings. In all aforementioned schemes,
the accumulation domain is restricted to primes in order to guarantee collision freeness. In
[333], Tsudik and Xu proposed a variation of [115], which allows to accumulate semiprimes.
This yields a collision-free accumulator under the assumption that the used semiprimes are hard
to factor and their factorization is not publicly known. Moreover, in [337] an accumulator scheme
that allows to accumulate arbitrary integers and supports batch updates of witnesses has been
proposed. Yet, this scheme was broken in [88].

Known order groups:

In [278], Nguyen proposed a dynamic accumulator scheme which
works in pairing-friendly groups of prime order p. It is secure under the t-SDH assumption and
allows to accumulate up to t values from the domain Zp . Later, Damgård and Triandopoulos
[157] as well as Au et al. [35] extended Nguyen's scheme with universal features. Quite recently,
Acar and Nguyen [20] eliminated the upper bound t on the number of accumulated elements of
the t-SDH accumulator. To this end, they use a set of accumulators, each containing a subset of
the whole set to be accumulated. An alternative accumulator scheme for pairing friendly groups
of prime order has been introduced by Camenisch et al. [104]. It supports public updates of
witnesses and the accumulator and its security relies on the t-DHE assumption.

Hash-based constructions:

Buldas et al. [85, 86] presented the very rst universal dynamic
accumulator that satises undeniability (termed as undeniable attester and formalized in context of accumulators in [245]). Their construction is based on collision-resistant hashing and the
use of hash-trees. Another hash-tree based construction of a universal accumulator that satises a notion similar to undeniability has been proposed in [89] (the scheme is called a strong
universal accumulator). Quite recently, another accumulator based on hash-trees, which uses
commitments based on bivariate polynomials modulo RSA composites as a collision-resistant
hash function, has been introduced in [66]. For the sake of completeness, we also mention the
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construction of static accumulators in the random oracle model based on Bloom lters, proposed
by Nyberg [284, 283].
We address the following issues.

Unied model:

While some papers [55, 43, 115, 35, 278] do not explicitly formalize accumulator schemes, formal denitions are given in [104, 337, 174, 240, 132, 245, 89, 20]. However,
these models are typically tailored to the functionalities of the respective scheme. While they
widely match for the basic notion of (static) accumulators (with the exception of considering
randomized accumulators), they dier when it comes to dynamic and universal accumulators.
To overcome this issue, we propose a unied formal model for accumulators, which is especially
valuable when treating accumulators in a black-box fashion. We, thereby, also include the notion
of undeniability [85, 86, 245] and a strengthened version of the recent indistinguishability notion
[159]. Besides, we also conrm the intuition and show that undeniability is a strictly stronger
notion than collision freeness.

Classication:

We provide an exhaustive classication of existing accumulator schemes and
show that most existing accumulator schemes are distinguishable in our model. To resolve this
issue, we propose a simple, light-weight generic transformation that allows to add indistinguishability to existing dynamic accumulators and prove the security of the so-obtained schemes. As
this transformation, however, comes at the cost of reduced collision freeness, we additionally
propose the rst indistinguishable scheme that does not suer from this shortcoming.

Relations to other primitives:

Since accumulators are somehow related to commitments to
sets [228, 173], commitments to vectors [132] and to zero-knowledge sets [259], it is interesting to
study their relationship. Interestingly, we can formally show that indistinguishable accumulators
imply non-interactive commitment schemes. Furthermore, we formally show that zero-knowledge
sets imply indistinguishable, undeniable universal accumulators, yielding the rst construction
of such accumulators.

7.3 Fast Revocation of Attribute-Based Credentials for Both Users and Veriers
Governments increasingly issue electronic identity (eID) cards to their citizens [236, 275, 285].
These eID cards can be used both oine and online for secure authentication with the government and sometimes with other parties, like shops. Attribute-based credentials (ABCs) [108]
are an emerging technology for implementing eID cards because of their exibility and strong
privacy guarantees, and because they can be fully implemented on smart cards [336]. Every
credential contains attributes that the user can either reveal or keep hidden. Such attributes
describe properties of a person, like her name and age. ABCs enable a range of scenarios from
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fully-identifying to fully-anonymous.5 When using a credential fully anonymously (i.e., without
revealing any identifying attributes), proper ABC technologies guarantee that the credential is
unlinkable: it is not possible to connect multiple usage instances of the same credential.
When ABCs are applied, the carriers on which the credentials are stored (for example smart
cards) can be lost or stolen. In such cases it is important that users can revoke these credentials,
to ensure that they can no longer be (ab)used. This is also necessary when the owner of the
credential herself abuses it. Revocation may in fact happen often. As an example, the nationwide
Belgian eID system's revocation list contains more than 375 000 credentials [104] for just over
10 million citizens. A practical revocation scheme must therefore eciently deal with such large
revocation lists.
Unfortunately, the unlinkability of ABCs precludes the use of standard, identity-based, revocation. There exist many privacy-friendly revocation schemes, with dierent trade-os in terms of
eciency (both for users and veriers), connectivity requirements, and anonymity. It turns out
to be hard to satisfy all of these simultaneously. In particular, all revocation schemes proposed
so far suer from at least one of the following two problems: (1) they rely on computationally
powerful users, making the scheme unsuitable for smart cards, the obvious carrier for a national
eID card; or (2) they place a high load on veriers, resulting in long transaction times.

Our contribution.

Our contribution is a new revocation scheme that has very low computational cost for users and veriers alike, that is ecient even in the smart card setting, and
therefore can be used in practice. In our scheme, veriers need only constant time on average
to check revocation status, making it as fast as traditional non-anonymous revocation schemes.
Furthermore, the users' computational overhead is small (and updates to reect new revocations
are not necessary). Our scheme is unlinkable, except if the user uses her credential more than
once per epoch at the same verier.

Sketch of the scheme

Our scheme resembles verier-local revocation (VLR) schemes [33,
71, 81], and is based on epochs that divide time in short (system-congurable) intervals. The
essence of VLR schemes is that a verier receives a list of blacklisted credentials. These blacklists
contain, for each revoked credential, a value g r for some common base point g and a revocation
value r that is also embedded in the credential. When a prover needs to prove possession of this
credential, it is challenged with the base point g . It needs to compute g r using the revocation
value r embedded in the credential, and prove that the value r he used corresponds to the value
in the credential. Clearly, the prover is traceable because g r is xed. In our approach this
is xed in two ways. First, g is dierent for each verier. This means provers are no longer
traceable across veriers. Second, g depends on the current epoch. This ensures that provers
are no longer traceable for some length of time across epochs.
5

This is why we prefer the term `attribute-based credentials' over the more traditional term `anonymous

credentials'.
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7.4 Revocable Privacy: Principles, Use Cases, and Technologies
Privacy and (homeland) security seem to be at odds with one another: it is a commonly held
belief that we cannot strengthen one without weakening the other. And it seems security is
winning. The governmental hunger for dataand its ability to actually gather theseseems
bigger than ever. And who would argue against collection of these data? Surely we all want
to stop terrorists, paedophiles and tax evaders. Yet, security versus privacy does not have to
be a zero-sum game [315, 323]. Hoepman also argued that this contradiction between security
and privacy is a false one, and that we can design systems that have privacy without neglecting
security [215].
Hoepman introduced a design principle to create systems that have both security and privacy:
revocable privacy. The core idea of revocable privacy arises from the realisation that it is not the
data itself that is (or should be) important, but rather the violations of certain rules that manifest
themselves in the data. Data related to people who do not violate any rules are irrelevant, and,
in fact, these people should remain anonymous, as if no data on their behavior was ever collected.
Revocable privacy is a design principle that ensures this property. Informally speaking, a system
oers revocable privacy if users of the system are guaranteed to be anonymous except when they
violate a predened rule.
To ensure privacy, the system's anonymity guarantees cannot rely on policy and regulations
alone. It is all too easy to ignore policy, to sidestep it, or to change it retroactively. As a result,
data that was collected for one specic purpose can easily be reused for anotherviolating
people's privacy. A key aspect of a system implementing revocable privacy is to prevent this
type of function creep through technical means: it should not be possible to change the rules
retroactively.
It is known that building such systems is possible. One example is the anonymous electronic cash
system proposed by Chaum [140], which actually implements revocable privacy (although he did
not use this term). Users have electronic coins, which they can spend as if they were physical
coins, in eect making an untraceable digital payment system in which the users' privacy is
guaranteed. However, to maintain security, this anonymity cannot be unconditional. If it were,
it would allow misbehaving users to double-spend the digital coins without consequence. Instead,
the revocable privacy aspect of the design guarantees that users are anonymous, as long as they
spend the digital coins only once. When they do spend a coin twice, their identity can be
recovered from the two transaction records of the two spendings. Any single transaction record,
however, gives no information about the identity of the user.
In general, to ensure anonymity for rule-abiding users, data must be collected in a special
manner. In Chaum's electronic cash system, the cut-and-choose paradigm is used to ensure that
a single transaction record gives no information, whereas two reveal the identity of the culprit.
Distributed encryption [216, 249] oers another method for creating threshold based rules. Data
is collected for every event, but the user's identity is revealed only if she causes an event to
happen at suciently many dierent locations.
While Chaum's electronic cash could be seen as such a scheme with a threshold of two, it
diers signicantly from distributed encryption. In the rst, the user actively partakes in the
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transaction, whereas in the second, the user deliberately does not take part. As a result, these
systems have dierent privacy guarantees and trust assumptions. These aspects of revocable
privacy had not yet been explored.
In all previous work on revocable privacy [215, 216, 248, 249], the focus was on identifying users
who violate the rules. However, in some situations, such an approach might be too strong.
For example, anonymity is the core property of Tor [167], so it should never be possible to
deanonimize users. Yet, Tor can also be abused. In order to stop abuse, some approaches, like
blacklistable anonymous credentials (BLAC), aim to block misbehaving users, rather than to
identify them [331].6
Our rst contribution is to reexamine revocable privacy in a more general setting, where we
consider the implications of dierent security models, and explore ramications of users' actions
that are less invasive than simply identifying users, for example, blocking users and linking their
actions.
Next, we explore and classify some use cases for revocable privacy. We generalize the underlying
rules of the use cases into abstract rules. These use cases illustrate that even if a user has
violated a rule, she did not necessarily do something wrong. In fact, we have explored some
systems where a violation only means that closer examination is necessary.
The abstract rules for the use cases make it possible to link them to specic techniques. Our
nal contribution is to give a non-technical overview of existing techniques that can be used to
implement revocable privacy.

6

Nymble [332] is a related system that can be used to block misbehaving users. However, it relies on a trusted

party that can make users linkable if they misbehave, so we do not consider it further in this paper.
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8

Methods for Usable Privacy

In Section 8.1, we present a two-factor user-authentication scheme for usable server-based eID
and e-signature solutions. Current server-based eID and e-signature solutions typically rely on
one-time passwords delivered to the user via short message service (SMS). This raises several
issues in practice, as the use of SMS technology can be cost-eective insecure. To address these
issues, we propose an alternative two-factor user-authentication scheme following a challengeresponse approach. The feasibility and applicability of the proposed user-authentication scheme
is evaluated by means of two concrete implementations. This way, we show that the proposed
authentication scheme and its implementations improve both the cost eectiveness and the
security of server-based eID and e-signature solutions.
In Section 8.2, we study how users choose passwords under consideration of dierent human
dimensions, and, more specically, when they are cognitively depleted.

8.1 Encryption-based Second Authentication Factor Solutions for Qualied
Server-side Signature Creation
The concepts of electronic identity (eID) and electronic signature (e-signature) are crucial for
transactional e-government services. They enable users to securely and reliably authenticate at
services and to create electronic signatures. Their relevance is especially given in the European
Union (EU), where so-called qualied electronic signatures are legally equivalent to handwritten
signatures [328]. This enables users to remotely provide written consent in transactional services.
During the past years, dierent approaches for the realization of eID and e-signature concepts
have been studied, implemented, and deployed. First approaches to provide users eID and esignature functionality have been based on smart-card technology [237, 172]. However, these
approaches have turned out to suer from several usability-related limitations and hence from
limited user acceptance [347]. As an alternative, mobile eID and e-signature solutions have
emerged early. These solution remove the need for smart-card usage by making use of the user's
mobile phone instead. Two approaches can be distinguished. The rst approach employs the
mobile phone's SIM card to store eID data and to implement cryptographic functions required for
the creation of electronic signatures. The second approach instead relies on a central hardware
security module (HSM) to store eID data and to carry out required cryptographic functions.
During the past years, the second approach, i.e., server-based solutions, has gained relevance
and popularity, mainly because it denes fewer requirements for the mobile end-user device and
mobile network operators (MNO), which in turn improves applicability, feasibility and usability.
The main challenge in designing and developing server-based eID and e-signature solutions is
the provision of appropriately secure user-authentication schemes. These schemes are required
to restrict access to centrally stored eID data and cryptographic signing keys to the legitimate
user. In order to assure a sucient level of security, two-factor authentication (2FA) is typically
the approach of choice.
Current mobile eID and e-signature solutions following the sever-based approach implement 2FA
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schemes by means of one-time passwords (OTPs) delivered by SMS messages [290, 303]. After
the user has entered a secret password covering the authentication factor knowledge, he or she
receives a OTP via SMS. By proving reception of the OTP, the user proves possession of the
mobile phone. This way, the authentication factor possession is covered and the 2FA process is
completed.
Unfortunately, reliance on SMS technology raises several issues [271]. First, SMS must not be
regarded as secure. This especially applies to smartphones, on which incoming SMS messages
can be intercepted by third party applications. Second, the sending of SMS messages containing
OTPs can cause signicant costs for the service operator, as mobile network operators (MNOs)
typically charge the delivery of SMS messages. To overcome these issues, we propose an alternative 2FA scheme for server-based mobile signature solutions. Our proposed scheme renders
the use of SMS technology unnecessary. This way, it provides higher cost eciency and better
security compared to existing approaches.

8.2 Human Dimensions of Identity Federation and Password Choice
In earlier research [151], we proposed and subsequently investigated the impact of human factors,
such as cognitive eort, on privacy decision making. This research is based on the observation
in psychology research that cognitive eort can be measured with task-evoked pupillary response [227, 225] and that cognition can be viewed in a dual-process model that distinguishes
cognitively eortless and eortful tasks [226]. Naturally, the question arose whether security
and privacy decisions are inherently eortful or inherently eortless. Furthermore, it is interesting whether users whose capacity for eortful decisions is depleted make security and privacy
decisions dierently.

Research Methodology for Human Dimensions in Security and Privacy

Such experiments require an accurate and calibrated measurement apparatus and a rigorous evidence-based
research methodology. We also found that such experiments come with a number of confounding
variables that need to be tightly controlled [150]. This prompted the need for high-end psychophysiological measurements as a tool for further investigation. Newcastle University has designed
and built a psycho-physiological measurement and eye tracking lab to enable this research. It
includes a high-end eye tracker (SMI RED500), a system to measure electro cardiograms (ECG)
and electrodermal activity (EDA), a system for aect analysis from face-geometry as well as an
analysis system to investigate these multimodal data streams and to add further coding of user
behavior. The bottomline is that one can measure cognitive and aective factors while the user
is working with a computer making security and privacy decisions.
Current research includes validating the psycho-physiological measurements against established
psychological tools and dening reusable components for future experiments. For instance, a current experiment validates the aect evaluation from face-geometry (Noldus FaceReader) against
a standard questionnaire for positive and negative, the Positive and Negative Aect Schedule
(PANAS-X) [339]. Furthermore, this research requires standard methods for manipulating the
user's cognitive and aective state, such as inducing cognitive eort or depletion.
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Human Dimensions of Password Choice

A rst larger experiment with this methodology
focused on a simple question that is closely related to identity federation: How do users choose
passwords under consideration of dierent human dimensions? More specically how do users
choose passwords when they are cognitively depleted? This question is important for FutureID,
as passwords are still a predominant authentication mechanism for Identity Providers (IdPs).
We summarize this experiment to illustrate a research methodology and study developed in
FutureID which can be used for further investigations in Usable Privacy. The current study
investigated the password strength and memorability, measured in the outcome of a password
meter and login attempts a week after registration.
In this still unpublished study, 100 participants were chosen and randomly distributed
across two groups of 50 participants each. The groups were balanced in terms of gender and
time-of-day to run the experiment to for control circadian rhythm. We queried demographics,
gender, a security awareness score and a Big Five personality inventory (BFI) [223] as pre-study
questionnaire. The participants were mostly non-computer science students from Newcastle
and Northumbria University, mostly international background (most common countries Oman,
China, Iraq), with ages between 17 and 44 years.
Method.

The experiment group was articially cognitively depleted with tasks that required impulse
control, the control group was not depleted, completing non-depleting tasks with similar length
and avor.
The password strength was measured with a password meter7 and adjusted for the use of unmodied dictionary words and personal identiable information in the password (e.g., username
or student id) as per NIST recommendations on good password choice.
A manipulation check was employed with a brief mood inventory used
in earlier psychology research, yielding that the manipulation was successful with statistical
signicance (Mann-Whitney, signicance p = .000 < .05). From the manipulation check, a
depletion level was derived with levels of non-depleted, cognitively eortful, and depleted. A
total of 28 participants reported a level of depletion expressed as slight or strong tiredness.
Participants reporting neither agreement or disagreement to tiredness were counted as nondepleted.
Manipulation Check.

The data was analyzed with a multi-predictor stepwise linear regression. The linear
regression accounted for 20.6% of the variability (adjusted R2 = .206), hence oers only a
limited accuracy. The studentized residual was close to a normal distribution. Nearly 80% of
the variability was unaccounted for and there was a large variance observed within groups.
Results.

The outcomes of the gender, Big Five (5), brief mood inventory (8) and the depletion level
were predictors on the password strength score as target variable. The depletion level was
indeed the most important predictor in the regression (signicance p = .001 < .05, predictor
importance= 0.371). The eortful level, that is only slightly depleted, had a coecient of 50.65
(signicance p = .000 < .05). The non-depleted level had a coecient of 31.62 (signicance
p = .006 < .05). We summarize these descriptive statistics of password strength score by
depletion level in Table 2 and depict the means with 95%-condence intervals in Figure 1.
7

www.passwordmeter.net
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics of password strength score by depletion level.
Depletion Level

N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Std. Error

Min

Max

Non-depleted
Eortful
Depleted

72
17
11

38.31
57.12
11.55

31.86
45.07
43.63

3.76
10.93
13.16

-45
-24
-64

121
138
70

100

38.56

37.27

3.73

-64

138

Total

Error Bars: 95% CI

Mean Password Strength Score

100

75

50

25

0

Non-depleted

Effortful

Depleted

Depletion Level

Figure 1: Means of password strength score by depletion level.
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Of the brief mood inventory thoughtfulness and calmness had signicant eects. Strong disagreement to thoughtfulness implied stronger passwords (signicance p = .018 < .05, predictor
importance = 0.251). Strong disagreement to calmness implied stronger passwords (signicance
p = .012 < .05, predictor importance = 0.172).
Of the Big Five personality traits, the BFI Agreeableness score was the most important predictor
on the password strength (signicance p = .025 < .05, predictor importance = 0.137), where
higher agreeableness signicantly implied stronger passwords. The BFI Extraversion was a
notable yet non-signicant negative predictor on password strength (signicance p = .108 > .05,
predictor importance = 0.069).
Discussion. This outcome on depletion level as major predictor suggests that slight cognitive
eort prior to a password choice implies a stronger password chosen. It also suggests that a strong
depletion implies a weaker password chosen. This is in accord with Kahneman's observation that
initial eortful activity introduces a bias towards exerting further cognitive eort [226]. This
outcome can also be explained with Selye's arousal curve [146], an inverse U-shaped relation
between the activity of the stress system and the quality of a human's performance, yielding
an optimum performance under moderate stress. This result vouches for further investigation,
in particular to what extent this observation can be operationalized to improve the quality of
password choice.

The results on the brief mood inventory are surprising in themselves. Why do participants
who report themselves as not thoughtful or not calm choose better passwords? This result can
substantiate the explanation of Selye's arousal curve as a possible explanation. In any case,
these results ask for the investigation of the inuence of current stress and aect on password
choice.
This result on the BFI asks for further investigation as the experiment cannot explain whether the
participants sought to please the experimenter, constituting a confounding variable, or whether
this eect persists in real-world scenarios.
The number of participants that reported strong depletion was low (N = 11), limiting the importance of this coecient. Future Experiments will need to achieve stronger depletion throughout
and manipulate a slight cognitive eort stimulus deliberately.

Conclusion

We believe that the research methodology developed in FutureID for the evaluation of human dimensions of security and privacy will be widely reusable. They can shed
light on human dimensions of identity federation beyond the capabilities of existing self-report
questionnaires on usability. Hence, this work constitutes a stepping stone for further research
in usable privacy and the security of identity federation systems. We advocate future research
using psycho-physiological measurements and dierentiated consideration of personality traits
and user experience as a way forward to gain more insights in usable security and privacy.
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Conclusion

This deliverable has described the research conducted by work package 24 during the third year
of the FutureID project with its ve tasks: extending languages and tools for compositional
reasoning (Task 24.1), establishing methods and languages for privacy goals (Task 24.2), development of privacy-friendly audit and data-handling mechanisms (Task 24.3), development
of privacy-friendly revocation mechanisms (Task 24.4) and development of methods for usable
privacy (Task 24.5).
In Task 24.1, we have achieved a signicant step forward in the area of compositional reasoning
with two kinds of relative soundness results. The rst kind are typing results showing that any
security protocol that fulls a number of sucient conditions has an attack if it has a well-typed
attack. The second kind considers the parallel composition of protocols, showing that when
running two protocols in parallel allows for an attack, then at least one of the protocols has an
attack in isolation.
In Task 24.2, we have focused on applying the concept of α-β -privacy that we have developed
previously to the FutureID architecture. Furthermore, we have dened and unied the concepts
and features of privacy-preserving attribute-based credentials (Privacy-ABCs), provided a language framework in XML schema, and given a formal semantics to describe the eects of the
transactions in a privacy-friendly authentication system using Privacy-ABCs. Additionally, we
present a Prolog implementation for credential-policy matching.
In Task 24.3, for audits, we have reported on experiences during implementing blank digital
signatures as well as optimizations that helped to improve their performance. Additionally, we
have proposed a novel graph signature scheme, which makes it possible that an issuer certies
a committed graph, such that a prover can subsequently prove properties of the graph in zeroknowledge proofs of knowledge.
For data-handling mechanisms, we have focused our research on authentication mechanisms
based on passwords and on signatures and on privacy-preserving protocols that minimize the
data that users have to disclose to service providers. We have also worked on existing eID
solutions. In addition, we have conducted research on computations on signed data and on data
anonymization and data sharing between databases.

Password-Based Authentication.

We have described a threshold password authenticated
secret sharing protocol. We have also presented two simple and extremely ecient proactively secure distributed password verication protocols.

Signature-Based Authentication.

We have given formal security denitions for a full-edged
privacy attribute-based credentials system. We have provided a generic construction from
lower-level building blocks that satises our denitions and we have presented secure instantiations of the building blocks. Additionally, we have proposed a new kind of signature
schemes, unlinkable redactable block-signature (URS) schemes, with which one can redact
a signature and reveal only its relevant parts each time it is used. We have constructed an
ecient URS scheme and we have employed it to design the rst universally composable
anonymous credential system. It is also arguably one of the rst such schemes to support
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ecient attribute disclosure with cost independent of the number of attributes in the issued credential without having to rely on random oracles. Moreover, we have presented
an ecient construction of round-optimal blind signature schemes in the standard model.

eID Solutions.

We have presented design strategies for a privacy-friendly Austrian eID system
in the public cloud.

Privacy-Preserving Protocols.

We have contributed a practical, secure and privacy preserving mechanism enabling a Service Provider to verify whether the mobile phone of a given
User currently resides within a certain geographical reference area at a given time. Our
mechanism consists of having the location of the mobile phone determined by the Mobile Network Operator and certied using anonymous credentials. In addition, we have
proposed a non-restricted and a restricted oblivious transfer with access control scheme.
Oblivious transfer with access control (OTAC) allows the sender to control access to the
messages. The sender receives as input a list of messages and access control policies. Each
receiver possesses a set of attributes, which is certied by a credential issuer, and is able
to obtain a message only if the receiver's attributes satisfy the access control policy for
that message. Receiver privacy requires that the sender does not get any information on
the message obtained or on the receiver's attributes. In a non-restricted scheme, a receiver
can obtain in one transfer phase all the messages whose access control policy is fullled by
the receiver's attributes. In a restricted scheme, the receiver can only obtain one message
per transfer phase. Furthermore, we have revisited existing work on privacy-preserving
billing. In privacy-preserving billing a meter measures a user's consumption of some utility or service and service providers apply ne-grained tari policies, i.e., policies that
require detailed and frequent consumption measurements, in order to determine the bill.
Meters do not send consumption measurements to the service provider. Instead, the computation of the bill is done locally and only the amount to be paid is revealed to the service
provider. We improve existing work in two ways. First, we generalize the security model
to consider multiple meters and multiple users. Second, we propose a privacy-preserving
billing protocol for our model that improves eciency for policies described by splines.

Computations on signed data.

We have shown how the service provider can perform computations on unencrypted signed data.

Data anonymization and sharing.

We have proposed an (un)linkable pseudonym system
to allow exchange of user data between databases. A converter serves as central hub
to ensure controllability. The converter establishes individual pseudonyms for each server
derived from a unique main identier that every user has, but without learning the derived
pseudonyms. The only information the converter still learns is that a server SA wants to
access data from a server SB , which is the right amount of information to balance control
and privacy.

In Task 24.4, we have designed several privacy-friendly revocation mechanisms. First, we have
proposed a privacy preserving revocation mechanism for privacy-enhancing attribute-based credentials that allows you to eciently handle multiple revocation lists. Second, we have studied
a primitive that is widely used for revocation purposes, i.e., cryptographic accumulators. Third,
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we have shown how using epochs can help to make revocation practical while still retaining reasonable strong privacy guarantees. Finally, we have explained the concept of revocable privacy.
In Task 24.5, we have designed a two-factor user-authentication scheme for usable server-based
eID and e-signature solutions. Current server-based eID and e-signature solutions typically
rely on one-time passwords delivered to the user via short message service (SMS). This raises
several issues in practice, as the use of SMS technology can be cost-eective insecure. To
address these issues, we have proposed an alternative two-factor user-authentication scheme
following a challenge-response approach. The feasibility and applicability of the proposed userauthentication scheme has been evaluated by means of two concrete implementations. This way,
we have shown that the proposed authentication scheme and its implementations improve both
the cost eectiveness and the security of server-based eID and e-signature solutions. Additionally,
on a dierent line of work, we have studied how users choose passwords under consideration of
dierent human dimensions, and, more specically, when they are cognitively depleted.
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Abstracts of Research Papers in D24.4

10.1 Extending Languages and Tools for Compositional Reasoning (Task
24.1)
• Omar Almousa, Sebastian Mödersheim, Paolo Modesti, and Luca Viganò:

Typing and

Compositionality for Security Protocols: A Generalization to the Geometric Fragment,
ESORICS 2015

[26].

in

We integrate, and improve upon, prior relative soundness results of two kinds. The rst
kind are typing results showing that any security protocol that fulls a number of sucient
conditions has an attack if it has a well-typed attack. The second kind considers the parallel
composition of protocols, showing that when running two protocols in parallel allows for
an attack, then at least one of the protocols has an attack in isolation. The most important
generalization over previous work is the support for all security properties of the geometric
fragment.

• Paolo Modesti: AnBx: Automatic Generation
plementations, in FPS 2015, to appear [269].

and Verication of Security Protocols Im-

The AnBx compiler is a tool for automatic generation of Java implementations of security
protocols specied in a simple and abstract model that can be formally veried. In our
model-driven development approach, protocols are described in AnBx , an extension of
the Alice & Bob notation; along with the synthesis of consistency checks, the tool analyses
the security goals and produces annotations that allow the verication of the generated
implementation with ProVerif.

10.2 Establishing Methods and Languages for Privacy Goals (Task 24.2)
• Sebastian Mödersheim, Omar Almousa, Bud Bruegger, Max Tuengerthal: A Formal Verication of the FutureID architecture. DTU technical report, 2015 [263].
FutureID implements an identity management infrastructure able to support
the European single market. At this scale, requirements for security, privacy, and accountability are ever more stringent. As a major contribution to reaching these requirements,
we formalize and formally verify the FutureID architecture on an abstract level, in particular for the three goals. This has even lead to the development of new protocols and
possibilities for future FutureID.

Abstract:

• Jan Camenisch, Maria Dubovitskaya, Robert R. Enderlein, Anja Lehmann, Gregory Neven,
Christian Paquin, and Franz-Stefan Preiss: Concepts and Languages for Privacy Preserving Attribute-Based Authentication, in Journal of Information Security and Applications [90].
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Existing cryptographic realizations of privacy-friendly authentication mechanisms such as
anonymous credentials, minimal disclosure tokens, self-blindable credentials, and group
signatures vary largely in the features they oer and in how these features are realized.
Some features such as revocation or de-anonymization even require the combination of several cryptographic protocols. These dierences and the complexity of the cryptographic
protocols hinder the deployment of these mechanisms for practical applications and also
make it almost impossible to switch the underlying cryptographic algorithms once the application has been designed. In this paper, we aim to overcome this issue and simplify both
the design and deployment of privacy-friendly authentication mechanisms. We dene and
unify the concepts and features of privacy-preserving attribute-based credentials (PrivacyABCs), provide a language framework in XML schema, and give a formal semantics to
describe the eects of the transactions in a privacy-friendly authentication system using
Privacy-ABCs. Our language framework enables application developers to use PrivacyABCs with all their features without having to consider the specics of the underlying
cryptographic algorithmssimilar to as they do today for digital signatures, where they
do not need to worry about the particulars of the RSA and DSA algorithms either.

• Jan Camenisch, Sebastian Mödersheim, Gregory Neven, Franz-Stefan Preiss, and Alfredo
Rial: A Prolog Program for Matching Attribute-Based Credentials to Access Control Policies, in IBM Research Report RZ3890 [119].
In an attribute-based credential system, users employ credentials issued by credentials
issuers to compute presentation tokens that prove to service providers that the user's credentials fulll the access control policies to access services. The number of user credentials
and the number of ways a policy can be satised can be large. Therefore, a user has to
choose which subset of her credentials she wishes to employ to compute a presentation
token. This choice has both eciency and privacy implications. We present a Prolog
program that lists all the credentials subsets that can be used to fulll a given policy. In
our program, credentials are represented by facts and policies by rules. By querying a
rule, the Prolog engine lists all the combinations of facts that satisfy the rule. Therefore,
we remark the simplicity of our approach, which simply requires representing credentials
and policies in Prolog and avoids the need of implementing credential-policy matching
or exhaustive search algorithms. Furthermore, our program is also useful on the verier
side. By using facts to represent the credential information disclosed by a user's presentation tokens, when the user wishes to access a new service, the service provider can verify
whether the credential information already disclosed fullls the policy for that service.
Our Prolog program implements a variety of features of an attribute-based credential system: pseudonyms, key binding, dierent restrictions for attributes values, issuer-driven
and verier-driven revocation, and inspection. Our program can easily be extended to
implement more features.
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10.3 Research on Privacy-Friendly Audit and Data-Handling Mechanisms
(Task 24.3)
• Thomas Groÿ: Signatures and Ecient Proofs on Committed Graphs and NP-Statements,
in FC 2015 [197]
Digital signature schemes are a foundational building block enabling integrity and nonrepudiation. We propose a graph signature scheme and corresponding proofs that allow a
prover (1) to obtain a signature on a committed graph and (2) to subsequently prove to
a verier knowledge of such a graph signature. The graph signature scheme and proofs
are a building block for certication systems that need to establish graph properties in
zero-knowledge, as encountered in cloud security assurance or provenance. We extend
the Camenisch-Lysyanskaya (CL) signature scheme to graphs and enable ecient zeroknowledge proofs of knowledge on graph signatures, notably supporting complex statements on graph elements. Our method is based on honest-verier Σ-proofs and the strong
RSA assumption. In addition, we explore the capabilities of graph signatures by establishing a proof system on graph 3-colorability (G3C). As G3C is NP-complete, we conclude
that there exist Camenisch-Lysyanskaya proof systems for statements of NP languages.

• Jan Camenisch, Robert Enderlein, and Gregory Neven: Two-Server Password Authenticated Secret Sharing UC-Secure Against Transient Corruptions, in PKC 2015 [97]
Protecting user data entails providing authenticated users access to their data. The most
prevalent and probably also the most feasible approach to the latter is by username and
password. With password breaches through server compromise now reaching billions of
aected passwords, distributing the password les and user data over multiple servers is not
just a good idea, it is a dearly needed solution to a topical problem. Threshold passwordauthenticated secret sharing (TPASS) protocols enable users to share secret data among
a set of servers so that they can later recover that data using a single password. No
coalition of servers up to a certain threshold can learn anything about the data or perform
an oine dictionary attack on the password. Several TPASS protocols have appeared
in the literature and one is even available commercially. Although designed to tolerate
corrupted servers, unfortunately none of these protocols provide details let alone security
proofs about the steps that need to be taken when a compromise actually occurs and
how to proceed. Indeed, they consider static corruptions only which for instance does
not model real world attacks by hackers. We provide the rst TPASS protocol that is
provably secure against adaptive server corruptions. Moreover, our protocol contains an
ecient recovery procedure allowing one to re-initialize servers to recover from corruption.
We prove our protocol secure in the universal composability model where servers can be
corrupted adaptively at any time; the users' passwords and secrets remain safe as long as
both servers are not corrupted at the same time. Our protocol does not require random
oracles but does assume that servers have certied public keys.

• Jan Camenisch, Anja Lehmann and Gregory Neven: Optimal Distributed Password Verication, in ACM CCS 2015 [112]
We present a highly ecient cryptographic protocol to protect user passwords against
server compromise by distributing the capability to verify passwords over multiple servers.
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Password verication is a single-round protocol and requires from each server only one
exponentiation in a prime-order group. In spite of its simplicity, our scheme boasts security against dynamic and transient corruptions, meaning that servers can be corrupted
at any time and can recover from corruption by going through a non-interactive key refresh procedure. The users' passwords remain secure against oine dictionary attacks
as long as not all servers are corrupted within the same time period between refreshes.
The only currently known scheme to achieve such strong security guarantees incurs the
considerable cost of several hundred exponentiations per server. We prove our scheme secure in the universal composability model, which is well-known to oer important benets
for password-based primitives, under the gap one-more Die-Hellman assumption in the
random-oracle model. Server initialization and refresh must take place in a trusted execution environment. Initialization additionally requires a secure message to each server, but
the refresh procedure is non-interactive. We show that these requirements are easily met
in practice by providing an example deployment architecture.

• Jan Camenisch, Stephan Krenn, Anja Lehmann, Gert Læssøe Mikkelsen, Gregory Neven
and Michael Østergaard Pedersen: Formal Treatment of Privacy-Enhancing Credential
Systems, in SAC 2015 [107]
Privacy-enhancing attribute-based credentials (PABCs) are the core ingredients to privacyfriendly authentication systems. They allow users to obtain credentials on attributes and
prove possession of these credentials in an unlinkable fashion while revealing only a subset
of the attributes. In practice, PABCs typically need additional features like revocation,
pseudonyms as privacy-friendly user public keys, or advanced issuance where attributes
can be blindly carried over into new credentials. For many such features, provably secure
solutions exist in isolation, but it is unclear how to securely combined them into a fulledged PABC system, or even which properties such a system should fulll.
We provide a formal treatment of PABCs supporting a variety of features by dening their
syntax and security properties, resulting in the most comprehensive denitional framework
for PABCs so far. Unlike previous eorts, our denitions are not targeted at one specic
use-case; rather, we try to capture generic properties that can be useful in a variety of
scenarios. We believe that our denitions can also be used as a starting point for diverse
application-dependent extensions and variations of PABCs. We present and prove secure a
generic and modular construction of a PABC system from simpler building blocks, allowing
for a plug-and-play composition based on dierent instantiations of the building blocks.
Finally, we give secure instantiations for each of the building blocks.

• Jan Camenisch, Maria Dubovitskaya, Kristiyan Haralambiev and Markulf Kohlweiss: Unlinkable Redactable Signatures and Their Applications to Anonymous Credentials, in
ASIACRYPT 2015 [92]
We review the design principles of anonymous credentials and similar privacy-enhancing
protocols and conclude that theoretical cryptographic advances have not been suciently
applied to the construction of practical protocols. Arguably, all schemes suited for realworld-use do not support straight-line extraction and most of them still rely on random
oracles in their security arguments (because they use the Fiat-Shamir heuristic to obtain non-interactive proofs). To address this gap we propose a new kind of signature
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scheme, an unlinkable redactable block-signature (URS) scheme as a new building block
for privacy-enhancing protocols. We give both property-based security denitions and a
UC functionality for URS and validate the former by showing that they imply the latter.
We then employ structure preserving signatures and vector commitments to construct a
concrete URS scheme and prove that it meets our property-based security denitions.
Finally, we show how our new signature scheme can be used to construct anonymous
credentials and create the rst ecient UC-secure credential scheme for which both the size
of a credential and its presentation proof are independent of the number of attributes issued
in a credential. Moreover, our new credential scheme is secure under DH-like cryptographic
assumptions, i.e., it does not rely on random oracles. Our denitional approach may
be of independent interest beyond redactable signatures as a framework for UC-secure
malleable signatures and we expect our URS scheme to be useful for the construction of
many privacy-preserving protocols.

• Georg Fuchsbauer, Christian Hanser, and Daniel Slamanig: Practical Round-Optimal
Blind Signatures in the Standard Model, in CRYPTO 2015 [183]
Round-optimal blind signatures are notoriously hard to construct in the standard model
especially in the malicious-signer model, where blindness has to hold even under adversarially chosen keys. This practical experience is substantiated by several impossibility results.
So far, the only construction that can be termed theoretically ecient, by Garg and Gupta
(
'14), requires complexity leveraging, which induces an exponential security
loss.

Eurocrypt

In this paper we present the rst construction of practically ecient round-optimal blind
signatures in the standard model. It is conceptually simple and builds on the recent structure preserving signatures on equivalence classes (SPS-EQ) from
'14. While the
traditional notion of blindness follows from the security of the SPS-EQ and standard assumptions, we prove blindness under adversarially chosen keys under an interactive variant
of DDH. In contrast to previous constructions, we neither require non-uniform assumptions
nor complexity leveraging.

Asiacrypt

We also show how to extend our construction to partially blind signatures and to blind
signatures on message vectors, which directly yields the rst standard-model construction
of one-show anonymous credentials à la anonymous credentials light (
'13).

CCS
Applying Fischlin and Schröder's impossibility result for blind signatures (Eurocrypt'10)

to our construction gives us new insights on standard-model constructions of SPS-EQ.
Furthermore, we provide the rst standard-model SPS-EQ construction and show how
SPS-EQ schemes imply conventional structure-preserving signatures.

• David Derler, Christian Hanser, and Daniel Slamanig: Blank Digital Signatures: Optimization and Practical Experiences, in Privacy and Identity Management for the Future
Internet in the Age of Globalisation [163]
Blank Digital Signatures (BDS) [206] enable an originator to delegate the signing rights for
a template, containing xed and exchangeable elements, to a proxy. The proxy is then able
to choose one of the predened values for each exchangeable element and issue a signature
for such an instantiation of the template on behalf of the originator. In this paper, we
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propose optimizations for the BDS scheme from [206] and present a library, integrating this
optimized version within the Java Cryptography Architecture and the keying material into
X.509 certicates. To illustrate the exibility of the proposed library, we introduce two
proof-of-concept implementations building up on XML and PDF, respectively. Finally, we
give a detailed insight in the performance of the protocol and our implementation.

• Bernd Zwattendorfer, and Daniel Slamanig: Design strategies for a privacy-friendly Austrian eID system in the public cloud, in Computers & Security [352]
Abstract Secure identication and authentication are essential processes in sensitive areas
of application such as e-Government or e-Health. In Austria, the ocial eID is the so
called the Austrian citizen card and a means of choice for secure citizen identication
and authentication. To facilitate the adoption of citizen card authentication at service
providers within the Austrian e-Government strategy, the open source module MOA-ID
has been developed. It acts as identity provider for dierent service providers and manages
identication and authentication based on the Austrian citizen card. Currently, MOA-ID
is deployed locally in every service provider's domain and is assumed to be fully trusted.
With the increasing use of eIDs, however, a move into a public cloud might be advantageous
due to benets provided cloud computing, e.g., cost savings or scalability. Nevertheless,
the move of a trusted service into the public cloud brings up new obstacles, in particular
with respect to security and privacy. Therefore, in this paper we introduce and evaluate
three dierent approaches on how the Austrian eID system based on MOA-ID could be
securely moved into the cloud without violating any privacy or data protection aspects.
To achieve this, we rely on various cryptographic methods and focus on minimum changes
of the current identication and authentication process ow. Based on an evaluation of
these three dierent approaches, we propose a model which can be generically used for
eID identication and authentication in privacy-invasive environments such as the public
cloud.

• Jan Camenisch, Diego A. Ortiz-Yepes and Franz-Stefan Preiss: Strengthening Authentication with Privacy-Preserving Location Verication of Mobile Phones, in WPES 2015 [123]
Mobile devices are increasingly used in security-sensitive contexts such as physical access
control and authorization of payment transactions. In this paper we contribute a mechanism to verify whether a mobile device currently resides within a geographical area at a
given time, thus enabling the use of the location as an additional authentication factor.
Trustworthiness, privacy, and practicability are central to our mechanism. In particular, to
provide trustworthy location information, our mechanism uses the location of the phone as
detected by the Mobile Network Operator instead of relying on the location detected by the
phone itself, which can be manipulated. We have followed a privacy-by-design approach to
ensure that sensitive information, e.g., location and subscriber data, are only revealed to
parties with a need to know. Privacy safeguards are realized using anonymous credentials,
an established privacy-enhancing technology. Finally, our mechanism is practical and has
little requirements on the mobile phone beyond the ability to run computations on anonymous credentials, as well as Internet and mobile network connectivity. These requirements
are fullled by most smartphones in the market.
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• Alfredo Rial: Blind Attribute-Based Encryption and Oblivious Transfer with Fine-Grained
Access Control, in Designs, Codes and Cryptography [304]
We propose two constructions of oblivious transfer with access control (OTAC), i.e., oblivious transfer schemes in which a receiver can obtain a message only if her attributes, which
are certied by a credential issuer, satisfy the access control policy of that message. The
receiver remains anonymous towards the sender and the receiver's attributes are not disclosed to the sender. Our constructions are based on any ciphertext policy attribute based
encryption (CPABE) scheme that fullls the committing and key separation properties,
which we dene. We also provide a committing CPABE with key separation scheme that
supports any policy described by a monotone access structure, which, in comparison to
previous work, allows our OTAC construction to support eciently a wider variety of access control policies. In our constructions, a receiver obtains from the sender a CPABE
secret key for her attributes by using a blind key extraction with access control protocol.
We provide a blind key extraction with access control protocol for any committing CPABE
with key separation scheme. Previous work only provided ad-hoc constructions of blind
key extraction protocols. Our generic protocol works in a hybrid model that employs novel
ideal functionalities for oblivious transfer and for anonymous attribute authentication. We
propose constructions that realize those novel ideal functionalities and analyze the overall
eciency of our OTAC constructions.

• Alfredo Rial, George Danezis and Markulf Kohlweiss: Privacy-Preserving Smart Metering
Revisited [306]
Privacy-preserving billing protocols are useful in settings where a meter measures user
consumption of some service, such as smart metering of utility consumption, pay-as-youdrive insurance and electronic toll collection. In such settings, service providers apply negrained tari policies that require meters to provide a detailed account of user consumption.
The protocols allow the user to pay to the service provider without revealing the user's
consumption measurements. Our contribution is twofold. First, we propose a general
model where a meter can output meter readings to multiple users, and where a user receives
meter readings from multiple meters. Unlike previous schemes, our model accommodates
a wider variety of smart metering applications. Second, we describe a protocol based
on polynomial commitments that improves the eciency of previous protocols for tari
policies that employ splines to compute the price due.

• Jae Hyun Ahn, Dan Boneh, Jan Camenisch, Susan Hohenberger, Abhi Shelat, and Brent
Waters: Computing on Authenticated Data, in Journal of Cryptology [23]
In tandem with recent progress on computing on encrypted data via fully homomorphic
encryption, we present a framework for computing on authenticated data via the notion
of slightly homomorphic signatures, or P -homomorphic signatures. With such signatures,
it is possible for a third party to derive a signature on the object m0 from a signature
of m as long as P (m, m0 ) = 1 for some predicate P which captures the authenticatable
relationship" between m0 and m. Moreover, a derived signature on m0 reveals no extra
information about the parent m.
Our denition is carefully formulated to provide one unied framework for a variety of
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distinct concepts in this area, including arithmetic, homomorphic, quotable, redactable,
transitive signatures and more. It includes being unable to distinguish a derived signature
from a fresh one even when given the original signature. The inability to link derived
signatures to their original sources prevents some practical privacy and linking attacks,
which is a challenge not satised by most prior works.
Under this strong denition, we then provide generic constructions for all univariate and
closed predicates, and specic ecient constructions for a broad class of natural predicates
such as quoting, subsets, weighted sums, averages, and Fourier transforms. To our knowledge, these are the rst ecient constructions for these predicates (excluding subsets) that
provably satisfy this strong security notion.

• Jan Camenisch and Anja Lehmann: (Un)linkable Pseudonyms for Governmental Databases,
in ACM CCS 2015 [110]
When data maintained in a decentralized fashion needs to be synchronized or exchanged
between dierent databases, related data sets usually get associated with a unique identier. While this approach facilitates cross-domain data exchange, it also comes with
inherent drawbacks in terms of controllability. As data records can easily be linked, no
central authority can limit or control the information ow. Worse, when records contain
sensitive personal data, as is for instance the case in national social security systems, such
linkability poses a massive security and privacy threat. An alternative approach is to use
domain-specic pseudonyms, where only a central authority knows the cross-domain relation between the pseudonyms. However, current solutions require the central authority to
be a fully trusted party, as otherwise it can provide false conversions and exploit the data
it learns from the requests. We propose an (un)linkable pseudonym system that overcomes
those limitations, and enables controlled yet privacy-friendly exchange of distributed data.
We prove our protocol secure in the UC framework and provide an ecient instantiation
based on discrete-logarithm related assumptions.

10.4 Research on Privacy-Friendly Revocation Mechanisms (Task 24.4)
• Jan Camenisch, Maria Dubovitskaya, and Alfredo Rial: UC Commitments, Revocation,
and Attribute Tokens for Privacy-Preserving Protocol Design [96]
Attribute-based credentials can be revoked in some context, while still being valid for
other purposes. We propose two accumulator-based revocation schemes from vector commitments that allow one to accumulate several revocation lists into a single commitment
value, and allow a user to have only one witness for those several revocation lists. One
of our schemes, unlike standard accumulators, hides the revocation status of a user from
other users and veriers.
To make our revocation building blocks employable by other protocols, we dene the
ideal revocation functionalities for both hiding and non-hiding settings in the universal
composability framework and prove that our schemes realize them. We also provide a
new commitment functionality that outputs cryptographic commitments and, therefore,
can be employed in a hybrid protocol together with non-interactive proof-of-knowledge
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functionalities that prove dierent statements about the committed value. We believe
that our work on the composable trapdoor commitment schemes is of independent interest
and can be used outside of the revocation context. Finally, we demonstrate the feasibility
of our approach by constructing universally composable anonymous attribute tokens that
support ecient revocation in multiple contexts.

• David Derler, Christian Hanser, and Daniel Slamanig: Revisiting Cryptographic Accumulators, Additional Properties and Relations to other Primitives, in Topics in Cryptology CT-RSA 2015 [165]
Cryptographic accumulators allow to accumulate a nite set of values into a single succinct
accumulator. For every accumulated value, one can eciently compute a witness, which
certies its membership in the accumulator. However, it is computationally infeasible to
nd a witness for any non-accumulated value. Since their introduction, various accumulator schemes for numerous practical applications and with dierent features have been
proposed. Unfortunately, to date there is no unifying model capturing all existing features.
Such a model can turn out to be valuable as it allows to use accumulators in a black-box
fashion.
To this end, we propose a unied formal model for (randomized) cryptographic accumulators which covers static and dynamic accumulators, their universal features and includes
the notions of undeniability and indistinguishability. Additionally, we provide an exhaustive classication of all existing schemes. In doing so, it turns out that most accumulators
are distinguishable. Fortunately, a simple, light-weight generic transformation allows to
make many existing dynamic accumulator schemes indistinguishable. As this transformation, however, comes at the cost of reduced collision freeness, we additionally propose
the rst indistinguishable scheme that does not suer from this shortcoming. Finally, we
employ our unied model for presenting a black-box construction of commitments from
indistinguishable accumulators as well as a black-box construction of indistinguishable, undeniable universal accumulators from zero-knowledge sets. Latter yields the rst universal
accumulator construction that provides indistinguishability.

• Wouter Lueks, Gergely Alpár, Jaap-Henk Hoepman, and Pim Vullers: Fast Revocation
of Attribute-Based Credentials for Both Users and Veriers in ICT Systems Security and
Privacy Protection - 30th IFIP TC 11 International Conference, SEC 2015, Hamburg,
Germany, May 26-28, 2015

[246]

Attribute-based credentials allow a user to prove properties about herself anonymously.
Revoking such credentials, which requires singling them out, is hard because it is at odds
with anonymity. All revocation schemes proposed to date either sacrice anonymity altogether, require the parties to be online, or put high load on the user or the verier. As a
result, these schemes are either too complicated for low-powered devices like smart cards
or they do not scale. We propose a new revocation scheme that has very low computational cost for users and veriers, and that does not require users to process updates. We
trade only a limited amount of anonymityin exceptional cases, uses of credentials are
linkableto make the rst practical revocation scheme that is ecient at large scales and
fast enough for smart cards.
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• Wouter Lueks, Maarten H. Everts and Jaap-Henk Hoepman: Revocable Privacy: Principles, Use Cases, and Technologies in Annual Privacy Forum (APF 2015), Luxembourg,
October 7-8 2015. (to appear) [247].
Security and privacy often seem to be at odds with one another. In this paper, we revisit
the design principle of revocable privacy which guides the creation of systems that oer
anonymity for people who do not violate a predened rule, but can still have consequences
for people who do violate the rule. We rst improve the denition of revocable privacy by
considering dierent types of sensors for users' actions and dierent types of consequences
of violating the rules (for example blocking). Second, we explore some use cases that can
benet from a revocable privacy approach. For each of these, we derive the underlying
abstract rule that users should follow. Finally, we describe existing techniques that can
implement some of these abstract rules. These descriptions not only illustrate what can
already be accomplished using revocable privacy, they also reveal directions for future
research.

10.5 Methods for Usable Privacy (Task 24.5)
• Christof Rath, Simon Roth, Harald Bratko, and Thomas Zeerer: Encryption-based Second Authentication Factor Solutions for Qualied Server-side Signature Creation, in EGOVIS 2015 [302]
Electronic identity (eID) and electronic signature (e-signature) are key concepts of transactional e-government solutions. Especially in Europe, server-based eID and e-signature
solutions have recently gained popularity, as they provide enhanced usability while still
complying with strict security requirements. To implement obligatory two-factor userauthentication schemes, current server-based eID and e-signature solutions typically rely
on one-time passwords delivered to the user via short message service (SMS). This raises
several issues in practice, as the use of SMS technology can be cost-eective insecure. To
address these issues, we propose an alternative two-factor user-authentication scheme following a challenge-response approach. The feasibility and applicability of the proposed
user-authentication scheme is evaluated by means of two concrete implementations. This
way, we show that the proposed authentication scheme and its implementations improve
both the cost eectiveness and the security of server-based eID and e-signature solutions.
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List of Research Papers in WP24

11.1 Extending Languages and Tools for Compositional Reasoning (Task
24.1)
• Sebastian Mödersheim and Georgios Katsoris. A Sound Abstraction of the Parsing Problem in Computer Security Foundations 2014 [266].
• Sebastian Mödersheim and Luca Viganò: Sucient Conditions for Vertical Composition
of Security Protocols in AsiaCCS 2014 [267].
• Paolo Modesti, Ecient Java Code Generation of Security Protocols specied in
AnB/AnBx in STM 2014 [270].
• Omar Almousa, Sebastian Mödersheim, Paolo Modesti, and Luca Viganò: Typing and
Compositionality for Security Protocols: A Generalization to the Geometric Fragment in
ESORICS 2015 [26].
• Paolo Modesti, AnBx: Automatic Generation and Verication of Security Protocols Implementations in FPS 2015 [269].

11.2 Establishing Methods and Languages for Privacy Goals (Task 24.2)
• Sebastian Mödersheim, Thomas Groÿ, and Luca Viganò: Dening Privacy is Supposed
to be Easy, LPAR 2013 [265].
• Sebastian Mödersheim, Omar Almousa, Bud Bruegger, Max Tuengerthal: A Formal Verication of the FutureID architecture. DTU technical report, 2015 [263].
• Jan Camenisch, Maria Dubovitskaya, Robert R. Enderlein, Anja Lehmann, Gregory Neven,
Christian Paquin, and Franz-Stefan Preiss: Concepts and Languages for Privacy Preserving Attribute-Based Authentication, in Journal of Information Security and Applications [90].
• Jan Camenisch, Sebastian Mödersheim, Gregory Neven, Franz-Stefan Preiss, and Alfredo
Rial: A Prolog Program for Matching Attribute-Based Credentials to Access Control Policies, in IBM Research Report RZ3890 [119].

11.3 Research on Privacy-Friendly Audit and Data-Handling Mechanisms
(Task 24.3)
• Jan Camenisch and Anja Lehmann: (Un)linkable Pseudonyms for Governmental Databases,
in ACM CCS 2015 [110]
• Jan Camenisch, Anja Lehmann and Gregory Neven: Optimal Distributed Password Verication, in ACM CCS 2015 [112]
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• Jan Camenisch, Stephan Krenn, Anja Lehmann, Gert Læssøe Mikkelsen, Gregory Neven
and Michael Østergaard Pedersen: Formal Treatment of Privacy-Enhancing Credential
Systems, in SAC 2015 [107]
• Jan Camenisch, Diego A. Ortiz-Yepes and Franz-Stefan Preiss: Strengthening Authentication with Privacy-Preserving Location Verication of Mobile Phones, in WPES 2015 [123]
• Jan Camenisch, Maria Dubovitskaya, Kristiyan Haralambiev and Markulf Kohlweiss: Unlinkable Redactable Signatures and Their Applications to Anonymous Credentials, in
WPES 2015 [92]
• Alfredo Rial: Blind Attribute-Based Encryption and Oblivious Transfer with Fine-Grained
Access Control, in Designs, Codes and Cryptography [304]
• Alfredo Rial, George Danezis and Markulf Kohlweiss: Privacy-Preserving Smart Metering
Revisited [306]
• Christian Hanser and Daniel Slamanig, Blank Digital Signatures, in

Proc. of 8th ACM

Symposium on Information, Computer and Communications Security (ASIACCS 2013)

[206].

• Christian Hanser and Daniel Slamanig, Warrant-Hiding Delegation-by-Certicate Proxy
Signature Schemes, in Proc. of 14th International Conference on Cryptology in India
(INDOCRYPT 2013) [207].
• Bernd Zwattendorfer and Daniel Slamanig, On Privacy-Preserving Ways to Porting the
Austrian eID System to the Public Cloud, in Proc. of 28th IFIP TC-11 International
Information Security and Privacy Conference (SEC 2013) [350].
• Bernd Zwattendorfer and Daniel Slamanig, Privacy-Preserving Realization of the STORK
Framework in the Public Cloud, in Proc. of 10th International Conference on Security
and Cryptography (SECRYPT 2013) [351].
• Markulf Kohlweiss and Alfredo Rial, Optimally Private Access Control, in
Privacy in the Electronic Society 2013 (WPES 2013) [233].

Workshop on

• Jan Camenisch and Robert Enderlein and Victor Shoup, Practical and Employable Protocols for UC-Secure Circuit Evaluation over Zn , in ESORICS 2013 [98].
• Masayuki Abe and Jan Camenisch and Maria Dubovitskaya and Ryo Nishimaki, Universally Composable Adaptive Oblivious Transfer (with Access Control) from Standard
Assumptions, in Digital Identity Management Workshop 2013 [12].
• Changyu Dong and Liqun Chen and Jan Camenisch and Giovanni Russello, Fair Private
Set Intersection with a Semi-trusted Arbiter, in DBSec 2013 [168].
• Fabrice Benhamouda and Jan Camenisch and Stephan Krenn and Vadim Lyubashevsky
and Gregory Neven, Better Zero-Knowledge Proofs for Lattice Encryption and Their
Application to Group Signatures, in ASIACRYPT 2014 [56].
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• Jan Camenisch and Günter Karjoth and Gregory Neven and Franz-Stefan Preiss, Anonymously sharing Flickr pictures with facebook friends, in Proceedings of the 12th ACM
workshop on Workshop on privacy in the electronic society (WPES 2013) [102].
• Jan Camenisch and Anja Lehmann and Gregory Neven and Alfredo Rial, Privacy Preserving Auditing for Attribute-Based Credentials, in Computer Security - ESORICS
2014 [113].
• Daniel Slamanig and Klaus Stranacher and Bernd Zwattendorfer, User-Centric Identity
as a Service-Architecture for eIDs with Selective Attribute Disclosure in ACM Symposium
on Access Control Models and Technologies - SACMAT 2014 [321].
• Christian Hanser and Daniel Slamanig, Structure-Preserving Signatures on Equivalence
Classes and their Application to Anonymous Credentials in ASIACRYPT 2014 [208].
• David Derler and Christian Hanser and Daniel Slamanig, Privacy-Enhancing Proxy Signatures from Non-Interactive Anonymous Credentials in Data and Applications Security
and Privac - DBSec 2014 [164]
• Thomas Groÿ, Ecient Certication and Zero-Knowledge Proofs of Knowledge on Infrastructure Topology Graphs in ACM CCS Cloud Security Workshop (CCSW) 2014 [196]
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